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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

1. 1 PURPOSE.	 2. GENERAL.

This document sets guidelines for accessibility to
buildings and facilities by individuals with
disabilities under the Americans with Disabili-
ties Act (ADA) of 1990. These guidelines are to
be applied during the design, construction, and
alteration of bu ildings and facilities covered by
Titles Il and III of the ADA to the extent required
by regulations issued by Federal agencies.
including the Department of Justice and the
Department of Transportation, under the ADA.

The technical specy7cations 4.2 through 4.35, of
these guidelines are the same as those of the
American National Standard Institute's docu-
ment A1I7.1-1980. except as noted in this text
by italics. However, sections 4. 1.1 through 4. I.7
and sections 5 through I0 are d ffferentfrom
ANSI A117.1 in. their entirety and are printed in
standard type.

The illustrations and text of ANSI AI 17.1 are
reproduced with permtss tonfrom the American
National Standards Institute, Copies of the
standard may be purchased from, the American
National Standards institute at 1430 Broadway,
New York, New York 10018.

2.1 Provisions for Adults. The specifica-
tions in these guidelines are based upon adult
dimensions and anihropometrics.

2.2* Equivalent Facilitation. Departures
from particular technical and scoping require-
ments of this guideline by the use of other
designs and technologies are permitted where
the alternative designs and technologies used
will provide substantially equivalent or greater
access to and usability of the facility.

3. MISCELLANEOUS
INSTRUCTIONS AND
DEFINITIONS.

3.1 Graphic Conventions. Graphic
conventions are shown in Table 1. Dimensions:
that are not marked minimum or maximum are
absolute, unless otherwise indicated in the text
or captions.

Table 1
Graphic ConvenVons

Convention	 Description

Typical dimension line showing U.S. customary units
(in inches) above the line and St units (in miilimeters)
below

36
$15

9
230

r-17 9 36
230	 915

max

min

Dimensions for short distances indicated on
extended line

Dimension ilne showing alternate dimensions
required

Direction of approach

Maximum

Minimum

Boundary of clear floor area

Centerline
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3.4 General Terminology

3.2 Dimensional Tolerances. All dimen-
sions are subject to conventional building
industry tolerances for field conditions.

3.3 Notes. The text of these guidelines does
not contain notes or footnotes. Additional
information, explanations, and advisory materi-
als are located in the Appendix. Paragraphs
marked with an asterisk have related, non-
mandatory material in the Appendix. In the
Appendix, the corresponding paragraph
numbers are preceded by an A.

3.4 General Terminology.

comply with. Meet one or more specifications
of these guidelines.

if. if ... then, Denotes a specification that
applies only when the conditions described
are present.

May, Denotes an option or alternative,

shall. Denotes a mandatory specification or
requirement.

should. Denotes an advisory specification or
recommendation.

3.5 Definitions.

Access Aisle. An accessible pedestrian space
between elements. such as parking spaces,
seating, and desks, that provides clearances
appropriate for use of the elements.

Accessibly Describes a site, building, facility,
or portion thereof that complies with these
guidelines.

A=991ble Element, An element specified by
these guideltries (for example, telephone, con-
trols, and the like).

Accessible Route. A continuous unobstructed
path connecting all accessible elements and
spaces of a building or facility. Interior acces-
sible routes may include corridors, floors,
ramps, elevators, lifts, and clear floor space at
fixtures. Exterior accessible routes may include
parking access aisles, curb ramps, crosswalks
at vehicular ways, walks, ramps, and lifts.

Aacess)ble Space. Space that complies with
these guidelines.

Ad a#t tablUty1 The ability of certain building
spaces and elements, such as kitchen
counters, sinks, and grab bars, to be added
or altered so as to accommodate the needs of
individuals with or without disabilities or to
accommodate the needs of persons with
different types or degrees of disability.

Addition, An expansion, extension, or increase
in the gross f loor area of a building or facility.

Administratlye Authority, A governmental
agency that adopts or enforces regulations and
guidelines for the design, construction, or
alteration of buildings and facilities.

Alteration. An alteration is a change to a
building or facility made by, on behalf of, or
for the use of a public accommodation or
commercial facility, that q&cts or could
affect the usability of the building orfactlity
or part thereof, Alterations include, but are
not limited to, remodeling, renovation, rehabt-
iitatton, reconstruction, historic restoration. .
changes or rearrangement of the structural
parts or elements, and changes or rearrange-
ment in the plan configuration of walls and
full-height partitions. Normal maintenance,
reroofing, painting or wallpapering, or changes
to mechanical and electrical systems are not
alterations unless they affect the usability of
the building or factlittd.

Area gf Rescue Anistance. An area, which
has direct access to an exit, where people who
are unable to use stairs may remain temporarily
in safety to awatt further instructions or assis-
tance during emergency evacuation.

Assembly Area. A room or space accommo-
dating a group of individuals for recreational,
educational, political, social, or amusement
purposes, or for the consumption of food and
drink,

Automatic-Door, A door equipped with a
power-operated mechanism and controls that
open and close the door automatically upon
receipt of a momentary actuating signal. The
switch that begins the automatic cycle may be
a photoelectric device, floor mat, or manual
switch (see power-assisted door).
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

3.5 Definitions

BURWIIQ, Any structure used and intended for
supporting or sheltering any use or occupancy,

Circulation Pat . An exte rior or interior way
of passage from one place to another for pedes-
trians, including, but not limited to, walks,
hallways, cou rtyards, stairways, and stair
landings.

Clear. Unobstructed.

Clear Floor Sgacg, 77ie mtnimum unobstructed
floor or ground space required to accommodate a
single, stationary wheelchair and occupant.

Closed Circuit T&ICphone. A telephone with
dedtcated Itne(s) such as a house phone, cour-
tesy phone or phone that must be used to gain
entrance to a factlity.

Co=on Use. Refers to those interior and
exterior rooms, spaces, or elements that are
made available for the use of a restricted group
of people (for example, occupants of a homeless
shelter, the occupants of an office building, or
the guests of such occupants).

Cross t3lone. The slope that is perpendicular to
the direction of travel (see running slope).

Curb Rama. A sho rt ramp cutting through a
curb or built up to It.

Dgtee able Warning. A standardized surface
feature built in or applied to walking surfaces or
other elements to warn visually Impaired people
of hazards on a circulation path.

D9vell^ng Unit. A single unit which provides a
kitchen or food preparation area, In addition to
rooms and spaces for living, bathing, sleeping,
and the like. Dwelling units include a single
family home or a townhouse used as a transient
group home; an apartment building used as a
shelter; guestrooms in a hotel that provide
sleeping accommodations and food preparation
areas; and other similar factliWs used on a
transient basis. For purposes of these guide-
lines, use of the term 'Dwelling Unit' sloes not
Lrnply the unit is used as a residence,

Egress. MgRns of, A continuous and unob-
structed way of exit travel from any point In a
building or facility to a public way, A means of
egress comprises vertical and horizontal travel

and may include tntem ming room spaces,
doorways, hallways, corridors, passageways,
balconies, ramps, stairs, enclosures, lobbies,
horizontal exits, courts and yards. An accessible
means of egress is one that complies with these
guidelines and does not Include s tairs, steps, or
escalators. Areas of rescue assistance or evacu-
ation elevators may be included as part of
accessible means of egress.

Element. An architectural or mechanical compo-
nent of a but1ding. facility, space, or site, e.g..
telephone, curb ramp, door, drinking fountain,
seating, or water closet.

Entrance. Any access point to a building or
portion of a building or facility used for the
purpose of entering. An entrance includes the
approach walk, the vertical access leading to
the entrance platform, the entrance platform
itsetf, vestibules tf provdded, the entry door(s)
or gate(s), and the hardware of the entry door(s)
or gate(s).

Facilitu All or any portion of bu
il
dings, struc-

tures, site improvements, complexes, equipment,
roads, walks, passageways, parking lots, or
other real or personal property located on a site.

Ground Floor, Any occuptablefloor Less than
one story above or be low grade with direct
access to grade. A budding or facility always
has at least one ground floor and may have
more than one ground floor as where a split
level entrance has been provided or where a
building is built into a hillside.

Mezzanine or Mezganfne FIoor. That portion
of a story which is an intermediate floor level
placed within the story and having occupiable
space above and below its , f loor,

Marked Crossing. A crosswalk or other iden-
tified path intended for pedestrian use in
crossing a vehicular way.

Multifamtin Dzelling, Any building containing
more than two dwelling units.

QCcunfable. A room or enclosed space designed
for human occupancy in which individuals
congregate for amusement, educational or
similar purposes, or in which occupants are
engaged at labor, and which is equipped with
means of egress, light, and ventilation.
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3.5 DeWtions

Operable Part. A par( of a piece of equipment
or appliance used to Insert or withdraw objects,
or to activate, deactivate, or adjust the equip-
ment or appliance (for example, coin slot,
pushbutton, handle).

Path of Travel. (Reserved).

Power-assisted Door. A door used jar human
passage with a mechanism that helps to open
the door, or relieves the opening resistance of a
door, upon the activation of a switch or a
continued force applied to the door itself.

PUbUc Use, Describes interior or exterior
rooms or spaces that are made available to the
general public, Public use may be provided at a
building or facility that is privately or publicly
owned.

Ramp, A walking surface which has a running
slope greater than 1:20.

Runn ng lone. The slope that is parallel to
the direction of travel (see cross slope).

Service Entrance. An entrance intended
primarily for deltvery of goods or services.

Siffnage. Displayed verbal, symbolic, tactile,
and pictorial information.

A parcel of land bounded by a property
line or a designated portion of a public right-of-
way.

glte Improvement, landscaping, paving for
pedestrian and vehicular ways, outdoor light-
ing, recreational facilities, and the like, added
to a site,

Sleeping Accommodations. Rooms in which
people sleep; for example, dormitory and hotel
or motel guest rooms or suites.

Space, A definable area, e.g., room, toilet room,
hall, assembly arm entrance, storage room,
alcove, courtyard, or lobby.

Store. That portion of a building included
between the upper surface of a,Jloor and upper
surface of the floor or roof next above. If such

portion of a building does not include occupiable
space, U is not considered a story for purposes
of these guidelines. There may be more than one
floor level within a story as in the case of a
mezzanine or mezzanines.

Structural Lame, The structural frame shall
be considered to be the columns and the
girders, beams, trusses and spandrels having
direct connections to the columns and all other
members which are essential to the stability of
the building as a whole.

Tactile, Describes an object that can be
perceived using the sense of touch.

Text Telephone, Machinery or equipment that
employs interactive graphic (Le., typed) commu-
nications through the transmission of coded
signals across the standard telephone network.
Text telephones can include, for example,
devices known as TDD's (telecommunication
display devices or telecommunication devices
for degf persons) or computers.

Transteat Lodging. A building, facility, or
portion thereof, excluding inpatient medical care
facilities, that contains one or more dwelling
units or steeping accommodations. Transient
lodging may include, but is not limited to,
resorts, group homes, hotels, motels, and
dormitories.

V he leviax_ Why,, A route intended for vehicular
traffic, such as a street, driveway, or parking
lot.

Walk, An exterior pathway with a prepared
surface intended for pedestrian use, including
general pedestrian areas such as plazas and
courts.

NOTE: Sections 4. 1.1 through 4.1.7 are differ-
ent from ANSI Al 17,1 in their entirety and are
printed in standard type (ANSI A117.1 does not
include scoping provisions).
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

4.0 Accessible Elements and Spaces: Scope and Technical Requirements

4. ACCESSIBLE ELEMENTS
AND SPACES: SCOPE AND
TECHNICAL
REQUIREMENTS.

4.1 Minimum Requirements

4.1.1 0 Application.

(1) General. All areas of newly designed or
newly constructed buildings and facilities
required to be accessible . by 4,1.2 and 4.1.3
and altered portions of existing buildings and
facilities required to be accessible by 4.1.6 shall
comply with these guidelines, 4.1 through 4.35,
unless otherwise provided in this section or as
modified in a special application section.

(2) Application Based on Building Use.
Special application sections 5 through 10
provide additiozial requirements for restaurants
and cafeterias, medical care facilities, business
and mercantile, libraries, accessible transient
lodging, and transportation facilities. When a
building or facility contains more than one use
covered by a special application section, each
portion shall comply with the requirements for
that use,

(3) • Areas Used Only by Employees as Work
Areas. Areas that are used only as work areas
shall be designed and constructed so that
individuals with disabilities can approach.
enter. and exit the areas. These guidelines do
not require that any areas used only as work
areas be constructed to permit maneuvering
within the work area or be constructed or
equipped (i.e., with racks or shelves) to be
accessible.

(4) Temporary Structures. These guidelines
cover temporary buildings or facilities as well
as permanent facilities. Temporary buildings
and facilities are not of permanent construction
but are extensively used or are essential for
public use for a period of time. Examples of
temporary buildings or facilities covered by
these guidelines include, but are not limited to:
reviewing stands, temporary classrooms,
bleacher areas, exhibit areas, temporary bank-
ing facilities, temporary health screening
services, or temporary safe pedestrian passage-
ways around a construction site. Structures,

sites and equipment directly associated with
the actual processes of construction, such as
scaffolding, bridging, materials hoists, or
construction trailers are not included.

(5) General Exceptions.

(a) in new construction, a person or entity
Is not required to meet fully the requirements
of these guidelines where that person or entity
can demonstrate that it is structurally imprac-
ticable to do so. Full compliance will be consid-
ered structurally impracticable only in those
rare circumstances when the unique character-
istics of terrain prevent the incorporation of
accessibility features. If full compliance with
the requirements of these guidelines is struc-
turally impracticable, a person or entity shall
comply with the requirements to the extent it is
not structurally impracticable. Any portion of
the building or facility which can be made
accessible shall comply to the extent that it is
not structurally impracticable.

(b) Accessibility is not required to (i) obser-
vation galleries used primarily for security
purposes, or (it) in non-occupiable spaces
accessed only by ladders, catwalks, crawl
spaces, very narrow passageways, or freight
(non-passenger) elevators, and frequented only
by service personnel for repair purposes: such
spaces include. but are not limited to, elevator
pits, elevator penthouses, piping or equipment
catwalks.

4.1.2 Accessible Sites and Exterior
Facilities: New Construction. An acces-
sible site shall meet the following minimum
requirements:

(1) At least one accessible route complying
with 4.3 shall be provided within the boundary
of the site from public transportation stops,
accessible parking spaces, passenger loading
zones if provided, and public streets or side-
walks, to an accessible building entrance.

(2) At least one accessible route complying
with 4.3 shall connect accessible buildings,
accessible facilities, accessible elements, and
accessible spaces that are on the same site.

(3) All objects that protrude from surfaces
or posts into circulation paths shall comply.
with 4.4.
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4,1,2 Accessible Sites and Exterior Facilities: New Construction

(4) Ground surfaces along accessible routes
and in accessible spaces shall comply with 4.5.

(5) (a) If parking spaces are provided for self-
parking by employees or visitors, or both, then
accessible spaces complying with 4.6 shall be
provided in each such parking area in conform-
ance with the table below. Spaces required by
the table need not be provided in the particular
lot. They may be provided in a different location
if equivalent or greater accessibility, in terms of
distance from an accessible entrance, cost and
convenience is ensured.

Required
Total Parking	 Minimum Number

In Lot	 of Accessible Spaces

1 to 25 1
26 to 50 2
51 to 75 3
76 to 100 4

101 to 150 5
151 to 200 6
201 to 300 7
301 to 400 8
401 to 500 8
501 to 1000 2 percent of total

1001 and over 20 plus 1 for each
100 over 1000

Except as provided in (b), access aisles adjacent
to accessible spaces shall be 60 in (1525 mm)
wide minimum.

(b) One in every eight accessible spaces, but
not less than one, shall be served by an access
aisle 96 in (2440 mm) wide minimum and shall
be designated "van accessible" as required by
4.6.4. The vertical clearance at such spaces
shall comply with 4.6.5. All such spaces may
be grouped on one level of a parking structure.

EXCEPTION: Provision of all required parking
spaces in conformpnee with "Universal Parking
Design" (see appendix A4.6.3) is permitted.

(c) If passenger loading zones are provided,
then at least one passenger loading zone shall
comply with 4.6.6.

(d) At facilities providing medical care and
other services for persons with mobility impair-
ments, parking spaces complying with 4.6 shall

be provided in accordance with 4.1.2(5)(a)
except as follows:

(1) Outpatient units and facilities: 10
percent of the total number of parking spaces
provided serving caeh such outpatient unit or
facility;

00 Units and facilities that specialize in
treatment or services for persons with mobility
impairments: 20 percent of the total number of
parking spaces provided serving each such unit
or facility.

(e)*Valet parking: Valet parking facilities
shall. provide a passenger loading zone comply-
ing with 4.6.6 located on an accessible route to
the entrance of the facility. Paragraphs 5(a),
5(b), and 5(d) of this section do not apply to
valet parking facilities.

(6) If toilet facilities are provided on a site,
then each such public or common use toilet
facility shall comply with 4.22. If bathing
facilities are provided on a site, then each such
public or common use bathing facility shall
comply with 4,23.

For single user portable toilet or bathing units
clustered at a single location, at least 5%u but
no less than one toilet unit or bathing unit
complying with 4.22 or 4.23 shall be installed
at each cluster whenever typical inaccessible
units are provided. Accessible units shall be
identiiled by the International Symbol of
Accessibility.

EXCEP'T'ION: Portable toilet units at construc-
tion sites used exclusively by construction
personnel are not required to comply with.
4.1.2(6).

(7) Building Signage, Signs which designate
permanent rooms and spaces shall comply with
4.30.1, 4.30.4, 4.30.6 and 4.30.6. Other signs
which provide direction to, or information
about, functional spaces of the building shall
comply with 4.30.1, 4.30.2. 4.30.3, and 4.30.5.
Elements and spaces of accessible facilities
which shall be identified by the International
Symbol of Accessibility and which shall comply
with 4.30.7 are:

(a) Parking spaces designated as reserved
for individuals with disabilities;
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

4.1.3 Accessible Buildings: New Construction

(b)Accessible passenger loading zones;

(c)Accessible entrances when not all are
accessible (inaccessible entrances shall have
directional signage to indicate the route to the
nearest accessible entrance);

(d)Accessible toilet and bathing facilities
when not all are accessible.

4,1.3 Accessible Buildings: New
Construction, Accessible buildings and
facilities shall meet the following minimum
requirements:

(1)At least one accessible route complying
with 4.3 shall connect accessible building or
facility entrances with all accessible spaces and
elements within the building or facility.

(2)All objects that overhang or protrude into
circulation paths shall comply with 4.4,

(3)Ground and floor surfaces along acces-
sible routes and in accessible rooms and
spaces shall comply with 4.5.

(4)Interior and exterior stairs connecting
levels that are not connected by an elevator,
ramp, or other accessible means of vertical
access shall comply with 4.9.

(5)* One passenger elevator complying with
4.10 shall serve each level, including mezza-
nines, in all multi-story buildings and facilities
unless exempted below. If more than one
elevator is provided, each full passenger eleva-
tor shall comply with 4.10.

EXCEPTION 1: Elevators are not required in
facilities that are less than three stories or that
have less than 3000 square feet per story
unless the building is a shopping center, a
shopping mall, or the professional office of a
health care provider, or another type of facility
as determined by the Attorney General. The
elevator exemption set forth in this paragraph
does not obviate or limit in any way the obliga-
tion to comply with the other accessibility
requirements established in section 4.1.3. For
example, floors above or below the accessible
ground floor must meet the requirements of
this section except for elevator service. If toilet
or bathing facilities are provided on a level not
served by an elevator, then toilet or bathing
facilities must be provided on the accessible

ground floor. In new construction if a building
or facility is eligible for this exemption but a
full passenger elevator is nonetheless planned,
that elevator shall meet the requirements of
4.10 and shall serve each level in the building.
A full passenger elevator that provides service
from a garage to only one level of a building or
facility is not required to serve other levels.

EXCEPTION 2: Elevator pits, elevator.
penthouses, mechanical rooms, piping or
equipment catwalks are exempted from this
requirement.

EXCEPTION 3: Accessible ramps complying
with 4.8 may be used in lieu of an elevator.

EXCEPTION 4: Platform lifts (wheelchair lilts)
complying with 4.11 of this guideline and
applicable state or local codes may be used in
lieu of an elevator only under the following
conditions:

(a)To provide an accessible route to a
performing area in an assembly occupancy.

(b)To comply with the wheelchair viewing
position line-of-sight and dispersion require-
ments of 4.33.3.

(c)To provide access to incidental
occupiable spaces and rooms which are not
open to the general public and which house
no more than five persons, including but not
limited to equipment control rooms and pro-
jection booths.

(d)To provide access where existing site
constraints or other constraints make use of a
ramp or an elevator infeasible.

(6)Windows: (Reserved).

(7)Doors:

(a)At each accessible entrance to a building
or facility, at least one door shall comply with
4.13.

(b)Within a building or facility, at least
one door at each accessible space shall comply
with 4.13.

(c)Each door that is an element of an
accessible route shall comply with 4.13.
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(d) Each door required by 4.3.10, Egress,
shall comply with 4.13.

(8) In new construction, at a minimum, the
requirements in (a) and (b) below shall be
satisfied independently:

(a)(i) At least 50°x6 of all public entrances
(excluding those in (b) below) must be acces-
sible. At least one must be a ground floor
entrance. Public entrances are any entrances
that are not loading or service entrances.

(it) Accessible entrances must be pro-
vided in a number at least equivalent to the
number of exits required by the applicable
building/fire codes. (This paragraph does not
require an increase in the total number of
entrances planned for a facility.)

(ill) An accessible entrance must be
provided to each tenancy in a facility (for
example, Individual stores in a strip shopping
center).

One entrance may be considered as
meeting more than one of the requirements in
(a). Where feasible, accessible entrances shall
be the entrances used by the majority of people
visiting or working in the building.

(b)(1) in addition, if direct access is provided
for pedestrians from an enclosed parking
garage to the building, at least one direct
entrance from the garage to the building must
be accessible.

(it) If access is provided for pedestrians
from a pedestrian tunnel or elevated walkway,
one entrance to the building from each tunnel
or walkway must be accessible.

One entrance may be considered as meet-
Ing more than one of the requirements in (b).

Because entrances also serve as emer-
gency exits whose proximity to all parts of
buildings and facilities is essential, it is prefer-
able that all entrances be accessible.

(c)if the only entrance to a building, or
tenancy in a facility, is a service entrance, that
entrance shall be accessible.

(d)Entrances which are not accessible shall
have directional signage complying with 4.30.1,

4.30.2, 4.30.3, and 4.30.5, which indicates the
location of the nearest accessible entrance.

(9) • In buildings or facilities, or,portions of
buildings or facilities, required to be accessible,
accessible means of egress shall be provided in
the same number as required for exits by local
building/life safety regulations. Where a re-
quired exit from an occupiable level above or
below a level of accessible exit discharge is not
accessible, an area of rescue assistance shall
be provided on each such level (in a number
equal to that of Inaccessible required exits).
Areas of rescue assistance shall comply with
4.3.11. A horizontal exit, meeting the require-
ments of local building/life safety regulations,
shall satisfy the requirement for an area of
rescue assistance.

EXCEPTION: Areas of rescue assistance are
not required in buildings or facilities having a
supervised automatic sprinkler system..

(10) • Drinking Fountains:

(a)Where only one drinking fountain is
provided on a floor there shall be a drinking
fountain which is accessible to individuals who
use wheelchairs in accordance with 4.15 and
one accessible to those who have difficulty
bending or stooping. (This can be accommo-
dated by the use of a `hi-lo" fountain; by
providing one fountain accessible to those who
use wheelchairs and one fountain at a stan-
dard height convenient for those who have
difficulty bending; by providing a fountain
accessible under 4.15 and a water cooler; or
by such other means as would achieve the
required accessibility for each group on each
floor.)

(b)Where more than one drinking fountain
or water cooler is provided on a floor, 50% of
those provided shall comply with 4.15 and
shall be on an accessible route.

(11) Toilet Facilities: If toilet rooms are
provided, then each public and common use
toilet room shall comply with 4.22. Other toilet
rooms provided for the use of occupants of
specific spaces (i.e., a private toilet mom for the
occupant of a private office) shall be adaptable.
if bathing rooms are provided, then each public
and common use bathroom shall comply with
4.23. Accessible toilet rooms and bathing
facilities shall be on an accessible route.
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(12) Storage, Shelving and Display Units:

(a) If fixed or built-in storage facilities such
as cabinets, shelves, closets, and drawers are
provided in accessible spaces, at least one of
each type provided shall contain storage space
complying with 4.25. Additional storage may be
provided outside of the dimensions required by
4.25.

(b) Shelves or display units allowing self-
service by customers in mercantile occupancies
shall be located on an accessible route comply-
ing with 4.3. Requirements for accessible reach
range do not apply.

(13) Controls and operating mechanisms in
accessible spaces, along accessible routes, or
as parts of accessible elements (for example,
light switches and dispenser controls) shall
comply with 4.27.

(14) If emergency warning systems are
provided, then they shall include both audible
alarms and visual alarms complying with 4,28,
Sleeping accommodations required to comply
with 9.3 shall'have an alarm system complying
with 4.28. Emergency warning systems in
medical care facilities may be modified to suit
standard.health care alarm design practice.

(15) Detectable warnings shall be provided at
locations as specified in 4.29.

(18) Building Signage:

(a) Signs which designate permanent rooms
and spaces shall comply with 4.30,1, 4.30.4,
4.30.5 and 4,30.5.

(b) Other signs which provide direction to or
information about functional spaces of the
building shall comply with 4,30.1, 4.30.2,
4,30.3, and 4.30.5.

EXCEPTION: Building directories, menus, and
all other signs which are temporary are not
required to comply.

(17) Public Telephones:

(a) if public pay telephones, public closed
circuit telephones, or other public telephones
are provided, then they shall comply with
4,31.2 through 4.31.8 to the extent required by
the following table:

Number of each type	 Number of telephones
of telephone provided required to comply with

on each floor	 4,31.2 through 4.31.8'

i or more single unit	 1 per floor

I bank'	 1 per floor

2 or more banks2	 1 per bank. Accessible unit
may be installed as a single
unit In proxtrntty (either
visible or with signage) to
the bank. At least one
public telephone per floor
shall meet the requirements
for a forward reach
telephone'.

I Additional public telephones may be installed
at any height, Unless otherwise specified,
accessible telephones may be either forward or
side reach telephones,

2 A bank consists of two or more adjacent
public telephones, often installed as a unit,

3 EXCEPTION: For exterior Installations only, if
dial tone first service Is available, then a side
reach telephone may be installed instead of the
required forward reach telephone (Le., one
telephone in proximity to each bank shall
comply with 4.31).

(b)* All telephones required to be accessible
and complying with 4.31.2 through 4.31.8 shall
be equipped with a volume control. In addition,
25 percent, but never less than one, of all other
public telephones provided shall be equipped
with a volume control and shall be dispersed
among all types of public telephones, including
closed circuit telephones, throughout the build-
ing or facility. Signage complying with appli-
cable provisions of 4.30.7 shall be provided.

(c) The following shall be provided in
accordance with 4,31.9:

(I) If a total number of four or more
public pay telephones (including both interior
and exterior phones) is provided at a site, and
at least one is in an interior location, then at
least one interior public text telephone shall
be provided.

(it) if an interior public pay telephone is
provided in a stadium or arena, in a convention
center, in a hotel with a convention center, or
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in a covered mall, at least one interior public
tent telephone shall be provided In the facility.

(W) if a public pay telephone is located
In or adjacent to a hospital emergency room,
hospital recovery room, or hospital waiting
room, one public tent telephone shall be pro-
vided at each such location.

(d) Where a bank of telephones in the
interior of a building consists of three or more
public pay telephones, at least one public pay
telephone in each such bank shall be equipped
with a shelf and outlet in compliance with
4.31.9(2).

(18) If fixed or built-in seating or tables
(including, but not limited to, study carrels and
student laboratory stations), are provided in
accessible public or common use areas, at least
five percent (5%). but not less than one, of the
fixed or built-in seating areas or tables shall
comply with 4.32. An accessible route shall
lead to and through such fixed or built-in
seating areas, or tables.

(19). Assembly areas:

(a) In places of assembly with fixed seating
accessible wheelchair Iocations shall comply
with 4.33.2, 4.33,3, and 4.33.4 and shall be
provided consistent with the following table:

Capacity of Seating Number of Required
In Assembly Areas Wheelchair Locations

4 to 25 1
26 to 50 2
51 to 300 4

301 to 500 6
over 500 6, plus 1 additional space

for each total seating
capacity increase of 100

In addition, one percent, but not less than one,
of all fixed seats shall be aisle seats with no
armrests on the aisle side, or removable or
folding armrests on the aisle side. Each such
seat shall be identified by a sign or marker.
Signage notifying patrons of the availability of
such seats shall be posted at the ticket office.
Aisle seats are not required to comply with
4 .33.4.
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(b) This paragraph applies to assembly
areas where audible communications are
integral to the use of the space (e.g., concert
and lecture halls, playhouses and movie the-
aters, meeting rooms, etc.). Such assembly
areas, if (1) they accommodate at least 50
persons, or if they have audio-amplification
systems, and (2) they have fixed seating, shall
have a permanently installed assistive listening
system complying with 4.33. For other assem-
bly areas, a permanently installed assistive
listening system, or an adequate number of
electrical outlets or other supplementary wiring
necessary to support a portable assistive
listening system shall be provided. The mini-
mum number of receivers to be provided shall
be equal to 4 percent of the total number of
seats. but In no case less than two. Signage
complying with applicable provisions of 4.30
shall be installed to notify patrons of the
availability of a listening system.

(20) Where automated teller machines
(ATMs) are provided. each ATM shall comply
with the requirements of 4,34 except where two
or more are provided at a location, then only
one must comply.

EXCEPTION: Drive-up-only automated teller
machines are not required, to comply with
4.27.2, 4.27.3 and 4.34.3,

(21) Where dressing and fitting rooms are
provided for use by the general public, patients,
customers or employees, 5 percent, but never
less than one, of dressing rooms for each type
of use In each cluster of dressing rooms shall
be accessible and shall comply with 4.35.

Examples of types of dressing rooms are those
serving different genders or distinct and differ-
ent functions as in different treatment or
examination facilities.

4.1.4 (Reserved).

4. 1.5 Accessible Buildings: Additions.
Each addition to an existing building or facility
shall be regarded as an alteration, Each space
or element added to the existing building or
facility shall comply with the applicable provi-
sions of 4. 1.1 to 4.1.3, Minimum Requirements
(for New Construction) and the applicable
technical specifications of 4.2 through 4.35 and
sections 5 through 10. Each addition that
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affects or could affect the usability of an area
containing a primary function shall comply
with 4.1.6(2).

4.1.6 Accessible Buildings: Alterations,

(1) General, Alterations to existing buildings
and facilities shall comply with the following:

(a)No alteration shall be undertaken which
decreases or has the effect of decreasing acces-
sibility or usability of a building or facility
below the requirements for new construction at
the time of alteration.

(b)If existing elements, spaces, or common
areas are altered, then each such altered
element, space, feature, or area shall comply
with the applicable provisions of 4.1.1 to 4.1.3
Minimum Requirements (for New Construc-
tion). If the applicable provision for new con-
struction requires that an element, space, or
common area be on an accessible route, the
altered elerhent, space, or common area is not
required to be on an accessible route except as
provided in 4,1.6(2) (Alterations to an Area
Containing a Primary Function.)

(c)If alterations of single elements, when
considered together, amount to an alteration of
a room or space in a building or facility, the
entire space shall be made accessible.

(d)No alteration of an existing element,
space, or area of a building or facility shall
impose a requirement for greater accessibility
than that which would be required for new
construction. For example, if the elevators and
stairs in a building are being altered and the
elevators are, in turn, being made accessible,
then no accessibility modifications are required
to the stairs connecting levels connected by the
elevator. If stair modifications to correct unsafe
conditions are required by other codes, the
modifications shall be done In compliance with
these guidelines unless technically infeasible.

(e)At least one interior public text telephone
complying with 4,31.9 shall be provided If-

(i) alterations to existing buildings or
facilities with less than four exterior or interior
public pay telephones would increase the total
number to four or more telephones with at
least one in an interior location; or

01) alterations to one or more exterior or
interior public pay telephones occur in an
existing building or facility with four or more
public telephones with at least one in an
interior location.

(f)if an escalator or stair is planned or
Installed where none existed previously and
major structural modifications are necessary
for such installation, then a means of acces-
sible vertical access shall be provided that
complies with the applicable provisions of 4.7,
4.8, 4. 10, or 4.11.

(g)In alterations, the requirements of
4.1.3(9), 4.3. 10 and 4.3.11 do not apply.

(h)'Entrances: If a planned alteration
entails alterations to an entrance, and the
building has an accessible entrance, the en-
trance being altered is not required to comply
with 4.1.3(8), except to the extent required by
4.1,6(2). If a particular entrance is not made
accessible, appropriate accessible signage
indicating the location of the nearest accessible
entrance(s) shall be installed at or near the
inaccessible entrance,'such that a person with
disabilities will not be required to retrace the
approach route from the inaccessible entrance.

(i) If the alteration work is limited solely
to the electrical, mechanical, or plumbing
system, or to hazardous material abatement,
or automatic sprinkler retrofitting, and does
not involve the alteration of any elements or
spaces required to be accessible under these
guidelines, then 4. 1.6(2) does not apply.

O) EXCEPTION: In alteration work, if com-
pliance with 4.1.6 is technically Infeasible, the
alteration shall provide accessibility to the
maximum extent feasible. Any elements or
features of the building or facility that are
being altered and can be made accessible shall
be made accessible within the scope of the
alteration.

Techl=glty Infeasible. Means, with respect to
an alteration of a building or a facility, that it
has little likelihood of being accomplished
because existing structural conditions would
require removing or altering a load-bearing
member which is an essential part of the struc-
tural frame; or because other existing physical
or site constraints prohibit modification or
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addition of elements, spaces, or features which
are in full and strict compliance with the mini-
mum requirements for new construction and
which are necessary to provide accessibility.

(id EXCEPTION:

(1) These guidelines do not require the
installation of an elevator in an altered facility
that is less than three stories or has less than
3,000 square feet per story unless the building
Is a shopping center, a shopping mall, the
professional office of a health care provider, or
another type of facility as determined by the
Attorney General.

(li) The exemption provided in paragraph
(1) does not obviate or limit in any way the
obligation to comply with the other accessibility
requirements established in these guidelines,
For example, alterations to floors above or
below the ground floor must be accessible
regardless of whether the altered facility has an
elevator. If a facility subject to the elevator
exemption set forth in paragraph (1) nonethe-
less has a full passenger elevator, that elevator
shall meet, to the maximum extent feasible, the
accessibility requirements of these guidelines.

(2)Alterations to an Area Containing a
Primary Function: In addition to the require-
ments of 4.1.6(1), an alteration that affects or
could affect the usability of or access to an area
containing a primary function shall be made so
as to ensure that, to the maximum extent
feasible, the path of travel to the altered area
and the restrooms, telephones, and drinking
fountains serving the altered area, are readily
accessible to and usable by individuals with
disabilities, unless such alterations are dispro-
portionate to the overall alterations in terms of
cost and scope (as determined under criteria
established by the Attorney General).

(3) Special Technical Provisions for Alter-
ations to Existing Buildings and Facilities:

(a) Ramps: Curb ramps and interior or
exterior ramps to be constructed on sites or
In existing buildings or facilities where space
limitations prohibit the use of a 1:12 slope or
less may have slopes and rises as follows:

(I) A slope between 1:10 and 1:12 is
allowed for a maximum rise of 6 inches.

(ii) A slope between 1:8 and 1:10 is
allowed for a maximum rise of 3 inches. A
slope steeper than 1:8 Is not allowed.

(b) Stairs: Full extension of handrails at
stairs shall not be required in alterations where
such extensions would be hazardous or impos-
sible due to plan configuration.

(c) Elevators:

(1) if safety door edges are provided in
existing automatic elevators, automatic door
reopening devices may be omitted (see 4.10.6).

(ii)Where existing shaft configuration
or technical Infeasibility prohibits strict com-
pliance with 4.10,9, the minimum car plan
dimensions may be reduced by the minimum
amount necessary, but in no case shall the
inside car area be smaller than 48 in by 48 in.

(iii)Equivalent facilitation may be pro-
vided with an elevator car of different dimen-
sions when usability can be demonstrated and
when ail other elements required to be acces-
sible comply with the applicable provisions of
4.10. For example, an elevator of 47 in by 69 in
(1195 mm by 1755 mm) with a door opening on
the narrow dimension, could accommodate the
standard wheelchair clearances shown in
Figure 4.

(d) Doors:

(i) Where It is technically infeasible to
comply with clear opening width requirements
of 4.13.5, a projection of 5/8 in maximum will
be permitted for the latch side stop.

(il) If existing thresholds are 3/4 in high
or less, and have (or are modified to have) a
beveled edge on each side, they may remain.

(e) Toilet Rooms:

(i) Where it is technically infeasible to
comply with 4.22 or 4,23, the installation of at
least one unisex toilet/bathroom per floor,
located in the same area as existing toilet
facilities, will be permitted in lieu of modifying
existing toilet facilities to be accessible, Each
unisex toilet room shall contain one water
closet complying with 4.16 and one lavatory
complying with 4.19, and the door shall have
a privacy latch.
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(ii)Where it Is technically infeasible to
install a required standard stall (Fig. 30(a)), or
where other codes prohibit reduction of the
fixture count (i.e., removal of a water closet in
order to create a double-wide stall), either
alternate stall (Fig.30(b)) may be provided in
lieu of the standard stall.

(iii)When existing toilet or bathing
facilities are being altered and are not made
accessible, signage complying with 4.30.1,
4.30.2, 4.30,3, 4.30,5, and 4.30.7 shall be
provided indicating the location of the nearest
accessible toilet or bathing facility within the
facility.

(f)Assembly Areas:

(1) Where it is technically infeasible to
disperse accessible seating throughout an
altered assembly area, accessible seating areas
may be clustered. Each accessible seating area
shall have provisions for companion seating
and shall be located on an accessible route that
also serves as a means of emergency egress.

(il) Where it is technically infeasible to
alter all performing areas to be on an accessible
route, at least one of each type of performing
area shall be made accessible.

(g)Platform Lifts (Wheelchair Lifts): In
alterations, platform lifts (wheelchair lifts)
complying with 4.11 and applicable state or
local codes may be used as part of an acces-
sible route. The use of lifts is not limited to the
four conditions in exception 4 of 4.1.3(5).

(h)Dressing Rooms: In alterations where
technical infeasibility can be demonstrated, one
dressing room for each sex on each level shall
be made accessible. Where only unisex dress-
ing rooms are provided, accessible unisex
dressing rooms may be used to fulfill this
requirement.

4.1.7 Accessible Buildings: Historic
Preservation.

(1) Applicability:

(a) General Rule. Alterations to a qualified
historic building or facility shall comply with
4.1.6 Accessible Buildings: Alterations, the
applicable technical specifications of 4.2

through 4.35 and the applicable special appli-
cation sections 5 through 10 unless it is deter-
mined in accordance with the procedures in
4.1.7(2) that compliance with the requirements
for accessible routes (exterior and interior).
ramps, entrances, or toilets would threaten or
destroy the historic significance of the building
or facility in which case the alternative require-
ments in 4.1.7(3) may be used for the feature.

EXCEPTION: (Reserved).

(b) Definition. A qualified historic building
or facility is a building or facility that is:

(i)Listed in or eligible for listing in the
National Register of Historic Places; or

(ti) Designated as historic under an
appropriate State or local law.

(2) Procedures:

(a) Alterations to Qualified Historic Build-
ings and Facilities Subject to Section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act:

(i) Section 106 Process. Section 106 of
the National Historic Preservation Act (16
U.S.C. 470 f) requires that a Federal agency
with jurisdiction over a Federal, federally
assisted, or federally licensed undertaking
consider the effects of the agency's undertaking
on buildings and facilities listed In or eligible
for listing in the National Register of Historic
Places and give the Advisory Council on His-
toric Preservation a reasonable opportunity to
comment on the undertaking prior to approval
of the undertaking.

(h) ADA Application. Where alterations
are undertaken to a qualified historic building
or facility that is subject to section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act, the Federal
agency with jurisdiction over the undertaking
shall follow the section 106 process. If the
State Historic Preservation Officer or Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation agrees that
compliance with the requirements for acces-
sible routes (exterior and interior), ramps,
entrances, or toilets would threaten or destroy
the historic significance of the building or
facility, the alternative requirements in
4.1.7(3) may be used for the feature.
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(b) Alterations to Qualified Historic Build-
ings and Facilities Not Subject to Section 106
of the National Historic Preservation Act. Where
alterations are undertaken to a qualified his-
toric building or facility that is not subject to
section 106 of the National Historic Preserva-
tion Act, if the entity undertaking the alter-
ations believes that compliance with the re-
quirements for accessible routes (exterior and
interior), ramps, entrances, or toilets would
threaten or destroy the historic significance of
the building or facility and that the alternative
requirements in 4.1.7(3) should be used for the
feature, the entity should consult with the
State Historic Preservation Officer. If the State
Historic Preservation Officer agrees that com-
pliance with the accessibility requirements for
accessible routes (exterior and interior), ramps,
entrances or toilets would threaten or destroy
the historical significance of the building or
facility, the alternative requirements in 4.1.7(3)
may be used.

(c) Consultation With Interested Persons.
Interested persons should be invited to partici-
pate in the consultation process, including
State or local accessibility officials, individuals
with disabilities, and organizations represent-
ing individuals with disabilities.

(d) Certified Local Govemment Historic Pre-
servation Programs, Where the State Historic
Preservation Officer has delegated the consulta-
tion responsibility for purposes of this section
to a Iocal government historic preservation
program that has been certified in accordance
with section 101(c) of the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966 (16 U.S.C. 470a (0)
and implementing regulations (36 CFR 61 .5),
the responsibility may be carried out by the
appropriate local government body or official.

(3) Historic Preservation: Minimum
Requirements:

(a) At least one accessible route complying
with 4.3 from a site access point to an acces-
sible entrance shall be provided,

EXCEPTION: A ramp with a slope no greater
than 1:6 for a run not to exceed 2 R (610 ram)
may be used as part of an accessible route to
an entrance.

(b) At least one accessible entrance comply-
ing with 4.14. which is used by the public shall
be provided.

EXCEPTION: If it is determined that no
entrance used by the public can comply with
4.14, then access at any entrance not used by
the general public but open (unlocked) with
directional signage at the primary entrance
may be used. The accessible entrance shall
also have a notification system. Where security
is a problem, remote monitoring may be used.

(c) if toilets are provided, then at least one .
toilet facility complying with 4.22 and 4.1.6
shall be provided along an accessible route that
compiles with 4.3. Such toilet facility may be
unisex in design,

(d) Accessible routes from an accessible
entrance to all publicly used spaces on at least
the level of the accessible entrance shall be
provided. Access shall be provided to all levels
of a building or facility in compliance with 4.1
whenever practical,

(e) Displays and written information,
documents, etc., should be located where
they can be seen by a seated person. Exhibits
and stgnage displayed horizontally (e.g., open
books), should be no higher than 44 in
(1120 mm) above the floor surface.

NOTE: The technical provisions of sections 4.2
through 4.35 are the same as those of the
American National Standard Institute's docu-
ment A117.1-1980, except as noted in the text,

4.2 Space Allowance and Reach
Ranges.

4.2.1* Wheelchair Passage Width. The
minimum clear width for single wheelchair
passage shall be 32 in (815 mm) at a point and
36 in (915 mm) continuously (see Fig. 1 and
24(e)).

4.2.2 Width for Wheelchair Passing, The
minimum width for two wheelchairs to pass is
60 In (1525 mm) (see Fig. 2).

4.2.3# Wheelchair Turning Space. The
space required for a wheelchair to make a 180-
degree turn is a clear space of 60 in (1525 mm)
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diameter (see Fig. 3(a)) or a T-shaped space (see
Flg. 3(b)),

4.2.4 • Clear Floor or Ground Space for
Wheelchairs.

4.2.4.1 Size and Approach. The minimum
clear floor or ground space required to
accommodate a single, stationary wheelchair
and occupant is 30 in by 48 in (760 mm by
1220 nun) (see Fig. 4(a)). The minimum clear
floor or ground space for wheelchairs may be
positioned for forward or parallel approach to
an object (see Fig. 4(b) and (c)). Clear floor or
ground space for wheelchairs may be part of
the knee space required under some objects.

4.2.4.2 Relationship of Maneuvering
Clearance to Wheelchair Spaces. One full
unobstructed side of the clear floor or ground
space for a wheelchair shall adjoin or overlap
an accessible route or adjoin another wheel-
chair clear floor space, if a clear floor space is
located in an alcove or otherwise confined on
all or part of three sides, additional maneuver-
ing clearances shall be provided as shown in
Fig. 4(d) and (e).

4.2,4,3 Surfaces for Wheelchair Spaces.
Clear floor or ground spaces for wheelchairs
shall comply with 4.5.

4.2.5* Forward Reach. If the clear floor
space only allows forward approach to an
object, the maximum high forward reach
allowed shall be 48 In (1220 mm) (see Fig. 5(a)).
The minimum tow forward reach is 15 in
(380 mall. If the high forward reach is over an
obstruction, reach and clearances shall be as
shown in Fig. 5(b).

4.2.6' Side Reach. If the clear floor space
allows parallel approach by a person in a
wheelchair, the maximum high side reach
allowed shall be 54 in (1370 mm) and the low
side reach shall be no less than 9 in (230 mm)
above the floor (Fig. 6(a) and (b)). If the side
reach is over an obstruction, the reach and
clearances shall be as shown in Fig 6(c),

4.3 Accessible Route.

4.3.1* General. All walks, halls, corridors,
aisles, skywalks, tunnets, and other spaces

c

36 min	 1
suss

Fig. 1
Minimum Clear Width
for Single Wheelchair

Fig. 2
Minimum Clear Width
for Two Wheelchairs
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4.3 Accesssible Route

that are part of an accessible route shall
comply with 4.3.

4.3.2 Location.

(1) At least one accessible route within the
boundary of the site shall be provided from
public transportation stops, accessible parking,
and accessible passenger loading zones, and
public streets or sidewalks to the accessible
building entrance they serve. The accessible
route shall, to the maximum extent feasible,
coincide with the route for the general public.

(2) At least one accessible route shall con-
nect accessible buildings, facilities, elements,
and spaces that are on the same site.

(3) At least one accessible route shall con-
nect accessible building or facility entrances
withall accessible spaces and elements and
with all accessible dwelling units within the
building or facility.

(4) An accessible route shall connect at least
one accessible entrance of each accessible

dwelling unit with those exterior and interior
spaces and facilities that serve the accessible
dwelling unit.

4.3.3 Width. The minimum clear width of an
accessible route shall be 36 in (815 mm) except
at doors (see 4.13.5 and 4.13.6). If a person in
a wheelchair must make a turn around an
obstruction, the minimum clear width of the
accessible route shall be as shown in Fig. Val
and (b).

4.3.4 Passing Space. If an accessible route
has less than 60 in (1525 mm) clear width,
then passing spaces at least 60 in by 60 In
(1525 mm by 1525 mm) shall be located at
reasonable intervals not to exceed 200 ft (61 m).
A T-intersection of two corridors or walks is an
acceptable passing place.

4.3.5 Head Room. Accessible routes shall
comply with 4.4.2.

4,3.6 Surface Textures. The surface of an
accessible route shall comply with 4.5.

(a)
	

(8)
60-In (1525-mm)-Diameter Space

	
T-Shaped Space for 180° Tums

Fig, 3
Wheelchair Turning Space
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Clear Floor Space In Alcoves
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I`iOTE: x < 29 in (fi14 mm).
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4.3 Aece^eible Route

-:-^ ^ -^

..	 ^_
_ -^^

^^ ^^^.
- s-

(a3
Clear Floor Space

[^^^1

^, ^^};

^^,...

.,
{b)

Forward Approach

^Mo
,'I~	 ^^

.

as
,z

{^}
Parallel Approach

NQTE: ff x > 24 In {fi14 mm}, then an additional
maneuvering clearance of 6 In {l54 mm} shell be
provided as Shawn.

NQTE: if x > 15 in (384 mm}, then an additional
maneuvering clearance of 12 En {345 mm} shalt be
provided as shown,

{t)
Additional Maneuvering Clearances for Alcoves

Flg, 4
Minimum Clear Floor Space for Wheelchairs
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4.3 Acceseiblc Routc

-	 ^^

^	 ^
N^•^ 

O	 •...••.••..•	 • ••

~^	 as
122Q

(a)
High Forward Reach I3mlt

X._.w«...,...»......t

b
s
^	 n

^	 ^	 X

^^

1220

as
1220

NOTE; x shat! be < 25 in (635 mm); z shall be > x When x < 201n (510 mm), then y shall 6e 48 in (1220 mm) maximum.
VJltcn x is 20 to 25 to (510 to 835 mm), then y shall be AA In (1120 mm) rnapmum.

(b)
Mnadmum Forward Reach aver an Qbstrvctlon

Fig, 5
Forward Reach
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Ca}
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4.3.7 Slope

(^}

Ma^dmum Side Reach over Obstruction

Fig. 6
Side Reach

4.3.7 Slope. An accessible route with a
running slope greater than l :2() is a ramp and
shall comply with 4.8. Nowhere shall the cross
slope of an accessible mute exceed 1:50.

4,3.8 Chtunges in LEvellg. Changes in levels
along an accesstble route shall colrnply with
4.5.2. if an access@le mute has changes in
level greater than 1/2 in (13 mm^, then a curb

ramp, ramp, elevator, or platform lift (as permit-
. felt fn 4.I.3 ct►td 4.1.6) shah be provided that

complies with 4.7, 4.8, 4.10, or 4.1 I, respec-
tively. An accessible route does not include
stairs, steps, or escalators. See definition of
°egress, means of in 3.5.

4.3.9 Daor$, Doors along an aceesstble route
shall comply with 4.13,

Register, April, {998,1\0.508
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tydTE: Dimensions shown apply when x < A8 in (t 220 mm).

^a)
	

^^)
90°Tum
	

Turns around an Obstruction

\)
..;

(c)
	

(^

Changes to teuel
	

Changes in teiset

Fig. 7
Accessible Route

4.3.10* Egre^i. Accessible routes serving any
accessible space or element shall also serve as
a means of egress for emergencies or connect to
an accessible area of rescue assistance.

4,3.I I Areas of Rescue Assistance.

4.$.XX.X iocatlArt and Construction. An area
of rescue assistance shalt be one of the following:

(1) A portion of a statrtyay landing withftt a
smokeproof enclosure lcomplytng with local
requirements).

(21 A portion of an extertnr exit balcony located
immediately ac^acent #o art exit statrway when
the balcony corrlpltes with Local requirements for
extertnr exit balconies. Dperttngs to ttte Utteriar of
the building located within 20 feet (6 rN of ttte

Register, April, 1998, ho. 508
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4.4 Pxptruding Obtccts

area of rescue assistance stuzll be protected
with fire assemblies hauir^ a three fourths hour
fire protection rating.

(3] A portion of a one-hour fire- resLsttve corri-
dor (cornplytr^r wish local requirements for ,Jire-
resistive construction and for opentngsJ totaled
irrurtedtately ao^acent to an exit enclosure.

l4} A vestibule located irnmediatety adtacent
to an exit enclosure and constructed to the same
fire-resistive standards as requtredfor corridors
and openings.

l5] A portion of a statr-u3ay landing wttltirt an
exit enclosure which is vented to the earterior
and is separated from the trtterior of fire building
with not less Chart one-hourfire•reststtve doors.

d6} uriten approved by file appropriafe Local
authority, an area or a room which is separated
from other portions of the building by a smoke
barrier. Smoke barriers shaft hatse afire-resis-
tive rating of not Iess Chart one hour and shalt
completely enclose the area or roam. Roars in
the smoke barrier shall be tight-flttirtg smoke-
and draft•corttrol assemblies hautng afire•
protectUxt rating of not Iess #han ?A minutes
and shall be set closing ar automatic closing,
xtte area or raarn shall be provided with an exit
directly to an exit enclosure. Where the roam
or area exits into an exit enclosure which is
required to be of more Chart ane•hourfire-rests-
tiue construction, the rCOrn ar area shall have
the same f)re•reststtue eonstructiart, tnctudirtg
the same opening protection, as required for
the ac^acent exit e.rtclosure.

(7) An eleuator lobby when elevator shat is
and ad,/acent lobbies are pressurized as re-
quiredfor smvkeproof enclosures by local
regulattorts and when complying with requtre-
ments herein for size, camrrtunication, and
sl'lgnage. Such pressurization system shall be
activated by smoke detectors on each f loon
located to a manner approved by the appropri-
ate Ioral auf.TtorY[y. T'ressurizatiort equipment
and Cis duct work wit#tin the butldir^p shall be
separated from aiherporttorts of the building by
a minimum fwo•hourfire-resistive construction.

4.3.I i .2 size. Each area of rescue assistance
shall. protiide at Least two accessible areas eacli
being not less than 30 inches by 48 inches
1760 mrn by 1220 matt. The area of rescue

assistance shall rtai encroach on any required
exit width. The t,ota! number of such 30-inch by
48•inch (760 mm by .1220 mmJ areas per story
shall be riot less than arse for euery 200 persons
of calculated occupant Load served by the area
of rescue assistance.

EXCEPTION: T7te appropriate total authority
may reduce the minimum number of 30-Inch by
48-tech f760 mm by 1220 mr^ areas to one for
each area of rescue assistance on floors where
the occupant Toad is Iess than 200,

4.3.I2.9 • Stairway width. Each stairway
ac^tacent w an area of rescue assistance shall
hnue a minimum clear width of 48 inches
between handrails.

4.3.I I.4; Tu^o-wag Communication. A
methaci of two-way communication, wtlh bash
utstble and audible stgnaLs, shall be provided
between each area of rescue assistance and the
primary ertfry. Thefire department or appropri-
ate Ioca.l authority may approve a location other
than the primary entry.

4.9.I I.13 Ideret^cation. Each area of rescue
asstsfLUtce shall be ident#,#ted by a sign which
states "ARE,A OF RESCUEASSISI'ANCE' and
displays the intenzattonal symbol of accessibil-
ity. The sign shall be itlumtnated when exit sign
illumination is required. Slgnage shall also be
installed at ail inaccessible exits and where
otherwise necessary fo clearly indicate the
direction W areas of rescue assistance, In each
area of rescue assistance, Instructions on the
use of the area under emergency candtitons
shall be posted ac^ofning the two -way communi-
cata[ort system.

4.4 Protruding Ob,^eots.

4.4,1 Ceaexal. Objects protecting from walls
(for example, telephones) with their leading
edges between 27 in and 80 in (685 mm and
2030 nun) above the finished fiaor shall pro-
trude rto more than 4 in (100 mm^ into walks,
halls, corridors, passageways, or aisles (see
Fig. $(a)). Objects mounted with their leading
edges at or below 27 in (685 mrn) above the
ilnished floor may protrude any amount (see
Fig, 8(a) and (b)). Free-standing obtects
mounted on posts or pylons may overhang
12 in (305 mm^ maximum from 27 In to 80 to
(685 min to 2030 mm) above the ground or

Register, April, 1998, No: SOS
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gig. s (a)
Walk! ►tg Parallet to a Wall

finished floor [see Fig, 8(c) and (d)). !'^-otruding
obJects shall not reduce the clear width of an
accessible route or maneuvering space
{see Fig, 8(e)).

4.4.2 Head Room, Walks, halls, corridors,
passageways, aisles, or other circulation spaces
shall have 80 !n {2430 mm) minimum clear
head room {see I<ig. 8(a)). If vertical clecucutce of
an area ad^otning an accessible route is reduced
to less Chart 80 in (norntriat dirrter^stgn), a barrier
to tvam blind or visually-irrtpaired persons shat[
be provided (see Fig. 8(c- I)).

4.5 Ground and F1oar Surfaces.

4,5.1 Iienaral, Ground and !]oar surfaces
along accessible routes and in accessible rooms
and spaces including floors, walks, ramps,
stairs, and curb ramps, shall be stable, ilrrn,
slip -resistant, and shall comply with 4.5,

4.5.2 Changes in LCvel, Changes !n level up
Fig. 8	 to 1 /4 in (S mm) may be vertica! and without

Protruding Objects	 edge treatment (see FYg. 7(c)1. Changes in level
between I/4 in and I/2 in {6 mm and 13 mm)

Register, April, 1498, No. 508
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4.4 Parotruding Objects

I	
^ reetar then ^^

	

305	 ^	 4reetar than ^2	 ,

protect shaded
area from
cross•traf jIc --^

^^^	 o
I	 Q M

L ^ N

Ffg. 8 (r-1) Ooerhead Hazards

Ffg, 8 (d)

Obfects Mounted an Posts or Pyfans

Fig. $
Protruding Objects (Cantlnued)

^^
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4.5 Ground and Floor 8tsirfaoes

corridor or other	 ^ ^ v.

	

^ v ^'	 citculetion space	 ^ ° ^

	

E 3 ^	 z^Si max	 ^ b

	

rNi V $	 610	 any	
M

dfinensfon

	

^ ^	 4 ^ ^^^wing wails down

	

E: $	 ^ ^	 ^	 to floor

Flg. 8 {e)

t?xample of protection around Waii-Mourrted ObJects and Measurements of Clear Widths

Fig. 8
pl'otruding Objects {Continued)

shall be beveled with a slope no greater than
1;2 (see FYy. 7(d')). Changes in level greater than
1/2 in (13 mm) shall be accomplished by
means of a rump that complies with ^4.7 or ^.8.

4.5.3+ Carpet, if carpet or carpet file is used
on a ground ar !loot surface, then it shall be
securely attached; have a firm cushion, pad, or
backing, or no cushion ar pact; and have a level
loop, textured loop, level cut pile, or level cut/
uncut plle texture. The maximum pile thick-
ness shall be 1/2 in (13 nun} (see Fig. 8(f)).
>^rposed edges of carpet shall be fastened to
float surfaces and have trim along the entire
length of the exposed edge. Carpe# edge trim
shall comply with 4,5.2,

4.5.4 Gratings. if gratings are located in
walking surfaces, then they shall have spaces
no greater than 1/2 in (13 mm) wide in one
direction (see Fig. 8(^). If gratings have elon-
gated openings, then they shall be placed so
that the long dimension is perpendicular to the
dominant direction of travel (see Flg..B(h1).

4.B Paxl^ing and Passenger Loatdi.><ig
Zones.

4.6.1 1ldinlmum Number. Parking spaces
required to be accessible by 4,I shall comply
with 4.8.2 through 4.6.5. Passenger loadtng
zones required to be accessible by 4. I shall
comply with 4,6.5 arcd 4.fi.6.

kegister, ApriE, 1448,1\v. 508
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4.6 Parking and Pagecnger I,oad#ng Zones

4,B.2 Location. Accesstbleparktra <q spaces
serving a particular building shall be located
on the shortest accessible route of travel from
ad,}aeent parking to an accessible entrance. 1n
parking faciiutes that do not serve a particular
building, accessible parking shall be located on
the shortest accessible ratite of travel to an
accessible pedestrian entrance of the parking
facility. In butidings with multiple accessible
entrances with ac(}acent parkfng, accessible
parking spaces shall be dispersed artd located
closest to the accessible entrances.

4.6.3' Parking SpaeeR. Accessible parking
spaces shall be at least 96 tin (24-40 >;nm) wide.
Parking access aisles shall be part of an acces-
sible route to the building or facility entrance
and shall comply with 4.8. 'itvo accessible
parking spaces may share a common access
aisle (see Fig, 9j. Parked vehicle overhangs
shall not reduce the clear width of an acces-
sible route. Parking spaces artd access aisles
snail be Leve[ with surface stapes not exceeding
2:50 (296} Gr aLt directions.

4.8.4* Slgnage. Accessible parking spaces
shall be designated as reserved by a sign
showing the symbol of accessibility (see 4.30.7).
Spaces complying with 4.1.2(5}(b} shall hove pn
additional sign "Van-Accessible" martnted`belour
the symbol of accesstbiii[y. Sven signs snail be
Located so they cannot be obscured by a vehicle
parked in the space.

4.6.g* Vertical Clearance. Provide mini•
mum taerttcal clearance of 214 in (2895 mrr^ at
accessible passenger ioadirzzg zones and along
at feast one vehicle access route to such areas
from site entrance{s1 and exltls). At parkUtg
spaces complying with 4.2,2(5){b), provide
minimum vertical clearance of SB trt (2430 ram}
at the parking space and along at Least one
vehicle access route to such spaces from site
entrances) and exiifs).

4.8.8 Passenger Loading Zones. Passenger
loading zones shall provide an access aisle at
least 60 in (1525 mm) wide and 20 ft (?AO tn}
{6100 mrr;J long adjacent and paraIIel to the
vehicle gull-vp space (see Fig. 10^. if there are
curbs between the access aisle and the vehicle
pull-up space, then a curb ramp complying
with 4.7 shall be provided. Vehicle standtr^q
spaces and access aisles shall be level with
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may be used where pedestrians would not
normally walk across the ramp (see Fig, I2(b)).

4.7.8 Bullt-up Curb Ramps, Built-up curb
ramps shall be located so that they do not
project into vehicular traffic lanes (see Fig. 13).

4.7.7 De#ec#ab[e Warn^rtgs. A curb ramp
shall have a detectable warning complying with
4,29.2.7>~ie detectable warning shat! extend the
full width and depth of the curb ramp.

4.7.8 obstn>fctions. Curb ramps shall be
located or protected to prevent their obstruc-
tion by parked vehicles.

4.7.8 Location at Marked Crossings.
Curb ramps at marked crossings shall be
wholly contained within the markings, exclud-
ing any flared sides (see Fig. 15),

4.7,10 Diagonal Cur# Ramps. if diagonal
(or corner type) curb ramps have returned
curbs or other well-defined edges, such edges
shall be parallel to the direction of pedestrian
flow, The bottom of diagonal curb ramps shall
have 48 in {1220 mm} minimum clear space as
shown in Fig. 15(c) and (d). if diagonal curb
ramps are provided at marked crossings, the
48 !n (1220 mm) clear space shall be within the
markings (see F1g. 1 5(c) and (d)). If diagonal

curb ramps have flared sides, they shall also
have at least a 24 In [610 mm) long segment
of straight curb located on each side of the
curb ramp and within the marked crossing
(see Fig. 15(c)},

WISCONSIN ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
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4.7 Curb Ra^naps

^ n

accass[ble rquEe M °i
..p . p	

a	 d	 0 ^	 t3

^^d d p ^ qp ^n^-

^ v ^.a n n a	 n
a o^	 ^o	 n n n	 n

0 ^^0^	 Q ^ n	 u

n
din a

^ n	 ^^^A

96 min 6Q min or 96 min for VANS
2440 1325 2440

252min
e400

Fig.. 9
Dimensions of Parking Spacas

swface slopes trot eaaceedtng 1:50 f296J ^ all
directions.

4.7 Curti Ramps.

4.7, l LOC&lion, Curb ramps complying with
4.7 shall be provided wherever an accessible
route crosses a curb.

4.7.2 Slope. Slopes of curb ramps shall
comply with 4.8.2, The slope shall be measured
as shown in Fig. 11. ^ranstttans from ramps to
walks, gutters, or streets shaft be flush cued free
of abrupt changes. Maximum slopes of adJotning
gutters, road surface inutiedtately ac{Jaeent to
file curb ramp, or accessible route shalt not
exceed 2:20.

4,7,3 Width. The minimum width of a curb
ramp shall be 36 in {915 mm), exclusfve of
flared sides.

4.7,4 Surfact, Surfaces of curb ramps shall
comply with 4.5.

4.7.5 Sides of Curb Ramps, If a curb ramp
is located where pedestrians must walk across
the ramp, ar eyhere tt is not protected by hand-
rails ar guardratLs, it shall have flared sides; the
maximum slope of the flare shall be 1:10 (see
Fig. 12(a)). Curb ramps wikh returned curbs

.^ ^	 240 m[n
6tQD

Fig. 18
Acceaa Aisle at Passenger Loading Zones
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4: B Ramps

X
A^(Jolning slope shalt	 Y
nolexceed 1:20 	 slope- Y:X

where X is a level plane

walk	 street

Fig. 1 ]
Measurement of Curb Ramp Slopes

(a)
^ltlr^i 81dcs

ptent{n9 or other
non•wallcing surlece

1	 '^
i	 .;,

'}.^ r

t5^

^a:^^^^
;^^,,

(^)
Returned Curti

!jX is teas than 48 tn,
then the scope of the Maned side
shalt not exsceed 1:12. 	 Fig. i 2

Sides of Curb Ramps

4.7.111 Islands, Any raised islands to cross-
ings shall be cut through level with the street
or have curb ramps at both sides and a level 	 ^ R,tn	 ^
area at least 48 in (1220 mm) long between the 	 3 ^^.
curb ramps in the part of the island intersected	 __	 ^-
by the crosstngs (see Fig. 15(a) and (b)}. 	 ^^' ^	 ^^^ -..^ ^

4.8 Ramps.

4.8.1' Geaeral, Arty part of an accessible
route with a slope greater than 1:20 shall be
considered a ramp and shall comply with 4.8.

^4.B.2* 81ope nod Ries. The least possible
slope shall be used for any ramp. The maxi-
rrlum slope of a ramp in new construction shall
be 1:12. The maximum rise for arty run shall
be 30 in (760 mm) (see Fig, 16). Curb ramps

Fig. 13
Sufit•Qp Curti Ramp

and ramps to be constructed on existing sites
or in existing buildings or facilities may have
slopes and rises as aiiotued in ^.I.B(3)(c>:1 if
space limitations prohibit the use of a 1:12
slope or less.
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4.8 Ramps
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Curiz Ramps at Marked Crossings
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4.8 Ramps

Level Land'sng
^	 Surface of Ramp^	 ^'~	 t.evel [.ending

^^
e`\\\\\̂Cte\\\\\\

tiorizonlel Pro)ectlon or Run
T

Ma.^imum Rise	 Maximum Honzansal Protection

Slape	 in ^ mm	 ft	 m

1:12 to < 1:16 30	 760	 30	 9
1:16 ta < 1:20 30	 7so	 ^a	 11

F'I^. 16
Components of a Single Ramp Run and Sample Ramp >3lmenslons

4.8.3 Clear Width, The minimum clear width
of a ramp shall be 36 in (915 mm).

4.8.4` ><.aYadin^s, Ramps shall have level
landings at bottom and top of each ramp and
each ramp run. Landings shall have the follow-
ing features;

(1) The landing shall be at least as wide as
the ramp run leading tv it.

[21 The landing length shall be a minimum of
60 irr (1525 mm) clear.

(3) If damps change direction at landings, the
minimum landing size shall be 60 in by ti0 in
(1526 mm by 1525 mm),

f 4) Ii a doorway is located at a landing, then
the area in front of the doorway shall comply
with 4.13.6.

4.8,5 Handrails. If a ramp run has a rise
greater than 6 In (150 mm) or a horizontal
p%)action greater than 72 in (1$30 mm), then
it shall have handrails on both sides, Handrails
are not required on curb ramps or ad,(atent to
seating to assembly areas. Handrails shall
comply with 4,28 and shall have the following
features:

(1) Handrails shall be provided along both
stdes of ramp segments. The inside handrall
on switchback or dogleg ramps shall always
be continuous,

(2) if handrails are not continuous, they
shall extend at least i2 in (305 mm) beyond the
tap and bottom of the ramp segment and shall
be parallel with the floor or ground surface
(see yig. 17).

(3) The clear space between the handrail and
the wall shat! be l - 1/2 in (38 mm).

(4} Gripping surfaces shall be continuous.

(5? Top of haridraQ gripping surfaces shalt be
mounted between 34 to and 38 h^ (866 mm and
965 rRtt1) above ramp surfaces,

(61 Ends of handrails shall tie either rounder!
or returned smoothly to floor, wa(l, or pos#,

(71 Handrails shc^I! not rotate u,ith#n fheU
.fy^s•

4.8.6 Cross Slope and Surfaces. The cross
slope of ramp surfaces shall be no greater than
1;50. Ramp surfaces shall comply with 4.5,

Register, Agrit, 199$, No, 508
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4.9 Stairs

4.8.7 Edge Protection, Ramps and landings
with drop-offs shall have curbs, walls, railings,
or projecting surfaces that prevent people from
slipping off the ramp. Curbs shall be a mini-
mum of 2 in (50 rrun} high (see Fig. 17}.

4.8.8 Qatdoor Conditions. Outdoor ramps
and their approaches shall be designed so that
water will not accumulate on walising surfaces.

4.9 Stairs.

4.9.1* Minimum Number. Stairs required fo
be accessible by 4.I shall comply with 4.9.

4.9.2 Treads and Risers. On any given
alight of stairs, all steps shall have uniform
riser heights and uniform tread widths. Stair
treads shall be no less than 11 in (280 mm)
wide, measured from riser to riser (see Fig.
18[a)). Opera risers are not permitted.

4.9.3 Nosings. The undersides of nosings
shall not be abrupt. The radius of curvature at
the leading edge of the tread shall be no greater
than 1/2 in (13 mm}, Risers shall be sloped or
the underside of the nosing shall have an angle
not less than 60 degrees Pram the horizontal.
Nosings shall p%jest no more than 1-1 /2 in
(38 mm) (see Fig. 1$}.

4.9.4 Hatadraiis. Stairways shall have hand-
rails at both sides of all stairs. Handralls shall
comply with 4.26 and shall have the following
features:

(i) Handrails shall be continuous along
both sides of stairs. The inside handrail on
switchbaelr or dogleg stairs shall always be
continuous [see Fig. 19[a) and (b)}.

[2} if handrails are not continuous, they
shall extend at least 12 in (305 mm) beyond the
top riser and at least 12 in (305 mm) plus the
width of one tread beyond the bottom riser. At
the top, the extension shall be parallel with the
floor or ground surface. At the bottom, the
handrall shall continue to slope for a distance
of the width of one tread from the bottom riser;
the remainder of the extension shall tie hori-
zontal (see Fig. 19(c) and (d}). Handrail exten-
sions shall comply with 4.4.

(3} The clear space between handrails and
wall shall be 1-1 /2 to (38 mm}.

(4} Gripping surfaces shall be uninterrupted
by newel posts, other construction elements, ar
obstructions.

(5J Top of handra^ gripping surface shat2 be
mounted befweett 3Q to and 38 to (865 rrtm and
965 mtrt) shave stair nosings.

(6) ^.ds of handrails shall be etcher r,vunded
or returned smoothly to ,/loor, waif or post.

(T) Handrails shall ►tof ratafe within their
,Jlftiru^s.

4.9.iS .Detectuble Warnings at Staire3,
(Reserved].

4.9.6 Outdoor Conditions. Outdoor stairs
and their approaches shall be designed so that
water will not accumulate on walking surfaces.

4.10 Elevatarg.

4.10.1 General. Accessible elevators shall
be on an accessible route and shall comply
with 4.10 and with the ASME AI T. I -1990,
Safety Code for Elevators and Escalators.
Freight elevators shall not be oonstdered as
meeting the requirements of this section unless
the only eletxtfors provided are used as corrtbt•
nation passenger and freight elevators for the
public and employees.

4.7.0,2 Automatic aperatioa. Elevator
operation shall be automatic, Each car shall
be equipped with aself-leveling feature that
will automatically bring the car to floor land-
ings within a tolerance of 1 /2 in [ 13 rnrn}
under rated loading to zero loading conditions.
This self-leveling feature shall be automatic
and independent of the operating device and
shall correct the overtravel or undertravel.

4.10.3 Hall Call Buttons. Call buttons in
elevator lobbies and halls shall be centered at
42 in [1{}65 mm} above the floor. Such call
buttons shall Have visual signals to indicate
when each call is registered and when each
call is answered. Call buttons shall be a mini-
mum of 3/4 in [19 mm} in the smallest dimen-
sion. The button designating the up direction
shall be on tog. [See Fig, 20.) Buttons sfuiii be
raised or^lush. Objects mounted beneath hat!
caI! buffans siu^.l! not prgject info the elevator
lobby more titan 4 in (I00 mrr;}.

Register, April, 3498, App , S^8
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4.10 Elevators
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eaeiion
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4.I0 Ele^►ators
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4.10 Elevators

h011=: The automatic door reopening device is activated if an
obiect passes through ether line A ar tine i3. Line A and Ilne B
represent the vergcal locations of the door reopening device not
requiring contact

Fig. 2Q
Hoistway and ©evator Entrances

4.10.4 Hall Lanterns, A visible and audible
signal shall be provided at each hotstway
entrance to indicate which car is answering a
call. Audible signals shall sound once for the
up direction and twice for the down direction or
shalt have verbal annunciators that say "up" or
"down," Visible signals shall have the following
features:

(1) Hall lantern fixtures shall he mounted so
that their centerline is at least 72 in (IS3Q mm}.
above the lobby floor. (Set; Fig. 20.)

{2) Visual elements shall be at least 2 -1 /2 in
(64 mm) in the smallest dimension.

(3) Signals shaft be visible from the vicinity
of the hall call button (see Fig. 20). In-car
lanterns located to cars, visible from the vicin-
ity of hall call buttons, and conforming to the
above requirements, shall be acceptable.

4.10,ffi Ra>tsed and Braille Characters an
Hoiet^vay Entrances. Ail elevator hoistway
entrances shall have raised and BraQle Aoor
designations provided on both Jambs. The
centerline of the charaeters . shall be 60 in
(1525 mm) aboue,JinLsh floor. Such characters
shall be 2 in (50 ram) high and shall comply
with 4.30.4. Permanently applied plates are
acceptable fi they are pernianently fixed to the
Jambs. {See Fig. 20).

4.10.8 Door Protective and Reopening
Dt-vice. Elevator doors shall open and close
automatically. They shall be provided with a
reopening device that will stop and reopen a
car door and hoistway door automaticalty ff
the door becomes obstructed by an obJect or
person. The device shall be capable of complet-
ing these operations without requiring contact
for an obstruction passing through the opening
at heights of ti in and 2S in (125 mrn and
735 mm) above finish-floor {see Fig. 20). Door
reopening devices shall remain effective for at
least 20 seconds. After such an interval, doors
may close in accordance with the requirements
oras>i^ A17, i-1 sso.

4,10.7' Door and Signal Timing for Hall
Calla. The minimum acceptable time from
notification that a car is answerlxig a call until
the doors of that car start to close shall be
calculated from the following equation:

T ^ D/(l.5 ft/s) or T = D/(445 corals)

where T total time in seconds and D distance
{in feet ar millimeters) from a point In the lobby
ar corridor 60 in {1525 nun) directly in front of
the farthest call button controlling that car to
the centerline of its hoistway door (see Fig. 21).
For cars with in-car lanterns, T begins when
the lantern is visible horn the vicinity of hall
Gail buttons and an audible signal is sounded.
The mtnirrtum tzccepfabie not{/icaiion time shat!
be 5 setaontis.

4.1U.8 Door Delay far Car Calls. The
minimum time for elevator doors to remain
fully open in response to a car call shall be
3 seconds.

4,10,9 Floor Plan of Elevator Cars. The
floor area of elevator cars shat! provide space
for wheelchair users to enter the-car, maneuver..

licgister. Apri[,199$, No, 5t)8
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4. l 0.12 car controls
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{a)

Graph of Timing Equation

within reach of controls, and exit from the car.
Acceptable door opening and inside dimensions
shall be as shown in Fig. 22. The clearance
between the car platform sill and the edge of
any hoistway landing shall be no greater than
1-1/4 in (32 nun).

4.10.10 Floor Swr^aees, Floor surfaces shall
Comply with 4.5.

4, YO,11 Illumin^tiott Lerels, The level of
illumination at the car controls, platform, and
car threshold and landing sill shall be at least
5 footcandles (53.5 lux).

4.x0.12• Car Controls. Elevator control
panels shall have .the following features;

(1) Buttons: All control buttons steal! be at
least 3/4 in (19 mm) in their smaIIest dimen-
sion. They steal[ be raised ar flush.

(2) Tactile, Braille, and Visual Control Indi-
cators. All control buttons shall be designated
by Braille and by raised standard alphabet
characters for letters, arabic characters for
numerals, ar standard symbols as shown in
Fig. 23(a), and as required in ASMEAI7 ^-2990.
Raised and Braille characters and symbols
shall comply with 4.30, The call button for the
main entry floor shall be designated by a raised
star at the left of the floor designation (see Fig.
23(a}}. All raised designations for control but•
tons shall be placed immediately to the left of
the button to which they apply. Applied plates,

i•^

^C	 ^
C

^E

4	 ^'

(b)

Fig. 22
Minimum Dimensions of Elevator Cars

permanently attached, are an acceptable
means to provide raised control designations.
Floor buttons shall be provided with visual
indicators to show when each call is registered.
The visual indicators shall be extinguished
when each call is answered.

(3) Height. All floor buttons shall he no
higher than 54 in (1370 mm) above the,^lntsh
floor for side approach and 48 in (1220 rlun)
for front approach Emergency controls, includ-
ing the emergency alarm and emergency stop,
shall be grouped at `the bottom of the panel
and shall have their centerlines no less than
35 in 1890 mm) above the finish floor (see Fig.
23(a) and (b)).

Register, April, 1498, No. 508
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4.10.1$* Car Position Indicators

of	
3

^	 1t i 9
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stow thslk be nt^ed
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(a)
Panel Detail

cal
Aiternn#e Locndone of Panel
with Ginter Qpening Door

Fig. 23
Car Controls

(d}
Al#emote i.ocadons of Penel

with Side Opening Door

(4) Location. Controls shall be located on a
front wall if cars have center opening doors,
and at the side wall or at the front wall next
to-the door if cars have side opening doors
Esee l'ig. 23(c) and Ed)).

4.10.iS* Car Position Iadioatorg, In
elevator cars, a visual car position indicator
shall be provided above the car control panel
or over the door to show the position of the
elevator in the hoistway. As the car passes or
stops at a floor served by the elevators, the
Corresponding numerals shall illuminate,

and an audible signal shall sound, Numerals
shall be a n3inimum of 1/2 in (13 mm) high,
The audible signal shall be no less than
20 decibels with a frequency no higher than
15x0 Hz. Art automatic verbal announcement
of the floor number at which a car stops or
which a car passes maybe substituted for the
audible signal,

4.10.14* Emergency Communications,`
if provided, emergency two-way communica-
tion systems between the elevator and a point
outside the hotstway shall comply with ASII^

Register, April, 1998, No. 598
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4.11 Platform I.tfts (Wheelchair LJ

A 17, ] - t 990. The highest operable part of a
two-way communication system shall be a
maximum of 48 trt (3220 marl from the floor
of the car. ]t steal! be identified by a raised
symbol and lettering complying with 4.30 and
located adJacent to the device, if the system
uses a handset then the length of the card
from the panel to the handset steak] be at
least 28 In (735 nun), !f the system is located
to a closed carnpartment the compartment door'
hardr^are shalt conform to 4.27, Controls cued
Operating Mechanisms. The emergency inter-
commurt[cattort system shat! rwt require voice
communtcatitxi.

4. 11 Platform Lifts (Wheelchair
Lj^'ts1.

4.11.1 Location, l'la^orm t f Ls (whee2chatr
[i,^ts1 permitted by 4. I shat[ comply with the
requirements of 4.11.

4.11.2. Other Requirements. If platform
lifts (ujheetchatr tt,/ls) are used, they shall
comply with 4.2.4, 4.5, 4.27, and ASME Ai 7. I
ScFfety Code for Elevators artd Escalators,
Section XX, 1990.

4.11.3 Entrance. If pia form t(/ts are used
then they shaIlfac4Ittate unassisted entry,
operation, and exttfro^n the liji in comp[tance
with 4, t 1,2.

4.12 Windows.

4.12.1' General. (Reserved!.

4.12.2' Window Hardware. (Reserved),

4.15 Dooms.

4.15,1 General. Doors required to be acees-
stbte by 4. I shall comply with the requirements
of 4.13.

4.13,2 Revolving Dooms and Turnstiles.
Revolving doors or turnstiles shall not be
the only means of passage at an accessible
entrance or along an accessible route, Atz
accessible gate ar door shaft be provided ad^a-
cent to the ^tumstile or revdving door oral shad
tae so designed as to facilitate the same use
.pattern..

4.13,3 Gates. Gates, including ticket gates,
shall meet all applicable specitieations of 4.13.

4.13,4 Double-Leaf Dvor^►ays. If doorways
have two in<IePerutetttly operated door leaves,
then at least one leaf shall meet the specifica-
tions in 4,13.5 and 4,13.6. That leaf shall be
an active lea[.

4.13.5 Clear Width. Doorvays shall have a
minimum clear opening of 32 in (815 mm) with
the door open 90 degrees, measured between
the face of the door and the apposite stop (see
Fig. 24(a), (b), (c), and (d)). Openings more than
24 in (fi 10 mm) in depth shalt comply with
4.2.1 and 4.3,3 (see Fig. 24(e)).

EXCEi'T]'ON: Doors not requirUig full user
passage, such as shixilow closets, may have
the clear opentrig reduced to 20 in (510 mrrt)
minimum.

4,15.8 lllaneuvering Clearances at
Doors. Mit>timum maneuvering ekearances at
doors that are not automatic orpower-assisted
shall be as shown in F ig. 25. 'IYse floor or
ground area within the required clearances
shall be level and clear.

EXCEP7TON: >antry doors to acute care hospital
bedrooms for in-patients shall be exempted
from the requirement for space at the latch
side of the door (see dimension "x" in Fig. 25)
if the door >s at ]cask 44 in (1120 mm) wide.

4.13.7 Two Doors !nt Series. The minimum
space between two hinged or pivoted doors in
series shall be 481n (1220 mm) plus the width
of any door swinging into the space. Doors irr;
series shall swing either in the same direction
or away from the space between the doors
(see Fig. 2s),

4.13.8 Thresholds at Doorways.
Thresholds at doorways shall not exceed 3/4 in
(19 mm) in height for exterior sliding doors or
i/2 in (13 mm) far other types of doors. I7aised
thresholds and floor level changes at accessible
doorways shall be beveled with a slope no
greater than 1:2 (see 4,5.2),

4,1$.9• DvvrHardware, Handles, pulls,
latches, locks, and other operating devices on
accessible doors shall have a shape that is easy

Register, April, 1998,10.508
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32 min
eia

{a}
Deteii

min

{CJ
Sliding Door

3' u i

^III^^

{d}
Folding Daor

(h)
!iinged Door

Halo
t

—t'

f e)
Maximum Doorvray Depth

F'ig. 24
Clear Doorway Width and Depth

to grasp with one hand and does not require
tight grasping, tight pinching, or twisting of
the wrist tv operate. Lever-operated mecha-
nisms, push-type mechanisms, and U-shaped
handles are acceptable designs. When sliding
doors are fully open, operating hardware shall
be exposed and usable from both sides. Hard-
ware required for accessible door passage shalt
be mounted na higher than 98 fn (1220 mrN
aboi^e ,Jintshed,/loor.

4.13,10• Door Closers. If a door has a
closer, then the sweep period o£ the c]oser
shall be adJusted so That from an open past•
tion of 7b degrees, the door wll] take at ]east
3 seconds to move to a point 3 in E75 rnrn}
from the latch, measured to the leading edge
of the door.

4.13.11' Door Opening FpzCe, The maxi-
mum force for pushing or puling open a door
shall be as follows:

{1} Fire doors shall have the minimum
opening force allowable by the appropriate
administrative authority.

(2} Other doors.

fat exterior hinged doors: (Reseroedl.

(b) interior hinged doors: 5 lbC (22,2N}

Ec} sliding or folding doors: 5 1bf (22,2N}

These forces do not apply to the force required
to retract latch bolts or disengage other devices
that may hold the door to a closed position.

Register, April, 1948, No. 548
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Malteuvering Clearances at Doors
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4.13 Dooxs
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4.14 Entrances

4.18.12' Automatic Doors and Powcr-
Assisted Doors. if an automatic door is
used, then ii shall comply with ANSI/BHMA
A 156. ! 0-1985. Slowly openit yg, low-powered,
automatic doors shall comply with ANSI
A156.19-1984. Such doors shall not open to
back check faster than 3 seconds and shall
require no more than 151bf (66.6N) to stop
door movement. If apower-assisted door is
used, its door-opening farce shall comply with
4,13.11 and its closing shall conform to the
requirements in ANSI A 156.19-1984.

4.14 Entrances.

4.14,1 Minimum Number. l^trances
required to be accessible by 4, I shall be part of
an accessible route complying with 4.3. Such
entrances shall be connected by an accessible
route to public transportation stops, to aeees-
sible parking and passenger loading zones,
and tv public streets ar sidewalks iE available
[see 4.3.2[1)). They shall also be connected by
an accessible route to all accessible spaces or
elements within the building or facility.

4.14.2 Service Entrances. A service
entrance shall not be the sole accessible
entrance unless it is the only entrance to a
building or facility (for example, in a factory
or garage).

4.15 Drinking Fountains and Water
Coolers.

4,15.1 Minimum Number, Drinlctng foun-
tains or water waters required tv be accessible
by 4.1 shall comply . with 4.15.

4.15.2' Spout Height. Spouts shall be na
higher than 36 lM [915 mm), measured from
the floor or ground surfaces to the spout outlet
(see Fig. 27[a)).

4.15 ,9 $pout Location. The spouts of
drinking fountains and water coolers shall be
at the front of the unit and shall direct the
water flow in a trajectory that is parallel ar
nearly parallel to the front of the unit. The
spout shall provide a flow ofwater at least 4 in
[100 mm} high sa as to allow the insertion of a
cup or glass under the flow ofwater. On an
accessible drinkbtg fountain with a round or

Duct bowl, the spout must be positioned so the
,/taw of water is within 3 in (75 m►ri) of the front
edge of the fountain.

4.15.4 Controls. Controls shall comply with
4.27.4. Unit c^ontrots shat! be fronf mounted or
side mounted near the front edge,

4.15.5 Clearances.

[ 1) Wall- and post-mounted cantilevered
units shall have a clear knee space between
the bottom of the apron and the door or
ground at least 27 In (685 mm1 high, 30 in
(760 mm) wide, and 17 in to l9 in (434 mm
to 485 mm) deep (see Fig. 27(a) and (b)). Such
units shall also have a minimum clear floor
space 30 in by 48 in [T60 mm bJ' 1220 mm} to
allow a person in a wheelchair to approach the
unit facing forward.

(2} Free-standing or built-in units not having
a clear space under them shall have a clear
floor space at least 30 !n by 48 in (760 mm by
1220 mm} that allows a person in a wheelchair
to make a parallel approach to the unit [see
Flg. 27(c} and (d)). This clear floor space shall
comply with 4.2.4,

4.18 Water Closets.

4,18.1 Qtneral. Accessible water closets
shall comply with 4.16.

4.16.2 Clear Floor Space. Clear door space
for water closets not to stalls shall comply with
Fig. 28, Clear float space may be arranged to
allow either cleft-handed or right-handed
approach.

4.16,3' Height. The height ofwater closets
shall be 17 in to 19 in (430 mm to 485 mm),
measured to the top of the toilet seat (see Fig.
29[b)^. Seats shat( not be spn.irig to return to a
tiled pasitiort.

4.16.4• Grab Bars. Grab bars for water
closets not located in stalls shall comply with
4.26 and Fig. 29. The grab bar behind the water
closet shn[i be 36 to 1915 mm? minimum.

.4.18,5* l^`lush Co^atrois. Flush controls
shalt be hand operated ar autotr^atic and shall
comply with 4.27.^i. Controls for flush valves
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DEPAR'T`MENT OP COMMERCE

4,17 Toilet Stalls

shall be mounted on the wide side o[ toilet
areas no more than 44 in (1120 mm) above
the floor.

4.16.8 Dispensers. Toilet paper dispensers
shall be installed within reach, as shown in
Fig. 29(b). Dispensers that cotltro! dettuery, or
lhaf do rwt permit conffnuous paper , flow, shat!
riot be used

4. i7 Toilet &falls.

4.17,1 Location, Accessible toilet stalls shall
be on an aecessible route and shall meet the
requirements of 4.17.

4.1T.2 Water Closets. Water closets to
accessible stalls shall comply with 4,16.
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4. i7 Toilet $falls
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Arab Bars at Water Closets

4.17.8 $iu and Arrangement. The siT.e
and arrangement of the standard toilet stall
shall comply with Fig. 30[a}, Standard Stall.
Standard toilet stalls with a minimum depth
of 56 in [142Q mm) (see Fig. 3fl(a)) shall have
wall-mounted water closets. If the depth of a
standard toilet stall is increased at least 3 in
{75 mm}, then afloor-mounted water closet
may be used. Arrangements shown for stan-
dard toilet stalls maybe reversed to, allow
either alert- or right-hand approach. Addi-
tional stalls shall be provided in conformance
with 4.22.4.

EXCEPTION: !rt instances of alteration work
where proutsion Qf a standard staff (FYg. 30(x1)

is technicaffy infeasible or where plum,btng code
requirements prei^ent cotnbttttrtg existing stalls to
provide space, either alternate stab (Fig. 30(b?l
may be provided 6t lieu cy the standard stafL

4.17.4 Toe ClearaacCS. In standard stalls,
the front partition and at least one side parti-
tion steal! provide a tce clearance of at least
9 in [230 mm} above the floor. If the depth of
the stall is greater than 60 in (1525 mm), then
the toe clearance is not required.

4.17.5• Dodrrsi. Toilet stall doors, incfudtrtg
door hardware, shall comply with 4.13. If toilet
stall approach is from the latch sine of the staff
door, clearar€ee between fhe door side of the
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DEPAR'T'MENT OF COMMERCE

4. ].7 Toilet Stalls
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4, Z9 Lavatories snd Ddlr^rors

stab anci aru,^ obstrtccttort may be reduced fo u
minimum oj42 in (2965 nunl (Fty. 30),

4.17,6 Grab Bars. Grab bars complying with
the length and positioning shown in Fig. 30(a),
[b), [e}, and [d) shall be provided. Crate bars
may be mounted with any desired method as
long as they have a gripping surface at the
locations shown and do not abstract the re-
quired clear floor area. Grab bars shall comply
with 4.26.

4.18 Urinals.

4.18. ], General. Accessible urinals shall
camply with 4.18.

4.18.2 Height. Urinals shall be stall-type or
wall-hung with an elongated rim at a maximum
of 17 in (430 mm} above the finish floor.

4.16.3 Clear Floor Space. A clear floor
space 30 in by 48 in,[760 mm by 1220 mm)
shall be provided in fmnt of urinals to allow
forward approach. This clear space shall
adjoin or overlap an accessible route and shall
comply with 4.2.4, Ur6za.t shields that clo not
extend beyond the front edge of ttte urtrtal rirtt
rnag be provided wtfh 29 fn (735 mm) clearance
befuaeen them,

4.18.4 Rush Controls. Flush controls shall
be hand operated or automatic, and shall com-
ply with 4.27.4, and shall be mounted no more
than 44 in [1120 mm) above the finish door.

4.19 Lavatorlts and Mirrors.

4.19.1 General. The requirements of 4.19
shall apply to lavatory fixtures, vanities, and
built-in lavatories.

4.19.2 Height and Clearanoes. Lavatories
shall be mounted with the rim or counter sur-
face no higher than 34 to (865 mm} above fhe
firtLshfioor. Provide a clearance of ak least 29 in
[735 mm) above the finish floor to the bottom of
the apron. Knee and toe clearance shall comply
with Fig. 31.

4.19.3 Clear Floor Space. A clear floor
space 30 in by 4$ in (7G0 rnm by 122f1 mm)
complying with 4,2.4 shall be provided in front
of a lavatory to allow forward approach. Such

clear floor space shall adjoin ar overlap an
accessible xaute and shall extend a maximum
of 191n [485 rnrn) underneath the lavatory
[see Fig. 32).

4,19,4 Exposed Pipes end Surfaces. Hot
water and drain pipes under lavatories shall
be Insulated or otherwise configured to pmteCt
agatnsf confacL There shall be no sharp ar
abrasive surfaces under lavatories.

4.19.5 Faucets. Faucets shall camply with '
4.27.4. Lever-operated, push-type, and elec-
tmnieally controlled mechanisms are examples
of acceptable designs.. ,jjself-closing valves are

Fig. 31
Lavetnry Clearances

17min
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` apace	 p
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Fig. 32
Clear Floor apace at Lavatories
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

4.20 Bathtubs

used the faucet shall remain open for at leasf
10 seconds.

4.19.8• Mirxors. Mirrors shall be mounted
with the bottom edge of the re,Jlecftng surface
no higher than 40 in (1015 mm] above the
finish floor (see rig, 31),

4.20 Bathtubs.

4.20.1 General, Accessible bathtubs shall
comply with 4,20,

4.20.2 Floor Space. Clear floor space In
front of bathtubs shall be as shown in rig. 33.

4,20,3 Seat. An in-tub seat or a seat at the
head end of the tub shall be provided as shown
in Fig. 33 and 34. The structural strength of
seats and their attachments shall comply with
4.26,3. Seats shall be mounted securely and
shall not slip during use.

4.20.4 Grab Bare. Grab bars complying
with 4.26 shall be provided as shown to Fig.
33 and 34.

4.2D.13 Controls. Faucets and other controls
complying with 4.27.4 shall be located as
shown !n Fig. 34,

4.20.6 Shower Unit. A shower spray unit
with a hose at least 60 fn (1525 mm) long that
can be used both as a fixed shower head and
as a hand-held shower shall be provided,

4.20,? Bathtub Enelosure8. If provided,
enclosures for bathtubs shall not obstruct
controls or transfer fmm wheelchairs onto
bathtub seats or into tubs, Enclosures on
bathtubs shall not have tracks mounted on
their runs.

4.21 Shower Stalls.

4.21.I* General, Accessible shower stalls
shall comply with 4.21.

4.21.2 Size and Clearances. Except as
specified in 9.1.2, shower stall size and clear
floor space shall comply with Fig. 35(a) or (b).
The shower stall in l+ fig, 35(a) shall be 36 in by
36 in f 915 mm by 915 mm), Shower stalls
required by 9.1,2 shall comply with Fig. 57(a]

or (b], The shower stall in Fig. 35(b) will fif into
the space required for a bathtub.

4.21.3 Seat. A seat shall be provided in
shower stalls 36 in by 36 in (915 mm by
915 rnm) and shall be as shown In Fig, 36. The
seat shall be mounted 17 in to 19 in 0130 rnrri
to 4$5 mrn) from the bathroom floor and shall
extend the full depth of the stall. ]n a 36 in by
36 in (915 mm by 915 mm] shower stall, the
seat shall be on the wall opposite the controls.
Vl^^ere aftxed seat is provided tR a 30 to bg
60 In minimum (760 mm by 1525 mm) shower
stal[, ii shat! be a folding type and shat[ be
mounted on the wall aci^acent to the contmis
as shown frt F(g, 57, The structural strength
of seatsand (heir attachments shall comply
with 4.26.3.

4.21,4 Grab Sara. Grab bars complying with
4.26 shall be provided as shown In Fig, 37.

4.21.5 Controls, Faucets and other controls
complying with 4.27.4 shall be located as
shown in Fig, 37. in shower stalls 36 In by
36 in (915 mm by 9 i 5 mm1, all controls,
faucets, and the shower unit shall be mounted
on the side wall opposite the seat.

4.21.8 Shower Unit. A shower spray unit
with a hose at least 60 in (1525 mm) long that
can be used both as a fixed shower head and
as a hand-held shower shall be provided.

EXCEPTIt7N: !n unmorltfored facUttfes where
txxnda.[ism is a ccx^sideration, affixed shower
head mounted of 48 in (1220 mm) above fhe

shower,/Ioor may be used tit [teu of a hand-held
shnu^er head.

4.21,? Curbs. If provided, curbs in shower
stalls 36 In by 36 in (915 mm by 915 mm)
shall be no higher than 1 /2 in (I3 mm). Shower
stalls #hat are 30 in by 60 In (760 mm by
1525 mm] minimum shall not have curbs.

4,21.8 Shower Enclosures. If provided,
enclosures for shower stalls shall not obstruct
controls or obstruct transfer from wheelchairs
onto shower seats.

4.22 Toilet Rooms.

4.22.1 Minimum Number. Toifef jactitties
required to be accessfbte by 4.I shall comply
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4.2I Shower Stalls
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DEPARTMEI3T OF COMMERCE

4.22 Taiiet Raams

with 4,22. Accessible toilet rooms shall be on
an accessible route.

4.22.2 Doors. All doors tv accessible toilet
rooms shall comply with 4.13. Doors shall not
swing into the clear door space required for
any fixture.

4.22.3 Clear Floor Space, The accessible
Ilactures and controls required in 4.22.4, 4.22.5,
4.22.6, and 4.22.7 shall be on an accessible
route. An unobstructed turning space. comply-
irlg with 4.2.3 shall be provided within an
accessible toilet roam. The clear floor space at
fixtures and controls, the accessible route, and
the turning space may overlap.

4.22.4 Wster Closets. If toilet stalls are
provided, then at least one shall be a standard

toilet stall complying with 4, i 7; where S or
more stalls are provided, to addition to the staff
comPfltng with 4, I7'.3, at Least one stat! 36 to
(925 mm1 wide with an outward swinging, self
cfostrtg doar and paralfet grab bars complying
with 1;Yq. 30(d) and 4.26 shalt be provided
Water closets in such stalls shall comply with
4.16. if water closets are not in stalls, then at
least one shall comply with 4. l6.

4.22.6 Urinals. If urinals are provided, them
at least one shall comply with 4.18.

4.22.6 Lavatories snd Mirrors. if lavatories
and minors are provided, then at least one of
each shall comply with 4.19.

4.22.7 Controls and Dispensers,
if controls, dispensers, receptacles, or other
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4.23 Bathrooms, Bathln^ Facilltles, and Shower Roams

leg. 36
Shower Seat Design

equipment are provided, fiteri at least one of
each shall be on an accessible route and shall
comply with 4.27.

4.23 Bathrooms, Bathing Facilities,
and Shower Rooms.

4.23.1 >^Inlmum Ntunher, Bathrooms,
bathing facilities, or shower rooms regutred
to be arcesstbEe b^ 4,1 shall comply with 4.23
and shall be an an accessible route.

4.23,2 Doors, Doors to accessible bathrooms
shall comply with 4.13. Doors shal3 not swing
into the hoar space required for any fixture.

4,23.3' Clear Floor Space. The accessible
fixtures and controls required !n 4.23.4, 4.23.5,
4.23.6, 423.7, 4.23.8, and 4.23.9 shall be on
an accessible route. Ari unobstructed turniing
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4.24 Sinks

space complying with 4.2.3 shah be provided
within an accessible bathroom. The clear floor
spaces at 1lxtures and controls, the accessible
route, and the turning space may overlap.

4.23.4 Water Closets. if toilet stalls are
provided, then at least one shall be a standard
toilet stall complying with 4.17; where 6 ar
more stabs are provided [n addit>(oti to the stall
camplytrlg wftlt 4.I7.3, aE least cite stall 3ti 61
(9I5 rrurl} wide with an outuxud swing[ng, set
c[os[ng door and parallel grab bars complying
with F(g, 30(d? artd 4.26 shalt be provided.
Water closets to such stalls shall comply with
4.I6. If water closets are not in stalls, then at
least one shall comply with 4.16,

4.23.5 Urinate. If urinals are provided, then
at least one shall comply with 4.18.

4.23.8 Lavatories and Mirrors. If lavatories
and mirrors are provided, then at least one of
each shall comply with 4.19.

4.23.7 Controls and Dispensers. If con-
trols, dispensers, receptacles, or other equip-
ment are provided, them at least one of each
shall be on an accessible mute and shall
comply with 4.27.

4.23.8 Hathin^ and 5hawer Facilities. If
tubs or showers are provided, then at least one
accessible tub that complies with 4.24 or at
least one accessible shower that compiles with
4.21 shall be provided.

4,2$,9• Medicine Cabinets. If medicine
cabinets arc provided, at least one shall be
located with a usable shelf no higher than
44 in (i 120 rrim} above the floor space. The
floor space shall comply with 4.2.4.

4.24 Sinks.

4.24.1 General. Sinks required to be
accessible by 4.I shall comply with 4.24.

4.24.2 Height. Sinks shall be mounted
with the counter or rim no higher than
34 in (865 mm) above the firttsh floor.

4.24.3 Hnee Ciearanee. Knee clearance that
is at least 27 in (685 mm) high, 3D !n (7fiD mm}
wide, and 19 in (485 mm) deep shall be gro-

vided underneath sinks.

4.24,4 Depth. Each sWc shall be a maximum
of 6-1/2 In (i65 rnm) deep.

4.24.5 Clear Floor Space. A dear floor
space at least 3D in by 48 in (760 mm by
122b mm} complying with 4.2.4 shalt be
provided to front of a sink to allow forward
approach. 'the clear iioor space shall be on
an accessible route and shall extend a ma^d-
mum of 19 In (485 mml underneath the sink
(see Fig. 32).

4.24.8 Ezpo^sed Pipes and Surfaces. Hot
water and drain pipes exposed under sinks
shall be insulated or otherwise configured sa
as fo protect against contact. There shalt be no
sharp or abrasive surfaces under sinks.

4.24.7 FaueetB. Faucets shall comply with
4.27.4. Lever-operated, gush-type, touch-type,
or electronically controlled mechanisms are
acceptable designs.

4.25 Storage.

4,2.1 General. FGced storage facilities such .
as cabinets, shelves, closets, and drawers
required to be accesstble by 4.I shall comply
with 4,25.

4.25.2 Clear Floor 8paoe. A clear floor
space at least 3D in by 48 in (760 mm by
1220 mm) complying with 4.2.4 that allows
either a forward or parallel approach by a
person using a wheelchair shall be provided
at accessible storage faclllties.

4,215,3 Height. Accessible storage spaces
shall be wtthin at least one of the reach ranges
specified in 4.2.5 and 4.2.6. (see F'(g. 5 and
F[g. ti}. Clothes rods or shelves shall be a
maximum of 54 in (1370 rnm) above the, f lrtish
floor fora side approach. Where the distance
from the wheelchair to the clothes rod ar shelj
exceeds I O itt (255 ttirt^l fas to closets without
accessible doors) the height oral depth to the
rod or shelf shaft comply with Fig. 381x7 and
Fig. 38 fb7.

4.25,4 Hardware. Hardware for accessible
storage facilities shall comply with 4,27.4.
Touch latches and U-shaped pulls are
acceptable.
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4.28 Handrails, Grab Bars, and Tub and 8hawar Salts

4.26 Haadrails, Grab Bars, and Tub
and Shower Sea#s.

4.28.1 • General. All handrails, grab bars,
and tub and shower seats required to be acces-
sible by 4.1, X4.8, 4.9, 4. l fi, 4.17, 4.20 or 4,21
shall comply with 4.28.

4.26.2 Slza and Spacing of Grab Hers
and Handrails, The diameter or width of the
gripping surfaces of a handrail or grab bar
shall be i-1/4 in to 1-1/2 in (32 mm to 38 mm),
or the shape shaft provide an equivalent grip-
ping surface. ff handrails ar grab bars are
mounted adjacent to a wall, the space between
the wall and the grab bar shall be 1- I /2 in
i38 mm) (see FYg. 39{a), (b), (c), and {e)). Hand-
rails may be located to a recess if the recess is
a maximum of 3 in (75 mm) deep and extends
at least 18 in (455 mm) above the top of the rail
(see Fig. 39{d)).

4.26.9 Structural Strength, The structural
strength of grab bass, tub and shower seats,
fasteners, and mounting devices shall meet
the following specification,

(^) Bending stress in a grab bar or seat
induced by the maximum bending moment
from the application of 250 ibf (1112N) shall

be less than the allowable stress for the
material of the grab bar or seat.

{2) Shear stress induced in a grab bar or
seal by the application of 2501bf (i 112N) shall
be less than the allowable shear stress for the
material of the grab bar or seat. Tf the con-
nection between the grab bar or seat and its
mounting bracket or other support is consid- .
ered to be fully restrained, then direct and
torsional shear stresses shall be totaled for the
combined shear stress, which shall not exceed
the allowable shear stress.

{3) Shear force induced in a fastener or
mounting device from the application of 250 ibf
(l i 12N) shall be less than the allowable lateral
load of either the fastener or mounting device
or the supporting structure, whichever is the
smaller allowable load.

(4} Tensile force induced in a fastener by a
direct tension force of 250 ibf (i i 12N) plus the
maximurt^ moment from the application of
250 ibf (1I I2N} shall be less than the allowable
withdrawal load between the fastener and the
supporting structure.

(5) Grab bars shall not rotate within their
fittings.

Regtster.flprii, L998,No.508 '
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

4.26 Handrails, Grab Bars, and Tub and Shaver Seats

4,26.4 Eliminating Hazaards. A handrail or
grab bar and any wall or other surface ad,^acent
to it shall be free of any sharp or abrasive ele-
ments. Edges shall have a minimum radius of

4.2? Controls and Operating
Mechanisms.

4.27.1 General. Controls and operating
mechanisms required to be accesstbte by 4.I
shall comply with 4.27.

Register, April, 1998, Ho. 508
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4.28 Alarms

4.27.2 Clear Floor Space. Clear floor space
complying with 4.2.4 that allows a forward or a
parallel approach by a person using a wheel-
chair shall be provided ai controls, dispensers,
receptacles, and other operable equipment.

4.27,3* Heigl►t. The highest operable part
of controls, dLspensers, receptacles, and other
operable equipment shall be placed within at
least one of the reach ranges specified In 4.2.5`
and 4.2.6. Electrical and communications
system receptacles on walls shall be mounted
no less than 15 to (380 mm) above the floor,

E3CCEP77ON: T7iese requirements do not apply
inhere the use of special equipment dictates
otherwise or where elee[r-ical and cornrrtuntca-
fiorts systems receptacles are not normally
intended for use by building occupants.

4.27.4 Qperatloa. Controls and operating
mechanisms shall be operable with one hand
and shall not require tight grasping, pinching,
or twisting of the wrist, The farce required to
activate controls shall be no greater than 51bf
(22.2. N).

4.28 Alarm.

4,2$.1 General. Alarm systems required to
be arcesstble by 4.1 steal[ comply with 4.28. At
a minimum, visual signal appliances shat! be
provided in buildings and facQib[es in each of
the fottowing areas: restr-ooms and any other
general usage areas (e.g., meet^g rooms),
hallways, lobbies, and oral other areafor
common use.

4.28.2*Audible Alarms. Tf provided, audible
emergency alamts shall produce a sound that
exceeds the - prevailing equivalent sound level
in the room or space by at least 15 dlaA or
exceeds any maximum sound level with a
duration of 60 seconds by 5 dbA, whichever
is louder. sound levels for alarm signals shall
not exceed i2t) dbA.

4.2$.3' Visual Alarms. Visual alarm signal
appliances shall be integrated into the building
orfacllity alarm system. IJsingle station audible
alarms are provided then stngte station uGsual
alarm siggnals shall be provided. Visual alarm
signals shat! have thefoitowirtg minimum
photometric and location features:

(1) The lamp shat! be a xenon strobe type ar
equivalent.

(217he color shaII be dear or nominal white
(i.e., unjlltered or clear flItered white light).

f31 The maxfrnum pulse duration shall be fuso•
tenths of Dire secorul (0.2 sec) with a maxUnurn
duty cycle of 40 percent, The pulse duration is
defined as the time interval between initial and
f lna! points of I 0 percent of rrtaxirnum Signal.

(4) The. intensity shat! be a minimum of
75 candela.

(51 The flash rate shall be a mtrtirnum of
I Hz and a maxirnurrt of 3 Hz.

(61 The appliance shall be placed 80 in
(2030 mrr^1 above #tie highest floor level within
the space or 6 in (I52 mm1 below the ceiling,
whichever !s lower.

(7) In general, no place in any room or space
required to have a visual signal appifartce shat!
be more than 50ft (15 M from the signal (in the
horizontal plane). In large rooms and spaces
exceedtRg 100 ft (30 m1 across,.. without obstruc-
Lions B ft (2 m) above the f intsh floor, such as
auditnrtums, deuices may be placed around
the perimeter, spaced a maxtrnum I OO fi (30 m)
apart, la lieu of suspendtr^ appltancesfrom
the ceiling.

(8) No place in common corzYdors or hallways
la which visual alarm signalling appliances are
required shall be more Phan 50 f t (15 m) from
the signal.

4.28,4* Auzlliary Alarms. Units and sleep-
ing accommodations shall have a visual alarm
connected to the building emergency alarm
system or shall have a standard 11Q-volt elec-
trical receptacle into which such an alarm can
be connected and a means by which a signal
from the building emergency aImm system can
trigger such an auxiliary alarm. When visual
alarms are la place the signal shat! be vtsible
to art areas of the unit or room. Instruckions
far use of the auxiliary alarm or receptacle
shall be provided.
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4,29 Detectable Warnings

4.29 Detectable Warnings.

4.29,1 Qenerai. Detectable warnings required
by 4.1 and 4,? Shall comply with 4.29.

4.29.2* Detectable Warniags on Waii^iag
Surfaces. Detectable warnings shall Consist
of raised truncated domes with a diameter of
nomnna! 0.9 trt (23 mm), a height of nominal
0,2 in (5 mrr-d and acenter-to-center spacing of
nornina! 2.35 in (60 mm) and shall contrast
vtsua!!y with ad}oining surfaces, either lighf^on-
dark, or dark-on-ligflf.

The ma#erial used to provide contrast sha!! be
an integral part of the walking surface. Detect-
able warnings used on interior surfaces shall
d^erfrom aci^ointr^q walking surfaces in resit-
iency or sound-on-cane contact.

4.29.3 Detectable Warnings an Doors
To Hazardous Areas. (Reservedl.

4.29.4 Detectable Warnings at Stairs.
(Reseruedl.

4.29.5 Detectable Warnings at
Hazardous Vehicular Areas. if a walk
crosses ar adjoins a vehicular way, and the
walking surfaces are not separated by curbs,
railings, or other elements between the pedes-
trian areas and vehicular areas, the boundary
between the areas shall be defined by a con-
tinuous detectable warning which is 38 !n
(915 mm) wide, complying with 4.29.2.

4.29 ,6 Detectable warnings at
Reflecting Pools. The edges of reflecting
pools shall be protected by railings, walls,
curbs, or detectable warnings complying
with 4.29.2.

4.29.7 Standardization. (Reserved)

4.so signage.

4.30. ^,' General. 5ignage required to be
accessible by 4, I shalt comply with the
applicable provisions of 9.30.

4.30.2* Character Proportion, letters and
numbers an signs shall have awidth-to-height
ratio between 3:5 and 1;1 and a stake-width-
to-height ratio between 1:5 and 1:10.

4.3Q.3 Character Height. Characters and
numbers on signs shall be stied according fo
the viewing dLstarice from which they are to
be read. The minimum height is measured using
an upper case X. .iower case characters are
permitted.

Height Aboue	 Minimum
Finished FIoor	 Character Height

Suspended ar Projected	 3 in. (75 mrr11
Overhead in	 minimum

compliance with 4.4.2

4.30.4* Raised and Brained Characters
and Pictorial Symbol Signs
(PictogramsJ. letters and numerals shall be
raised 1/32 in (0.8 mm) minimum. upper case,
sans serif or sfmpte serif type and shah be
accompanied with Grade 2 Brai!!e. Raised
characters shall be at least 5/8 in (16 mml
high, but no higher than 2 in (50 mm). Picto-
grams shall be accompanied by the equivalent
verbal description placed directly below the
pictogram. The border dimension of the pitta
gram steal! be 6,in. (152 mm! miritrnum fn height.

4.30,8* Finish and Contrast. The charac•
tens and background of signs shat! be eggslre!!,
mafte, or other non-glare finish. Characters and
symbols shall contrast.with their background
— either light characters an a dark background
ar dark characters on a light background.

4.3tJ.6 Mounting Location and Height.
Where permanent identtf tcatton is provided for
rooms and spaces, signs shalt be installed an
the wall ad1acent to the latch side of the door.
Where there is no wall space to the latch side
of the door, including at double leaf doors,
signs shat! be placed on the nearest adjacent
wail, Mount#cud height shall be 60 to ^I525 mm)
above the finish floor to the centerline of the
sign. Mounting location for such signage shall
be so that a person marl approach within 3 in
(7s mm? of signage without encoun#ertngpro-
trudtng ob,/ects or standing within the swing
of a door.

4.3Q.7* 5ymbais pf Accessibility,

(1) Fac#littes and elements required to be
idenftJted as accessible by 4.1 steal! use the
International symbol of accessibility, The
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lnternationai TDD Symbol

(d)

International Syml]ol of Access for Hearing Loss

dig. 43
IMernalional Symbols
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4.30 Si^aatge

(a1

Proporlians
International Symbol of Accessibility

{b)
Display Conditions

International Symbol o€ Accessibility

••11•
•^^•
•^^^•

symbol shall be displayed as shown In
Fig. 43{a) anc! {b).

(2] Volume Contra! Telephones. Telephones
required to have a volume control by 4.1.3{^ 7](b]
shall be identified by a sign containing a depte-
tion of a telephone handset with radiating sound
waves.

{3) Text Telephones. Text Telephones required
by 4,1.3 {17](c) shall be iderttified by the interrta-
tiona[ TDD syrrtbal (FYg 43{c]), In addition, if a
facility has a pubUc text telephone, directional
sigrtage indicating the location of the nearest
text telephone shah be placed ad,Jacenf to aII
banks of telephones which do not contain a text
telephone. Such directional signage shall include
the internattonat TDD syrnbo[. IJa facility has no
banks of telephones, the directional stgnage
shalt be provided at The entrance (e.g., in a
building directory?.

(4) Assistit^e listening Systems, In assernbly
areas inhere permanently installed assistive
Iistentng systems are required by 4.1.3(19){b]
the avat[abQtty of such systems shall be identt-
fied with signage that includes the interrtattona[
symbol of access for hearing loss (Fig 43(d}).

4.3U.8' rilumination Levels. (Reserved).

4.31 Telephone»I.

4.31.1 General. Public telephones required
to be accessible by 4.I shall eoznpty with 4.31.

4.31.2 Clear Floor or Ground Space. A
clear floor or ground space at least 30 to by
48 in (760 mm by 1220 mm) that allows
either a forward or parallel approach by a
person using a wheelchair shall be provided
at telephones fsee Fig, 44). The clear floor or
ground space shall comply with 4.2.4, Bases,
enclosures, and fixed seats shall not impede
approaches to telephones by people who use
wheelchairs.

4.31.3* Mounting Htight. The highest
operable part of the telephone shall be within
the reach ranges spectlled in 4.2.5 or 4.2,6.

4,31,4 Protruding Ob,}eets. Telephones
shalE comply with 4.4,

Register, April, [998,1\To. 508
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4.51 Telephones

Any usldth
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Elevation	 Plans

`Height to highest operable 	 tb)	 ^	 '
parts ushich are essentfai to 	 Forward Reach Required
l^asfc operation o(tetephone.

Fig. 44
Mounting Heights and Clearances for Telephones

4.31.tS Hearing Aid Compatible and
Volume Control Telephones Required
lay 4.I .

(IJ TeleplwJtes shaft l>e hearing aid
carJtpaitbte.

(2J V'olume controls, capable of a mtntmurn

of 12 dbA and a maximum of 18 dbA above

rwrrnal, shalt be provided itt accordance with
4,1,3, If art autaJnattc reset is provided theft
18 dbA rnat^ be eaoceeded

4.$1.6 Controls. Telephones shall have
pushbutton controls where service for such
equipment is available.
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4.32 Fixed or ButIt-iri Seating and Tables

4,31.7 Telephone Boars. Telephone books,
if provided, shall be located ^ a position Ifiat
complies with the reach ranges specified Ut 4.2.5
and 4.2.6.

4.3x.8 Cord Length. The cord from the
telephone to the handset shall be at least
29 in (735 mm) long,

4.31.9" Text Telephones Required
by 4.1.

(IJ Text telephones used with a pay telephone
shall be permanently a-fJZxed with(n, or ac^laeerit
to, the telephone enclosure. If an acoustic cou-
pler is used, the telephone cord shall be sal-
ciently tong to allow connection of the text
telephone and the telephone receiver.

(2J Pay telephones designed to accommodate
a portable text telephone shall be equipped with
a shelf and an eieetrica! outlet within yr ac^Ja-
cent to the telephone enclosure. The telephone
harulset shall be capable of being placed flush
on (he surface of the she f The she{f"shatl be .
capable of accvmrnodattng a team telephone and
shaft have s in (I52 mml minimum vertical clear-
ance tit the area where the text telephone is to
be placed.

(3) Equivalent facilitation may be provided.
For example, a portable text telephone may be
made available trt a hotel at the registration
desk tf it is available vn a 24-hour oasts for
use with nearby pubticpay telephones. In this
instance, at least one pay telephone shall
comply with paragraph 2 of this section. In
addit#on, ^'an acoustic coupler is used, the
telephone handset cord shall be st}fflctenily long
sa as to allow connection of the text telephone
and the telephone receiver. I?ire^cfional signage
shall be provided and shalt comply with 4,31),7,

4.32 ^`txed or Built-in Seating and
Table.

4.32.1 Minimum Number. Fixed or built-in
seating or tables required to be accessible by
4.1 shaIl comply with 4,32.

4.32,2 $eating, if seating spaces for people
In wheelchairs are provided at fixed tables or
counters, clear floor space complying with
4.2,4 shall be provided. Such clear floor Space

shall not overlap knee space by mare than
l9 in (485 mm) (see Fig, 46).

4.32.3 Snee CiearanCea. if seating for
people in wheelchairs is provided at tables yr
counters, knee spaces at least 27 in (885 mm)
high, 30 in (760 mm) wide, and 19 in (485 mm)
deep sha11 be provided Esee Fig. 45),

4.32.4• Height of Tables os Counters.
The tops of accessible tables and counters shall
be from 28 to to 34 in (7ia mrn to 865 mm)
above the finish floor or ground,

4.33 Assembly Areas.

4.33.1 Minimums Number, Assembly and
associated areas required to be accessible by
4.1 shat! comply with 4.33.

4,33.2 $ize of Wheelchair I.ocatians.
_Each wheelchair location shall provide mini-
mum clear ground or floor spaces as shown
in Fig. 46.

4.33.31 1'iacement of Whcelahair
Locations. Wheelchair areas shall be an inte-
gral part of any fixed seating plan and shall be
provided so as to provide people with physical
disabilities a choice of admission prices anti
lines of sight comparable to those for members
of the general public. They shall adjoin an
accessible route that also serves as a means
of egress in case of emergency. At least one
companion f lied seat shalt be pmvtded next la
each wheelchair seating area. When the seating
capacity exceeds 300, wheelchair spaces shall
be provided in mare than one location. Readily
removable seats may be inslalted in wheelchair
spaces when the spaces are not required to
accommodate wheelchair users.

EXCEPT70N: Accessible viewing positions may
be clustered for bleachers, balconies, and other
areas having sigh# Lines that require slopes of
greater fJtan 5 percent. Equtaalertt accessible
viewing positions may be located on levels
having accessible egress.

4.35.4 Surfaces. The ground or floor at
wheelchair locations shall be level and shall
Comply with 4.5.
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4.33 Assembly Areas
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4,84 Automated Teller Machines

4,83.6 Access to Performing Areas.
An accessible route shall connect wheelchair
seating locations with performing areas, includ-
ing stages, arena floors, dressing rooms, locker
rooms, and other spaces used by performers.

4.83.6• Placement of I3stenlrag Systems.
U the listening system provided serves indi-
vidual fixed seats, then such seats shall be
located within a 50 ft (15 m) viewing distance
of the stage or playing area and shall have a
complete view of the stage or playing area.

4.33.7' Types of Listening Systems.
Asslstive listentrtg systems (ALS) are Infended
to augment standard public address and audio
systems by provtdlrtg signals which catz be re-
cetueddirectly by persons with special receiver
or their own hearing aids arld which eliminate

,filter background rtolse, 'I7Le type of asststive
Listening system appropriate for a particular
applteattan depends o^n the characteristics of
the setting, the nature of the program, and the
inferzded audlerace. Magnetic induction Loops,
tr►fra-red and radio frequency systems are type
of listening systems which are appropriate for
various applications.

4.34 Automated Teller Machines.

4.34.1 CeneraI. Each machine required to be
accessible by 4.I.3 shall be on an accessible
route and shall comply with 4.34,

4.34.2 Controls. Controls for user actioation
shall comply with the requirements of 4.27.

4.34.3 Clearances and Reach Range.
Free standing or built-In units not having a clear
space under them shall comply wt#h 4.27.2 and
4.27,3 and provide for a parallel approach and
bosh a forward and side reach to the unit allow•
tog a person to a wheelchair tQ access the
controls and dispensers.

4.34.4 Equipment for Persons with
Vision l'mpairnzents. Instructions and all
tnformationfor use shat! be made accessible to
and irtdepertderttly usable by persons wish
vision irnpatnnents.

4.35 Dressing and Flitting Rooms.

4.36.1 General. Dressing and fltttng rooms
required to be accessible by 4.I shall comply
with 4.35 and shall be on an accesslbte route.

4.36.2 Gear Floor Space. A elearfloor
space allowing a person ustrul a wheelchair to
make a I80-degree turn shat! be provided in
every accessible dressing roaPn entered through
a swinging or sliding door. No door shall swing
into any part of the tw^ning space. Ming space
shall riot be required fn a private dressing room
entered through a ccu^tatned opening at least
32 to (815 mm) wide 'clear floor space comply-
ing with section 4.2 renders the dressing room
usable by a person using a wheelchair.

4.36.3 Doors. Ail doors to accessible dressing
rooms shall be in compliance with section 4, I3.

4.36.4 Bench. Every accessible dressing
room shalt have a 24 in by 48 in (610 rnrn by
1220 mrnl bench fixed to the wall atom the
longer d^nenslon. The bench shalt be mounted
I7 in to I9 to (430 mm to 485 mm) above the

f Inish floor, Clear^loor space shau be provided
alongside the bench tv allow a person using a
wheelchair to make a parallel trar^fer onto the
bench. The structural strength of the bench and
attachments shall[ comply with 4,2fi.3. Where
Installed to car^unciton with showers, swimming
pools, or other wet locat^[orrs, water shall not
accumulate upon the surface of the bench and
the beach shall have aslip-resistant surface.

4.36.6 M{rror. Where mirrors are provided trt
dressing rooms of the same use, then to an
accessible dressing room, afuli•length mirror,
measuring at least I8 irz wide by 54 in high
(460 mm by 1370 mm), shall be mounted to a
position c{ffording a view to aperson on the
bench as well as to a person Irt a standing
pos ittort.

NOTE: Sections 4.1.1 through 4.1.7 and
sections 5 through 10 are dlfl'erent from ANSI
A117.1 In their enkirety and are printed in
standard type.

s
or
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5.0 Restaeirants and Cafeter)as

5. ^tESTAURANTS AND
CAFETERIAS,

5. I • General. Except as speciiled or modi-
lled !n this section, restaurants and cafeterias
shall comply with the requirements of 4.1 to
4.35. Where fixed tables (or dining counters
where food is consumed but there is no service}
are provided, at least 5 percent, but not less
than one, of the fixed tables [or a portion of
the dining counter) shall be accessible and
shall comply with 4.32 as required in 4,1.3E 18},
In establishments where separate areas are
designated for smoking and non-smoking
patrons, the required number of accessible
fixed tables (or counters) shall be propor-
tionally distributed between the smoking and
non-smoking areas, In new construetton, and
where practicable in alterations, accessible
fixed tables (or counters) shall be distributed
throughout the space or facility.

5.2 Counters and Bars. Where food or
drink !s served at counters .exceeding 341n
(865 mrin} in height far consumption by cus-
tomers seated on stools or standing at the
counter, a portion of the main counter which
is 60 in (1525 mm} !n length minimum shall
be provided in compliance with 4.32 or service
shall be available at accessible tables within
the same area.

^.3 ACCCB$ Atslte. All accessible fixed
cables shall be accessible by means of an
access aisle at least 36 in (915 mm) clear
between parallel edges of tables or between
a wall and the table edges.

8,4 Dining AI'CRB. in new Construction, all
dining areas, including raised or sunken dining
areas, loggias, and outdoor seating areas, shall
be accessible. In non-elevator buildings, an
accessible means of vertical access to the
mezzanine i-s not required under the following
conditions: 1}the area of mezzanine seating
measures no more than 33 percent of the area
of the total accessible seating area; 2) the same
services and decor are provided in an acces-
sible space usable by the general public; and,
3} the accessible areas are not restricted to
use by people with disabilities. In alterations,
accessibility to raised or sunken dining areas,
or to all parts of outdoor seattng areas is not
required provided that the same services and
decor arc provided in an accessible space
usable by the general public and are not
restricted to use by people with disabilities.

S.5 Food Strviae Lines. Food service
Imes shall have a minimum clear width of
36 in (916 mm}, with a preferred clear width
of 42 in (1065 mm) to allow passage around a
person using a wheelchair. 'tYay slides shall be
mounted no higher than 34 in (865 mm) above
the floor (see Fig. 53}. If self-service shelves

Fig. 53
	

Fig, 54
Food Serotce Lines
	

Tableware Areas
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6.0 Medical Care Facilities

are provided, at least 50 percent of each type
must be within reach ranges specified in 4,2,5
and 4.2.6.

5,6 Tableware and Caadimeat Areas,
Self-service shelves and dispensing devices
for tableware, dlshware, condiments, food
and beverages shall be installed to comply
with 4.2 (see Fig. 54).

5.7 Raised Platforms. In banquet roams
or spaces where a head table or speaker's
lectern is located on a raised platform, the
platform shall be accessible in compliance
with 4,8 or 4,11. Open edges of a raised plat-
form shall be protected by placement of tables
or by a curb.

5.8 Vending Machines aad Other
Equipment. Spaces for vending machines
and other equipment shall comply with 4.2
and shall be located on an accessible route.

5.9 $uiEt Areas. {Reserved}.

6. 31dEDICAL -CARE
..FACILITIES.

fi. l General. Medical care facilities included
in this section are those in which people re-
ceive physical or medical treatment or care and
where persons may need assistance in respon-
ding to an emergency and where the period of
stay may exceed twenty-four.hours. In addition
to the requirements of 4.1 through 4.35, medi-
cal care faclltties and buildings shall comply
with 6.

(1} Hospitals -general purpose hospitals.
psychiatric facilities, detoxification facilities
At Least 10 percent of patient bedrooms and
toilets, and all public use and common use
areas are required to be designed and con-
structed to be accessible.

(2} Hospitals and rehabllttation facilities
that specialize in treating conditions tha# affect
mobility, or units within either that specialize
in treating conditions that affect mobility -- All
patient bedrooms and toilets, and all public

,use and common use areas are required to be
designed and constructed to be accessible.

(3} bong terTn care facilities, nursing homes
— At least 50 percent of patient bedrooms
and toilets, and all public use and common
use areas are required to be designed and
constructed to be accessible.

(4}Alterations to patier►t bedrooms.

(a} When patient bedrooms are being added
or altered as part of a plarfned renovation of an
entire wing, a department, or other discrete
area of an existing medical facility, a percent-
age of the patient bedrooms that are being
added or altered shall comply with 6.3. The
percentage of accessible rooms provided shall
be consistent with the percentage of rooms
required to be accessible by the appticable
requirements of 6, 1[1}, 6,1(2}, or Fi,l(3}, until
the number of accessible patient bedrooms in
the faellity equals the overall number that
would be required if the facility were newly
constructed. (For eacample, if 2D patient bed-
rooms are being altered in the obstetrics
department of a hospital, 2 of the altered rooms
must be made accessible. If, within the same
hospital, 20 patient bedrooms are being altered
in a unit that specializes in treating mobility
impairments, all of the , altered rooms must be
made. accessible.} Where toilet/bath rooms are
part of patient bedrooms which are added or
altered and required to be accessible, each
such .patient toilet/bathroom shall comply
with 6.4,

[b} When patient bedrooms are being added
or altered individually, and not as part of an
alteration of the entire area, the altered patient
bedrooms shall comply with 6.3, unless either;
a} the number of accessible rooms provided in
the department or area containing the altered
patient bedroom equals the number of acces-
sible patient bedrooms that would be required
if the percen#age requirements of 6.1(1}, 6.1(2},
or 6.1(3} were applied to that department or
area; or b} the number of accessible patient
bedrooms in the facility equals the overall
number that would be required if the facility
were newly constructed. Where tailetJbath-
rooms are part of patient bedrooms which
are added or altered and required to be acces-
sible, each such toilet/bathroom shall comply
with 6.4.
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7.0 Busmesa and Mercantile

B,2 Entrances, At least one accessible
entrance that complies with 4.14 shall be
protected from the weather by canopy ar
roof overhang. Such entrances shall incorpo-
rate apassenger loading zone that compiles
wikh 4.6.6.

6.3 Patient Bedrooms, Provide accessible
patient bedrooms in compliance with 4. I 	 .
through 4.35. Accessible patient bedrooms
shall comply with the following:

(1) Each bedroom shall have a door that
complies with 4.13,

EXCEPTION: Entry doors to acute care hospi-
tal bedrooms for in-patients shall be exempted
from the requirement in 4,13.6 for maneuver-
ing space at the latch side of the door if the
door is at least 44 in (1120 mm) wide.

(2) Each bedroom shall have adequate space
to provide a maneuvering space that complies
with 4.2.3. In rooms with 2 beds, it is prefer-
able that this space be located between beds.

(3) Each bedroom shall have adequate
space to provide a minimum clear floor space
of 36 in (915 mm) along each side of the bed
and to gravide an accessible route complying
with 4.3.3 to each side of each bed.

B.4 Patient Toilet Rooms. where toilet/
bath rooms are provided as a part of a patient
bedroom, each patient bedroom that is required
to be accessible shall ]rave an accessible toilet/
bath rcwm that complies with 4,22 or 4.23 and
shall be on an accessible route,

7. BUSIIITES5 ,AND
MERCANTII.E.

7.1 GCIICral. in addition to the requirements
of 4.1 to 4.35, the design of all areas used for
business transactions with the public shall
comply wi#h 7.

?.2 Sales and Service Countexs,
Teller Windows, Information
Counters,

(1) In department stores and miscellaneous
retail stores where counters have cash registers
and are provided for sales or distribution of
goods or services to the public, at least one of
each type shall have a portion of the counter
which is at least 36 to (9l5 mm) in length with
a maximum height of 36 in (915 mm) above the
finish floor. It shall be on an accessible route
complying with 4.3. The accessible counters
must be dispersed throughout the building or
facility. In alterations where it is technically
infeasible to provide an accessible counter, an
auxiliary counter meeting these requirements
maybe provided.

(2) At ticketing : counters, teller stations in
a bank, registration counters to hotels and
motels, box ofTice ticket counters, and other
counters that may not have a cash register
but at which goods or services are sold or
distributed, either;

(i) a portion of the main counter which
!s a minimum of 361n (915 mm) in length
shall be provided with a maximum height of
38 in (S 15 mm); or

(ii) an auxiliary counter with a maximum
height of 361n (915 mm) in close proximity to
the main counter shall be provided; or

(111) equivalent facilitation shall be pro-
vided fe.g„ at a hotel registration counter,
equivalent facilitation might consist af;
(i) provision of a folding shelf attached to the
main counter on which an individual with
disabilities can write, and (2) use of the space
on the side of the taunter or at the concierge
desk, for handing materials back and forth).

All accessible sales and service coun-
ters shall be on an accessible route complying
with 4.3.

(3}' Asslstive Listening Devices. (Reserved)
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8.0 Libraries

?.3* Check-out Aisles.

(1}In new construction, accessible check-out
aisles shalt be provided in eortformance with
the table below:

Tatel Chcck-out	 Minimum I^[umhbr
Aisles of	 of Accessiblc

Each Tlcsign	 Checic-out Aisles
(of each design}

1-4	 I

5--8	 2
9^ 15	 3

over 15	 3, plus 2oQi6 of
additional aisles

EXCEPTION: In new construction, where the
selling space is under 5004 square feet, only
one check-out aisle is required to be accessible,

EXCI:PTIQN: In alterations, at least one check-
out aisle shall be accessibie in facilities under
5004 square feet of selling space. in facilities
of 5000 or more square feet of selling space,
at least one of each design of check-out aisle
shall be made accesstble when altered until
the number of accessible check-out aisles of
each design equals the number required in
new construction.

Examples of check- put aisles of different
"design" include those which are specifically
designed to serve dif ferent functions, Different
"design"includes but is not limited to the
following features -length ofbelt or no belt; or
permanent signage designating the aisle as an
express lane.

(2}Glear aisle width for accessible check-out
aisles shall comply with 4.2,1 and maximum
adJoining counter height shall not exceed 3$ in
(965 mm1 above the finish floor. The top of the
lip shall not exceed 90 in (1015 nun} above the
finish floor.

(3) Signage identifying accessible check-out
aisles shall comply with 4.30.7 and shall be
mounted above the check-out aisle in the same
location where the check-out number ar type of
check-out is d#splayed.

7.4 Security Bollards. Any device used
to prevent the removal of shopping carts from
store premises shall not prevent access or
egress to people in wheelchairs. An alternate

entry that is equally convenient to that
provided for the ambulatory popu]aUon is
acceptable.

8. LIBRARIES.

8. ]. General, In addition to the require-
ments of 4.1 to 4.35, the design of all publtc
areas of a library shall comply with 8, includ-
ing reading and study areas, stacks, reference
rooms, reserve areas, and special facilities or
collections.

8.2 Reading and Study Areas. At least
5 percent or a minimum of one of each element
of fixed seating, tables, or study carrels shall
comply with 4.2 and 4.32. Clearances behveen
fixed accessibie tables and between study
carrels shall comply with 4.3.

8.3 Chuck-Out Areas, At least one lane at
each check-out area shall comply with 7,2(1}.
Any traffic control or book security gates or
turnstiles shall comply with 4.13.

8.4 Card Catalogs and Magazine
Displays, Minimum clear aisle space at
card catalogs and magazine displays shall
comply with Fig, 55. Maximum reach height
shall comply with 4,2, with a height of X18 in
(1220 mrn) preferred irrespective of approach
allowed.

8.5 Stacks. Minimum clear aisle width
between stacks shall comply with 4.3, with a
minimum clear aisle width of X12 in (1065 mm1
preferred where possible. Shelf height in stack
areas is unrestricted (see Fig, 56}.
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9.0 A.ccci3sibie Transient Lodging

9. ACCESSIBLE TRANSIENT
LUDGING,

36 m!n
sis
	

(1) Except as specified in the special techni-
cal provisions of this section, accessible Iran-

- sleet lodging shall comply with the applicable
^ requirements of 4.1 through 4.35, Transient

lodging includes factll#!es or portions thereof

v used far sleeping accommodations, when not
a d classed as a medical care facility.

^' N
;^ " 9. i Hotels, >Hotels, Inns, Boarding
^ Houses. Dormitories; Resorts and

ro ^ ^ ^ Other Similar Places of Transient
Lodging.

9.1. ^. Gcnerai. All public use and common
use areas are required to be designed and
constructed to comply with section 4
(Accessible Elements and Spaces: Scope
and Technical Requirements).

36 mrn

9f5

EXCEPTION; Sections 8.1 through 9.4 do
not apply to an establishment located within
a building that contains not more than five
rooms far rent or hire and that is actually
occupied by the proprietor of such establish-
ment as the residence of such proprietor.

A.1.2 Acccssibie Units. Sleeping Rooms,
and ;l^uit^, Accessible sleeping rooms or
suites that comply with the requirements of
9.2 (Requirements for Accessible Units, Sleep-
ing Rooms, and Suites) shall be provided In
conformance with the table below, In addt-
tton, in hotels, of 50 or more sleeping rooms
or suites, additional accessible sleeping rooms
or suites that Include aroil-in shower shall
also be provided in conformance with the table
below. Such accommodations shall comply
with the requirements of 9.2, 4.21, and Figure
57(a) or (b).

1"fg, 56
Stacks
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9.1.3 Sleeping A^ecommodations for Persons with Hearing Lnpallrments

6fl min

1220

{a)
	

{^)

Fig. 57
ltoil•in Shower w[th l=olding Seat

Number of
Rooms

Accessible
Rooms

Romans with
Rall-in 8hawers

1 to 25 1
26 to 50 2
51 to 75 3 1
?6 to 100 4 1

loi to 15a 5 2
i5l to 200 6 2
201 to 300 7 3
301 to 400 B 4
401 to 500 8	 4 plus one for each

additional 100
over X00

501 to 1000 295 of total
1001 and over 20 plus 1 for

each 100
aver 1000

9.1.3 Sleeping Accommadatlans far
PCrsans wltbi Hearing Impairments.
In addition to those accessible sleeping rooms
and suites required by 9.1.2, sleeping roams

and suites that comply with 9.3 (Visual Alarms,
Notification Devices, and Telephones) shall be
provided In conformance with the followir ►g
table:

Number of	 Accessible
Elements	 Elements

1 to 25 1
26 to 50 2
51 to 75 3
76 to 100 4

101 to 150 5
151 to 200 6
201 to 300 7
301 to 400 8
401 to 500 9 ,
50i to 1000 296'of total

1001 and over 20 plus I for
each 100 over 1000
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9.2 Requirements far Accessible Units, Bleeping Rooms and Suites

9.1.4 Classes of Sleeping
Accommvdatloaa.

(1) In order to provide persons with dts-
abiilties orange of options equivalent to those
available to other persons served by the facility,
sleeping rooms and suites required to be acces-
sible by 9. I.2 shall be dispersed among the
various classes of sleeping accommodations
available to patrons of the. glace of transient
lodging. i+'actors to be considered include room
size, cost, amenities provided, and the number
of beds provided.

(2} Equivalent Facilitation. For purposes
of this section, !t shall be deemed equivalent
facilitation if the operator of a facility elects to
limit construction of accessible rooms to those
inkended for multiple occupancy, provided that
such rooms are made available at the cost of
a single-occupancy room to an individual with
disabilities who requests a single-occupancy
mom.

9.1.5. Alterations to Accessible Units,
Sleeping Rooms, sad Suites. When sleep-
ing rooms are being altered in an existing
facility, or portion thereof, subject to the
requirements of this section, at least one
sleeping room or suite that complies with the
requirements of 9.2 (Requirements for Acces-
sible Units, Sleeping Rooms, and Suites} shall
be provided for each 25 sleeping rooms, or
fraction thereof, of roams being altered until
the number of such rooms provided equalsthe
number required to be accessible with 9.1.2.
In addition, at least one sleeping room or suite
that complies with the requirements of 9.3
(Visual Alarms, Natlficatfon Devices, and
Telephones) shall be provided for each 25
sleeping rooms, or fraction thereof, of rooms
being altered until the number of such rooms
equals the number required to be accessible
by 9.1.3.

9.2 Requirements forAccessible Units
Sleeping Rooms and Suites.

8.2.1 General. Units, sleeping rooms, and
suites :required to be accessible by 9.1 shall
comply with 9.2.

9.2.2 Minimum Requirements, An acces-
sible unit, sleeping room or Butte shall be on an

accessible route_ complying with 4.3 and have
the following accessible elemenl.s and spaces.

(Z) Accessible sleeping rooms shall have a
36 in (91b mm} clear width maneuvering
space located along both sides of a bed, except
that where two beds are provided, this require-
ment can be met by providing a 36 in (915 rnrr,}
wide maneuvering space located between the
two beds.

(2) An accessible route complying with 4,3
sha11 connect all accessible spaces and ele-
ments, including telephones, within the unit,
sleeping room, or suite. This is not intended to
require an elevator in multi-story units as long
as the spaces identified in 9.2.2(6) and (7} are
on accessible levels and the accessible sleeping
area is suitable for dual occupancy.

(3) Doors and doorways designed to allow
passage into and within all sleeping rooms,
suites or other covered units shall comply
with 4.13,

(4) If fixed or built-!n storage facilities-such
as cabinets, shelves, closets, and drawers are
provided lri accessible spaces, at least one of
each type provided shall contain storage space
complying with 4.25. Additional storage may
be provided outside of the dimensions required
by 4.25.

[5) Ail controls in accessible units, sleeping
rooms, and suites shall comply with 4.27.

(6) Where provided as part of an accessible
unit, sleeping room, or suite, the fallowing
spaces shall be accessible and shall be on an
accessible route:

(a) the living area.

(b) the dining area.

(c) at least one sleeping area.

(d) patios, terraces, or balconies.

EXCEP'1'ION: The requirements of 4, i3.8
and 4,3.8 do not apply where it is necessary to
utilize a higher door threshold or a change in
level to protect the integrity of the unit from
wind/water damage. Where this exception
results in patios, terraces or balconies that are
not at an accessible level, equivalent facilttatton
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8.3 Visual Alarms, Notlficiiitlon Devices and Telephones

shall be provided. [>r.g., equivalent facilitation
at a hotel patio or balcony might consist of
providing raised decking or a ramp to provide
accessibility.)

(e) at least one full bathroom (i.e., one
with . a water closet, a lavatory, and a bathtub
or shower),

(i) if onty half baths are provided, at least
one half bath.

{g} carports, garages or parking spaces.

(7} Kitchens, Kitchenettes, or wet Bars.
When provided as accessory to a sleeping room
or suite, kitchens, kitchenettes, wet bars, or
similar amenities shall be accesstble. Clear
floor space far a front or parallel approach to
cabinets, counters, sinks, and appliances shall
be provided to comply with 4.2.4. Countertops
and sinks shall be mounted at a maximum
hetght of 34 in (8fi5 nun) above the floor. At
least fifty percent of shelf space In cabinets or
refrigerator/freezers shall be within the reach
ranges of 4.2,5 or 4,2,8 and space shall be
designed to allow for the operation of cabinet
and/or appliance doors so that all cabinets
and appliances are accessible and usable.
Controls and operating mechanisms shall
comply with 4.27.

(a} Sleeping room accommodations for
persons with hearing impairments required by
9.1 and complying with 9.3 shall be provided
in the accesstble sleeping roam or suite.

9.3 Visual Alarms, Notification
Devices and Telephones.

9,3, I General. In sleeping roams required
to comply with this sectton, auxiliary visual
alarms shall be provided and shall comply with
4.28.4. Visual notification devices shall also be
provided in units, sleeping rooms and suftes to
alert room occupants of incoming telephone
tails and a door knock or bell. Notiileation
devices shall ^ be connected to auxffiasy
visual alarm signal appliances. Permanently
installed telephones shall have volume controls
complying with 4.31.5; an accessible electrical
outlet within 4 ft (1220 mm) of a telephone
connection shall be provided to facUitate the
use of a tent telephone.

9.3.2 Equivalent Facilitatlan, For pur-
poses of this section, equivalent facilitation
shall include the installation of electrical
outlets (including outlets connected to a
facility's central alarm system) and telephone
wiring in sleeping rooms and suites to enable
persons with hearing impairments to utilize
portable visual alarms and communication
devices provided by the operator of the facility.

9,4 Other Sleeping Rooms and
Suites. Doors and doorways designed to allow
passage into and within all sleeping units or
other covered units shall comply with 4.13.5.

9.5 Transieat Lodging in Homeless
Shelters, Halfway Houses Transient
Group Homes and Other Social
Service Establishments,

9.5.1 New Construction, In new construc-
tion al! public use and conunon use areas are
requtred to be designed and constructed to
comply with section 4, At least one of each type
of amenity (such as washers, dryers and sirni-
lar equipment installed for the use of occu-
pants) in each common area shall be accessible
and shall be located on an accessible mute to
any accessible un#t or sleeping accommodation.

EXCEPTION: Where elevators are not provided
as allowed in 4.1.3(5), accesstble amenities are
not required on inaccessible floors as long as
one of each type is provided in common areas
on accessible floors.

9.5.2 Alterations.

(i} Social service establishments which are
not homeless shelters:

(a) The provistons of 9.5.3 and 9.1.5 shall
apply to sleeping moms and beds.

(b) Alteration of other areas shall be con-
sistent with the new construction provisions
of 9.5.1,

(2) Homeless shelters. if the fallowing ele-
ments are alkered, the following requirements
apply;
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10.0 Transportation Facilities

(a) at feast one public entrance shall allow a
person with mobility impairments to approach,
enter and exit including a minimum clear door
width of 32 in (815 mmj.

{bj sleeping space for homeless persons as
provided in the scoping provisions of 9.1.2
shall include doors to the sleeping area with a
minimum clear width of 32 in (815 mm) and
maneuvering space around the beds for per-
sons with mobiity impairments complying
with 9.2.2(1).

{c) at leas# one toilet room for each gender
or one unisex toilet room shall have a mini-
mum clear door width of 32 in (815 mmj,
minimum turning space complying with 4.2.3,
one water Closet complying with 4.16, or► e
lavatory complying with 4.19 and the door shall
have a privacy latch; and, if provided, at least
one tub or shower shall comply with 4.20 or
4.21, respectively.

{dj at Least' one common area which a
person with mobility impairments can
approach, enter and exit including a mini-
mum clear door width of 32 in {815 mm).

(ej at least one route connecting elements
(a), (b), (c) and (d) which a person with mobility
impairments can use including minimum clear
width of 36 in (915 mm), passing space com-
plying with 4.3,4, turning space complying with
4.2.3 and changes in levels complying with
4.3.8.

(f) homeless shelters can complywlth the
provisions of (a)-(e) by providing the above
elements on one accessible floor,.

9.5.8, Accessible Sleeping
Accommodations in New Constreiction,
Accessible sleeping rooms shall be provided in
conformance with the table in 9,1.2 and shall
comply with 9.2 Accessible Units, Sleeping
Rooms and Suites {where the items are pro-
vided}, Additional sleeping roams that comply
with 9.3 Sleeping Accommodations for Persons
with Hearing impairments shall be provided in
conforrnance with the table provided in 9.1.3,

In facilities with multi-bed roams or spaces,
a percentage of the beds equal to the table
provided in 9.1.2 shall comply with 9.2.2(1).

10. TRANSPORTATION
FACILITIES,

Y0. ]. General. fiery station, bus stop, bus
stop pad, terminal, bulldtng or other transpor-
tation facility, shall comply with the applicable
provisions of 4.1 through 4.35, sections 5
through 9, and the applicable provisions oC
this section. The exceptions Cor elevators in
4.1.3(5), exception 1 and 4.1.6{i){kj do not
apply to a terminal, depot, or other station
used for specified public transportation., or an
airport passenger terminal, or facilities subject
to Title ll.

Y0.2 Bus Stops and Terminals.

10.2.1 New Construction.

(1)Where new bus stop pads are constructed
at bus stops, bays or other areas where a lift or
ramp is to be deployed, they shall have a firm,
stable surface; a minimum clear length of
96 inches (measured from the curb or vehicle
roadway edge) and a minimum clear width
of ii0 inches (measured parallel to the vehicle
roadway) to the maximum extent allowed by
legal or site constraints; and shall be connected
to streets, sidewalks or pedestrian paths by an
accessible route complying with 4.3 and 4.4.
The slope of the pad parallel to the roadway
shall, to the extent practicabie,.be the same as
the roadway. For water drainage, a maximum
slope of 1:50 (2%) perpendicular to the roadway
is allowed.

(2) Where provided, new or replaced bus
shelters shall be installed ar positioned so as
to permit a wheelchair or mobility aid user to
enter from the public way and to reach a
location, having a minimum clear floor area
of 34 inches by 48 inches, entirely within the
perimeter of the shelter. Such shelters shall
be connected by an accessible route to the
boarding area provided under paragraph {1)
of this section.

{3) where provided, all new bus route
identification signs shall comply with 4,30.5.
In addition, to the maximum extent practi-
cable, all new bus route identification signs
shall comply with 4.3i?.2 and 4.30.3. Signs
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10.3 PYxed Facilities and stations

that are sized to the maximum dimensions
permitted under legitimate local, state or
federal regulations or ordinances shall be
considered in eomplfance with 4.30.2 and
4.30.3 for purposes of this section.

EXCEPTION; Bus schedules, ttmeiables,
or maps that are posted at the bus stop
or bus bay are not required to comply with
this provision.

10.2.2 Bus Stop Siting and Alterations.

(i) Bus stop sites shall be chosen such that,
to the maximum extent practicable, the areas
where lifts or ramps are to be deployed comply
with section 14.2.1(1) and (2),

[2) When new bus route identification signs
are installed or old signs are replaced, they
shall comply with the requirements of
10.2,1 [3).

I0.3 Fixed Facilities and Stations.

10.3,1 NGrav Construction, New stations in
rapid rail, light rail, commuter rail, intercity
bus, intercity rail, high speed rail, and other
fixed guideway systems (e,g., automated
guideway transit, monorails, etc.) shall comply
with the following provisions, as applicable;

(I) Elements such as ramps, elevators ar
other circulation devices, fare vending or other
ticketing areas, and fare collection areas shall
be placed to minimize the distance which
wheelchair users and other persons who
cannot negotiate steps may have to travel
compared to the general public. The circula-
tionpath, ixtcluding an accessible entrance and
an accessible route, for persons with disablli-
ties shall, to the maximum extent practicable,
coincide with the circulation path for the
general public. Where the circulation path is
different, signage complying with 4.30.1,
4.30,2, 4,34,3, 4,30.5, and 4.30.7(1) shall be
provided to indicate direction to and identify
the accessible entrance and accessible route.

(2) In lieu of compliance with 4.1,3(8), at
least one entrance to each station shall comply
with 4.14, Entrances. It dilferent entrances to
a station serve different transportation fixed
routes or groups of fixed routes, at least one
entrance serving each group or route shall

comply with 4,14, Entrances. All accessible
entrances shall, to. the maximum extent
practicable, coincide with those used by the
majority of the general public.

(3} Direct connections to commercial, retail,
or residential facWties shall have an accessible
route complying with 4.3 from the point of
connection to boarding platforms and all
transportation system elements used by the
public. Any elements provided to facilitate
future direct connections shall be on an
accessible route connecting board[ng platforms
and all transportation system elements used
by the public.

{4} Where signs are provided at entrances to
stations identifying the station or the entrance,
or bath, at least one sign at each entrance
shall comply with 4.30.4 and 4.30.8. Such
signs shall be placed In unfform locations at
entrances within the transit system to the
maximum extent practicable.

EXCEPTION: Where the station has no
defined entrance, but signage is provided,
then the accessible signage shall be placed
in a central location.

(5) Stations covered by this section shall
have identiilcation signs complying with 4.30.1,
4.30.2, 4.30.3, and 4.30,5. Signs shall be
placed at frequent intervals and shall be clearly
visible from within the vehicle on both sides
when not obstructed by another train. When
station identification signs are placed close to
vehicle windows ([.e., on the side opposite fmm
boarding) each shall have the top of the highest
letter or symbol below the top of the vehicle
window and the bottom of the lowest letter or
symbol above the horizontal mid-line of the
vehicle window.

(6) Lists of stations, routes, or destinat[ons
served by the station and located on boarding
areas, platforms, or mezzanines shall comply
with 4.34.1, 4.30.2, .4.34.3, and 4,30.5. A
minimum of one sign identifying the specific
station and complying with 4,34.4 and 4.30.6
shall be provided on each platform or boarding
area. All signs referenced to this paragraph
shall, to the maximum extent practicable,
be placed in uniform locations within the
transit system.
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10.3 Fixed ^'aoilitiee and Stations

(7}' Autorrtatic tare vending, collection and
adjustment {e.g., add-fare) systems shall
comply with 4.34.2, 4.34.3, and 4.34.4.
At each accessible entrance such devices
shall be located on an accessible route.
If self service fare collection devices are
provided for the use of the general public,
at least one accessible device for entering,
and at keasf one for exiting, unless one device
serves bath functions, shall be provided at
each accessible point of entry or exit, Acces-
sible fare collection devices shall have a mini-
mum clear opening width of 32 incites; shall
permit passage oC a wheelchair; and, where
provided, coin or card slots and controls
necessary for operation shall comply with 4.27.
Gates which must be pushed open by wheel-
chair or mobility aid users shall have a smooth
continuous surface extending from 2 inches
above the floor to 27 inches above the floor and
shall comply with 4.13. Where the circulation
path does not coincide with that used by the
general public, accessible fare collection sys-
tems shalt be located at or adjacent to the
accessible point of entry or exit:

(8) Platform edges bordering adrop-off and
not protected by platform screens or guard
rails shall have a detectable warritztg. Such
detectable warnings shall comply with 4,29.2
and shall be 24 inches wide running the full
length of the platform drop-off.

(9} In stations covered by this section,
rail-to-platiarrrt height in new stations shall
be coordinated with the floor height of new
vehicles sa that the vertical dillerence, mea-
sured when the vehicle is at rest, is within
plus or minus 5/S inch under normal passen-
ger load conditions. For rapid rail, light rail,
commuter rail, high speed rail, and intercity
rail systems in new stations, the horizontal
gap, measured when the new vehicle is at rest,
shall be no greater than 3 inches. For slow .
moving automated guideway "people mover"
transit systems, the horizontal gap in new
stations shall be no greater than 1 inch,

EXCEPTION 1: Existing vehicles operating
in new stations may have a vertical difference
with respect to the new platform within plus or
minus 1-1/2 inches.

EXCEPTION 2: In light rack, commuter rail and
Intercity rail systems where it is not operation-

ally or structurally feasible to meet the
horizontal gap or vertical difference require-
ments, mini-high platforms, car-borne or
platform-mounted lifts, ramps or bridge plates,
or similar manually deployed devices, meeting
the applicable requirements of 3B CFR part
1192, or 49 CFR part 38 shall sufFice.

(lp)`Stations shall not be designed or
constructed so as to rec{uire persons with
disabilities to board or alight from a vehicle
at a location other than one used by the
general public.

(11) Illumination levels in the areas where
signage is located shall be uniform and shall
minimize glare on signs. Lighting along circu-
iation routes shall be of a type and configura-
tion to provide uniform illumination.

(12} Text Telephones: The following shall
be provided in accordance with 4.31:9;

(a} If an interior public pay telephone is
provided in a transit facility (as de[lned by the
Department of Transportation] at least one
interior public text telephone shall be provided
in the station,

(b) Where four ar more public pay tele-
phones serve a particular entrance to a rail
station and at least one is in an interior loca-
tion, at least one interior public text telephone
shall be provided to serve that entrance. Com-
pliance with this section constitutes compli-
ance with section 4,1.3(17}(c}.

{ 13} Where it is necessary to cross traelcs
to reach boarding platforms, the route surface
shall be level and {lush with the rail top at the
outer edge and between the rails, except for a
maximum 2-1/2 inch gap on the inner edge
of each rail to permit passage of wheel flanges,
Such crossings shall comply with 4.29.5,
Where gap reduction !.s not practicable, an
above -grade or below-grade accessible route
shall be provided.

(14} Where public address systems are
provided to convey information to the public
in terminals, stations, ar other fixed facilities,
a means of conveying the same or equivalent
information to persons with hearing loss or
who are deaf shall be provided.
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10,3.2 Existing Facilities; Key Stations.

(15} Where clocks are provided for use by
the general public. the dock face shall be
uncluttered so that its elements are clearly
visible. Hands, numerals, and/ar digits shall
contrast with the background either light-on-
dark ar dark-on-light. 1Vhere clacks are
mounted overhead, numerals and/or digits
shall comply with ^i.30.3. Clocks shall be
placed in uniform locations throughout the
facility and system to the maximum extent
practicable.

(16) Where provided In below grade stations,
escalators shall have a minimum clear width
of 32 inches. At the top and bottom of each
escalator run, ai Ieast hvo contiguous treads
shall be level beyond the comb plate before the
risers begin to form. Ali escalaior treads shall
be marked by a strip of clearly contrasting
color, 2 inches in width, placed parallel to and
on the nose of each step. The strip shall be of
a material that is at least as slip resistant as
the remainder of the tread. The edge of the
tread shall be apparent from both ascending
and descending directions.

(I7^ Where provtded, elevators shall be
glazed ar have transparent panels to allow
an unobstructed view both into and out of
the car; Elevators shall comply with 4.10.

EXCEPTION: Elevator cars with a clear floor
area in which a 60 inch diameter circle can be
inscribed may be substituted for the minimum
car dimensions of 4.10, Fig. 22.

(18) Where provided, ticketing areas shall
permit persons with disabilities to obtain
a ticket and check baggage and shall
comply with 7,2,

(i9) tiiThere provided, baggage check-in and
retrieYaI systems shall be on an accessible
route complying with 4.3, and shall have space
immediately adjacent complying with 4,2, If
unattended security harriers are provided, at
least one gate shall comply with 4,13. Gates
which must be pushed open by wheelchair or
mobility aid users shall have a smooth conttnu-
oussurface extending from 2 inches above the
door to 27 inches above the floor.

10.3.2. Existing Facilities: Key Stations.

(1) Rapid, light and commuter rail key
stations, as defined under criteria established
by the Department of Transportation in
subpart C.of 49 GFR part 37 and existing
intercity rail stations shall provide at least
one accessible route from an accessible
entrance to those areas necessary far use
of the transportation system._

(2) The access#ble route required by 10.3.2(].] ,
shall include the features specified in 10.3.1
(1), (41-f9?. (11}-(15}, and (i7}-(19).

(33 'where technical infeasibility to existtng
stations requires the accessible route tv lead
from the public way to a paid area of the
transit.system, an accessible fare collection
system, complying .with 10.3,1(7), shall be
provided along such accessible route.

(4) In light rail, rapid rail and commuter
rail key stations, the platform or a portion
thereof and the vehicle Roar shall be coordi-
nated so that the vertical difference, measured
when the vehicle is at rest, is within plus or
minus l-1/2 inches under all normal passen-
ger load conditions, and the horizontal gap,
measured when the vehicle is at rest, is no
greater than 3 inches for at least one door of
each vehicle or car required to be accessible by
49 CFR part 37.

EXCEPTION 1: Existing vehicles retrofitted to
meet the requirements of 49 CFR 37,93 (one-
car-per-train rule} shall be coordinated with
the platform such that, for at least one door,
the vertical difference between the vehicle floor
and the platform, measured when the vehicle
is at rest with 50% normal passenger capacity,
is within plus or minus 2 Inches and the
horizontal gap is na greater than 4 inches.

EXCEPTION 2: Where it is not structurally
or operationally feasible to meet the horizontal
gap or vertical difference requirements, mini-
high platforms, car-borne or platform mounted
lifts, ramps or bridge plates, or similar manu-
ally deployed devices, meeting the applicable
requirements of 36 CFR part 1192, or 49 CFR
part 3i3, shall suffice.
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10.4 Airports

{5) New direct connections to commercial,
retail, or residential facilities shalt, to the
maximum extent feasible, have an accessible
route complying with 4.3 from the point of
connection to boarding platforms and all
transportation system elements used by the
public. Any elements provided to facilitate
future direct connections shalt be on an
accessible route connecting boarding platforms
and all transportation system elements used
by the public..

10.3.3 Existing Facilities: Alterations.

(11 For the purpose of complying with
4.I,6(2) Alterations to an Area Containing
a Primary Function, an area of primary
function shall be as defined by applicable
provisions of 49 CFR 37,43(c) (Department
of `IYansportation's ADA Rule) or 28 CFR
36.403 (Departri^ent of Justice's ADA Rule).

10.4. Airports.

10,4.1 Now Constriction.

(i) Elements such as ramps, elevators ar
other vertical circulation devices, ticketing
areas, security checkpoints, or passenger
waiting areas shall be placed to minimize the
distance which wheelchair users and other
persons who cannot negotiate steps may have
to travel compared to the general public.

(2) The circulation path, including an
accessible entrance and an accessible route,
for persons with disabilities shall, to the
maximum extent practicable, coincide with
the circulation path for the general public,
Where the circulation path is dlflerent,
directional signage complying with 4,30.1,
4.30.2, 4.30.3 and 4.30.5 shall be provided
which indicates the location of the nearest
accessible entrance and its accessible route.

(3) Ticketing areas shall permit persons
with dlsabillties to obtain a ticket and check
baggage and shall comply with 7.2.

{4) Where public pay telephones are pro-
vided, and at least one is at an Interior loca-
tion, apublic text telephone shall be provided
in compliance with 4.31.9. Additionaity, if
four or more public pay telephones are located

in any of the following locattans, at least one
public text telephone shall also be provided in
that location;

(a) amain terminal outside the
security areas;

(b) a concourse within the security
areas; or

(c) a baggage claim area in a terminal.

Compliance with this section constitutes
Compliance with section 4,1.3(17){c).

(5) Baggage check-in and retrieval systems
shall be on an accessible route complying with
4.3, and shall have space immediately adjacent
Complying with 4.2.+1. if unattended security
barriers are provided, at least one gate shall
comply with 4. i3. Gates which must he pushed
open by wheelchair or mobility aid users shall
have a smooth continuous surface extending
from 2 inches above the floor to 27 inches
above the floor.

(6) Terminal Information systems which
broadcast information to the general public
through a public address system shall provide
a means to provide the same ar equivalent
information to persons with a hearing loss or
who arc deaf, Such methods may include, but
are not limited to, visual paging systems using
video monitors and computer technology. Far
persons with certain types of hearing loss such
methods may include, but are not limited to,
an assistive listening system complying with
4.33.7,

(7) Where clocks are provided for use by the
general public the clock face shall be unclut-
tered so that its elements are clearly visible.
Hands, numerals, anti/or digits shall contrast
with their background etcher light-on-dark or
dark-on-light, Where, clocks are mounted
overhead, numerals and/or digits shall comply
with 4.34.3. Clocks shalt be placed in uniform
locations throughout the facility to the maxi-
mum extent practicable.

(8) Security Systems. (Reserved

10.5 Baat and Ferry Docks.
[Reserved]
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Appendix

APPENDIX

This appendix contains materials ojan advi-
sory torture and provides additional information
that should help the reader to understand the
minimum requirements of the guidelines or to
design buildings or facilities for greater accessi-
bility. The paragraph numbers correspond to
the sections or paragraphs of the guideline to
which the material re3ates and are therefore
not consecutive (for example, A4,2, I contains
additional information relevant to 4.2,1). Sec-
tions of the guidelines for which additional
material appears in this appendix have been
indicated by an asterisk. Nothing to Phis appen-
dixshall to any way obviate any obligation to
comply with the requirements of the gutdettnes
ttse^:

A2.2 Equivatent Facilitation. Spec(f is
exarnpies of equ#uatent facilitation are found to
the following sections;

4. I.6(3)(cl	 Elevators in Alterations
4,31.9 Text Telephones
7.2 Sales and Service

Courtiers, Teller Windows,
lnformafiat Counters

9.I.4 Classes of Steeping
Accommodations

9,2.2(61fd1 Requirements for Accessible
Units, Sleeping Rooms, and
Suites

A4.I.^ Application.

A4.I.1(3) Areas Used Unly bg Empiayees
as Work Areas. Where there are a series of
individual work stations of the same type (e.g,,
laborafarfes, service counters, ticket booths),
596, but not less than one, of each type of work
sfatian should be constructed so that an tndt-
vtdua[ with disabilities cart maneuver within
the work stations. Rooms housing tnd#vicival
o,^`Ices in a typical o,Qrice building must meet the
requirements of the guidelines concerning doors,
accessible routes, etc, but do trot need to allow
for maneuuerirtg space around individual desks.
Madi,Jicattons required tnpermit maneuvering
within the, work area may be accomplished as
a reasonable accommodation to individua!
employees with disabQities under 7Ytle 1 of the
ADA, Constderatian should also be given to
placing shelves to employee work areas at a

convenient height for accessibtltty or trrstalttng
commercially available shelving Hutt is ad•/ust-
able so that reasonable accommodations can
be made #rt the future.

f work stations are made accessible they
should comply wWr the applicable provisions
of 4.2 through 4:35.

A4.Y.2 Accessible Sites and Exterior
Facilities: New Construction.

A4.I.2(5xe) Valet Parking. Valet parking is
net aIuxtys usable by [ndivtduats wtfh disabtli•
ties. For instance, an individual may use a #ype
of vehicle centrals their render the tegutar con-
trols irwperable or the drlve^s seat in a van may
be removed. !n these situations, another person
cannot park the vehicle.. If Gs recommended that
same self-parking spaces be provided at valet
parking faclities for frtdtvtdttals whose vehicles
cannot be parked by another person and that
such spaces be located an an accessible route
fa the entrance of the facility.

A4.I.3 Accessible Buildings; New
Construction.

A4. Y .3(5) - Only fur! passenger elevators are
covered by the accesstbiti[y provisions of 4,10.
Materials and equipment hoists, freight eleva-
tors not intended for passenger use, dumbuxrit-
ers, anal construction elevators are not covered
by these guidelines. If a building is exempf from
the etetxttor requirement, #t is net - necessary to
provide a pia farm I(f t or other means of uerttcaI
access in ilea of an elevator.

Under Exception 4, platform lifts are allowed
where existing conditions make it impracttca!
to install a ramp or elevator. Such conditions
generally occur where u is essential to provide
access to small raised or lowered areas where
space may not be available for a ramp. Ex-
amples include, but are trot ttmited fo, raised
pharmacy pla^orms, commercial o,,Q'Ices raised
above a sales ,naar-, ar radio and news booths.

A4.X.3(9) Supervised automatic sprinkler
systems have built in signals for rnortiiartng
features ojthe system such as the opening and
closing of water control values, the power sup-
plies for needed pumps, water. tank levels, and
for indicating conditions that will impair the
satisfactory operation of the spriNder system.
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A4.2 Space Allowances and Reach Ranges

Because of these monitoriru^features, super-
vtsed automatic sprinkler systems have a high
level of satisfactory performance and response
to, f ire condiitorts.

A4.I.3[I 0) If an odd number of drirtki^
fountains Ls provided on aJloor, the requirement
in 4. i.3(! 0)(b1 may be met by rounding clown
the odd number to an even number and calcu-
lattng 5095 of the even ruunber. when more than
one drtrtking fountain an a floor is required to
comply with 4. i5, those fountains should be
dispersed to allow wheelchair users conuenten#
access. For example, . to a large facility such as
a convention center That hers uxrterfountairrs at
several tocaiions on a floor, tale accessible water
fountains should be Located so that wheetchatr
users do rrot have to travel a greater distance
than other people td use a drin)cirrg fountain.

A4.1.3t*x?^) In addition to lire requirements of
section 4. I.3f17)(b), the installation of additional
volume controls is encouraged. Volume controls
may be installed on any telephone.

A4, 2 ,3(19xci'J Readily removable or folding
seating antis may be installed in Lieu of provid-
ing an open space for wheelchair users. Folding
seating units are usually twoflxed seats that
can be eastly;foided into a fixed center bar fo
allow for one or two open spaces for wheelchair
risers when necessary. These units are more
easily adapted tturtr removable seats which
generally require the seat to be removed trt
advance by the facility management.

Either a sign or a marker placed on seating with
removable orfoidtng arm rests is required by
this section. Consideration should be given for
ensuring ident(/tcation oJsuch seats in a dark-
ened theater. For example, a marker which
contrasts flight orr dark or dark on light? and
which also reflects light could be placed on the
side of such seating so as to be visible in a
lighted auditorium and also to reflect tight from
a f IashItght+

A4.I.6 Accessible Buildings:
Alterations.

A4.^.ti{I^t) when an entrance is being
altered, it is preferable that those entrances
being altered be made accessible to the extent
feasible.

A4.2 Space Allowances and Reach
Range$.

A4.2.1 Wheelchair Passage Width.

(1) Space Requirements for Wheelchairs.
Many persons who use wheelchairs need a
30 in {764 mm} clear opening width for door-
ways, gates, and the like, when the latter are
entered head-on, if the person is unfarr ►tliar
with a bulldlrig, !f competing traffic is heavy,
if sudden or frequent movements are needed,
or if the wheelchair must be turned at an
opening, then greater clear widths are needed.
For most situations, the addition of an Inch of
leeway on etcher side !s sulllcient. Thus, a
minimum clear width of 32 in (815 nun) will
provide adequate clearance. However, when
an opening or a restriction in a passageway is
more than 24 In (814 civic) long, it is essentially
a passageway and must be at least 36 in
(915 mm}'wide.

(2} Space Requirements for Use of Walking
Aids. Although people who use walking aids
can maneuver through clear width openings
of 32 in (815 min), they need 38 in (915 mm)
wide passageways and walks for comfortable
gaits. Crutch tips, often extending down at a
wide angle, are a hararci in narrow passage-
ways where they might not be seen by other
pedestrians. Thus, the 36 in (915 mm) width
provides a safety allowance both for the person
with a disability and for others.

(3) Space Requirements far Passing. Able-
bodiedpersons to winter clothing, walking

1=1g. Al
Minimum Passage Width for One Wheelchair

and One Ambulatory Parson
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A4.2 Space Allowances and React Ranges
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Ffg, A2
Space needed for 5rnootl^ p^Ttirn In a Wheelchair

straight ahead with arms swinging, need
32 in (815 mm) of width, which includes 2 in
(50 mm) on either side for sway, and another
1 in (25 mm) tolerance on either side for clear-
ing nearby ob)ects or otherpedestrians. Almost
all wheelchatr users and those who use walk-
ing aids can also manage within this 32 in
(815 mm) width for short distances. Thus, two
streams o[ traffic can pass in 64 1n (1625 mm)
in a comfortable Clow. Sixty inches (1525 mm) .
provides a minimum width for a somewhat
more restricted flow. If the clear width is less
than 60 to (1525 myna, two wheelchair users
wlll not be able to. pass but will have to seek
a wider place for passing. Forty-eight Inches
(1220 tnm) is the minimum width needed for
an ambulatory person to pass a nonambu-
iatory or semi-ambulatory person. Withtn
this ^I8 in (1220 mm) width, the ambulatory
person will have to twfst to pass a wheelchair
user, a person with a serUtce antmaL or a

_^ _:,

_	 ^. _	 ^ .,

^.r.^i__	 ^...
^:_ -

. _	 .^

NOTF; Footrests may extend further !or tat! peop{e

Fig. A3
l}Ime!nslons of Adult•Slzed Wheelchairs
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A4.3 Accessible Route

semi-ambulatory person. There will be Little
leeway for swaying or missteps (see Fig. Ai).

A4.2.3 Wheelchair Turning Space.
These guidelines sped a minimum space of
60 ir► (1525 mm) diameter or a 60 i,i by 60 in
(1525 rnm by 1525 mm? T-scraped space for a
pivoting 180-degree turn of a wheelchair. This
space is usually satisfactory for taming
around, but many people wlll not be able to
rum without repeated cries and bumping into
surrounding obJects. The space shown in
Fig. A2 will allow most wheelchair users to .
complete U-turns without difilculty.

A4.2.4 Clear Floor ar Ground Space for
Wheelchairs. The wheelchair and user shown
in Fig. A3 represent typical dimensions for a
large adult male. The space requirements in
this guideline are based upon maneuvering
clearances that wlll accommodate most wheel-
chairs. Fig. A3 provides a uniform reference for
design not covered by this guideline.

A4.2.S & A4.2.6 Reach. Reach ranges far
persons seated in wheelchairs may be further
clari,^led by F{q. A3fa1. these drawtrigs approxi-
mate trt the pfan vtecc the tnformatton shown in
F[g. 4, 5. and 6.

A4.S Accessible Route.

A4,3.i General.

(1}Travel I?is#antes. Many people with
mobility impairments can move at only very
slow speeds; for many, traveling 200 ft [61 m)
could take abouk 2 minutes, This assumes a
rate of about 1.5 #t/s 1455 mm/s} on level
ground. It also assumes that the traveler
would move continuously. However, an trips
over i00 ft (30 m), disabled people are apt to
rest frequently. which substantially increases
their trip times. Resting periods of 2 minutes
for every 100 ft (30 m) can be used to estimate
travel times for people with severely limited
stamina. In inclement weather, slow progress
and resting can greatly increase a disabled
person's exposure to the elements.

(2} Sites. Level, indirect routes or those with
running slopes lower than 1:20 can sometimes
provide more convenience than direct routes
with maximum allowable slopes or with ramps,

1^1	 T^

6
I	 IS

^,.

Fig. A^
Cane Technique

A4.3.10 Egress. Because people with dis-
abWties may visit, be employed or be a resident
in any building, emergency management plans
with specific provisions to ensure their safe
evacuation also play an essential role in fire
safety and life safety.

A4.3.i Y.3 Stairway Wfdth, A X18 inch
(I220 mm) wide exit statrwa{t is needed to
allow assisted evacuation fe.g., camltng a
person in a wheelchair) without encroaching
on the exit path for ambulatory persons.
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A4,8 Ground and Floor Surfaces

A4.$.I Y.4 nuo-wuy Corramurt^cation. It is
essential thnt emergency corremunication not be
dependent on voice communicattans alone be-
cause the safety of people with hearing or
speech impairments could be,^eopardized. The
atstble signal requtremen# could be satts}led
wide someilzing as simple as a button in the
area of rescue assistance that lights, indicating
that help is on fhe way, when the message is ,
answered at the point of entry.

A4.4 Protruding Ob,^ects.

A4.4.1 General. Service animate are trained
to recognize and avoid hazards, However, most
people with severe impairments of vision use
the long cane as an aid to mobility. The two
principal cane techniques are the touch tech-
nique, where the cane arcs from s#de to side
and touches points outside both shoulders;
and the diagonal technique, where the cane
is held in a stationary position diagonally
across the. body with the cane tip touching or
just above the ground at a point outside one
shoulder and the handle ar grip extending to
a point outside the other shoulder. The touch
technique #s used primarily in uncontrolled
areas, while the diagonal technique is used
primarily in certain limited, controlled, and
familiar environments. Cane users are often
trained to use . both techniques,

Potential hazardous objects are noticed only
if they fall within the detection range of canes
tree Fig. A4}. Visually impaired people walking
toward an object can detect an overhang !f
its lowest surface is not higher than 27 in
(685 mm). When walking alongside protruding
objects, they cannot detect overhangs. Since
proper cane and service animal techniques
keep people away from the edge of a path or
from walls, a slight overhang of no more than
4 in (i00 mm) is not hazardous.

A4.5 Ground and Floor Surfaaes.

A4,b.1 General. People who have di(/icu[fy
walking or maintaieitng balance or who use
crutches, canes, or walkers, and those with
restricted gaits are particularly sensitive to
slipping and tripping hazards. For such people,
a stable and regular surface is necessary for
safe walking, particularly on stairs. Wheel-
chairs can be propelled most easily on surfaces
that are hard, stable, and regular. Soft loose

surfaces such as shag carpet, loose sand or
gravel, wet clay, and irregular surfaces such
as cobblestones can significantly impede
wheelchair movement.

Slip resistance is based an the frictional force
necessary to keep a shoe heel or crutch tip
from slipping on a walking surface under
conditions likely to be found on the surface.
While the ^ coe„Q'ictent of friction during
walking varies in a c^ompiex and non-untfamt
way, the ^ rnejflctent offrictton, which earl
be measured in seueral ways, prautdes a close
approximalton of the slip resistance oja surface.
Carttrary to popular belief, some slippage is
necessaru to walking, especially for persons
with restricted gaffs: a truly "non-slip" surface
could riot be negotirited.

The Occupaftonal Safety and Health Admin#-
strafiore recommends that walking surfaces
have a static eoe.Q'iclent of friction of 0.5: A
research pro^eef sponsored by the Architectural
and 7>•ansportatton Barriers Compliance Board
(Access Board) conducted tests euifiepersons
with disabilities and concluded that a higher
coe„Q'lcfenf of friction u^as needed by such per-
sons. Asiatic cae,1]icient of frictwn of 0.6 is
recommended far accessible routes and 0.8
for ramps.

It is recognLzed fhaf the coefjictenf of friction
cartes considerably due to the presence of
eontaminarets, wafer, floorJinishes, and other
factors not under the control of the designer or
budder and not subject to design and construc-
ttott gutd^iines and that compliance would be
d^Q'icult to measure on the butidtng site. Never-
theless, many common building rnatertals
suitable for,jlooring are now labeled with Infor-
mation on the static coe-j^lcient of fricfiorL While
it may not be possible to compare one product
directly with another, or tQ guarantee a con-
stant measure, builders and designers are
encouraged fo spec^y materials with appropri-
ate values. As more products Include infornna-
Lion on slip resistance, Improved untformth,I in
meastvemerif and specljZcation Is likely. The
Access Board's advisory guidelines on Slip
Resistant Surfaces provides additional infor-
mattore on Phis subject.

Cross slopes on walks and ground or floor
surfaces can cause considerable difficulty in
propelling a wheelchair in a straight sine.
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A^.B Paxli:Ing and Passenger Loacttng Znacs

A4,5.8 Carpet, Much more needs to be done
in developing both quantitative and qualitative
criteria for carpeting fi.e., problems, assoclated
with texture and weave need to lie studiedJ:
However, certain functional characteristics
are well established. When both carpet and
padding are used, it is desirable to have mini-
mum movement (preferably none) between the
door and the pad and the pad and the carpet
which would allow the carpet to hump or warp,
In heavily trafficked areas, a thick, soR (plush)
pad or cushion, particularly to combination
with long carpet pile, makes it dih'icult for
individuals in wheelchairs and those with
other ambulatory. disabilities to get about.
Finn carpeting can be achieved through
proper selectlan and eambinatton of pad and
carpet, sometimes with the ellminatton of the
pad ar cushion, and with proper installation.
Curpetirtg designed with a weave that causes a
z^q-zag e-,(j''ect when wheeled across Gs strongly
dtscaw-aged.

A4.6 Parking and Passenger Loading
Zones.

A4.6.3 Parlcing $paces. The irecreastng use
of vans with side-mounted ^ or ramps by
persons with disabilities has necessitated some
revisions in speciflcativnsforparking spaces
and ac^acent access aisles. The typical acces-

sib[eparking space is 96 to (2440 mrN utide
with an ac^lacent 60 to (1525 rrirN access aisle.
Hott^ever, this aisle does riot permit lifts or
ramps to be deployed and stttl leave room far
a person using a wheelchair ar other mob(ltty
aid to exit the ItJt platform or ramp, In tests
conducted -with actual I(/t/van/wheelchair
combtrtctttons, (under aBoard-sponsored
Accessible Parking and Loading Zones ProJecf)
researchers found that a space and aisle tatal-
tng almost 204 in (5180 mml wide was needed
to deploy a lilt and exit conuentently. The "van
accessible" parking space required by these
guidelines provides a 96 in (2440 marl wide
space with a 96 in (2440 mml at^acent access
aisle which !s lust wide enough to maneuver
anti exit from a side mounted Ii/l, If a 9B to
(2440 mrri) access aisle is placed between
two spaces, two "van accessible" spaces are
created. Alternatively, tf the wide access aisle

is provided at ttte end of a rota (an area often
unusedl, it may be possible to provide fhe
wide access aisle without additional space
(see F1g, A5(a)1.

A sign ais needed to alert van users to the pres-
ence of the wider aisle, but the space is not
intended to be restricted only to vans.

"Untoersa!" Parkir^ Space Design. An alterna•
five to the provision of a percentage of spaces_
with a wide aisle, and the associated need to
include addittona! signage, is the use of what
has been called the "uniuersa!' parktrtg space
design. Under this design, glj accessible spaces
are l32 trt (3350 rnm^ wide with a 60 in
0525 mrnl access aisle (see FYg. A5fb11. One

^ ^
ecceaslbfe route	

M a+

o°	 $	 i	 ^i^^^,^ I
a	 o !	 1	

01^^	 I1
n	 ©^	 ^	 ^ ^' I ^ .	 i

^s min	 6a min 9l) min ^1a5 ml

2aao 	 4625	 2aao	 zaao
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6400

(aJ
Van Accessible Space at End Row

Q • i^ o O ^ ^ n © ^//gyp

d	 ^	 IT"//	 ^	
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Q ^	 ^	 Q	 ^'/^
o	 ^	 CYGV	 a	 ^`f'^
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132 min min 132 min	 132 min min

3310	 H525[	 ,3350	 :3350
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Universal Parking Space Design

p'ig, A5
Parking Space Alternatives
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A4.B Ramps

advantt^ge to this design is that no additivnai
s^grlage is needed because atI spaces can
accommodate a van with a side-mounted ItJt or
ramp. Also, There is nv competition between cars
and vclris for spaces since a!f spaces can accom-
modate either. F4.^rthermore, the wider space
permits vehicles fo park to one side oT the other
within the 132 in (3350 mm? space to allow
persons to exit and enter the vehicle on either
the driver or passenger side, although, to some
cases, this would require exiting or entering
without a marked access aisle.

An essential cansideratlonfor any design is
having the access aisle level with the parking
space. Since a person w[th a disabt[ity, using
a l^ or ramp, must maneuver within the access
aisle, the aisle cannot include a ramp or singed
area. The access aisle must be connected to an
acccessible route fo itte appropr[ate accessible
enhance of a building or facility: The parking
access aisle must either blend with the acces-
sible route or have a curb ramp complying with
4,7. Such a curb ramp opening must be located
within the access aisle boundaries, nat within
ftle parking space bouruIctl-fes. Utlfortunately,
many facilities are designed with a ramp that
is blocked when any vehicle parks in the acces
sibte space. Also, the requited dimensions of the
access aisle cannot be resfr[cted by planters,
curbs or wheel stags.

A4,6.4 sigIIage. Signs designating parking
places for dLsabled people can be seen from a
driver's seat if the signs are mounted high
enough above the ground and located at the
front of a parking space,

A4.B.5 VerEicat Clearance. High-top vans,
which disabled people or trar ►sportatton ser-
vices oRen use, require higher clearances in
parking garages than automobiles,

A4.8 Ramps.

A4.8. ^ General. Ramps are essential for
wheelchair users >f elevators or lifts are not
available to connect dlfl'erent levels. However,
some people who use walking aids have dlill-
culty with ramps and prefer stairs,

A4.8.2 81opc and Rine, Ramp slopes be-
tween I;Iti arut 1:2t) are preferred. The ability
to manage an Irlctine is related to both Its
slope and fts length. Wheelchair users with

di$abilities affectlrig their arms or with low
stamina have serious difficulty using inclines.
Most ambulatory people and most people who
use wheelchairs can manage a slope of i:16.
Many people cannot manage a slope of 1:12 for'
80 ft (9 m).

A4.8.4 Landings. Level landings are essen-
fiat toward maintaining an aggregate slope fhat
complies with these guidelines. A ramp landing
that is not level causes tndividuaIs using wheel-
chairs fo tip backward or bottom out when the
ramp is Cipproached.

A4.8.5 Handrails, The regUtrements for
stair and ramp handrails in this gutdeItne are
for adults. When children are principal users
in a build[ng ar facility, a second set of hand-
rails at an appropriate height can assist them
and aid in preventing accidents.

A4.9 Stairs.

A4.9.I Minimum Number. Only Interior
and exterior stairs connectf►u-} levels that are
not connected by an elevator, ramp, or other
accessible means of vertical access have fo
comply with 4.9.

A4.10 Elevators.

A4.10 . 6 Doar Protective and Reopening
nevlet. The required door reopening device
would hold the door open for 20 seconds if the
doorway remains obstructed. After 20 seconds,
the door may begin to close, However, if de-
signed in accordance with ASME A 3 7, i - I 890,
the door elosfng movement could still be
stopped if a person or object exerts sufficient
farce at any point an the door edge.

A4.10.7 Door and 8igaal Timing for Hail
Calls. This paragraph allows variation in the
location of call buttons, advance time for warn-
ing signals, and the door-holding period used
to meet the time requirement.

A4.IO.I2 Car Contrala. Industry-wide
standardization of elevator control panel design
would make all elevators sigritftcantly more
convenient for use by people with severe vLsual
impairments, In many cases, !t will be possible
to locate the highest control on elevator panels
within 48 i11 (1220 mm) from the floor.
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A4.11 Platform Lifts (Wheelchair L^'tsJ

A4.10.13 Car Position Indicators, A spe-.
clal button maybe provided that would activate
the audible signal within the given elevator only
for the desired trip, rather than maintaining
the audible signal in constant operation.

A^.10.14 Emer^ency.Commnnications.
A device that requires no handset Is easier to
use by people who have difficulty reaching.
Also, small handles on handset compartment
doors are not usoble by people who haue
d^[culty grasping.

Ideally, emergency two-way communication
systems should proutde both voice and utsual
display intercommunicattort so that persons
with heartrig irnpairmen#s and persons with
vLsion impairments can receive irl/'ormation
regarding the status of a rescue. A uolce inter-
cornmunicafton syste►n cannot be the only
means of communtcattnn because it is not
accessible to people u^tih speech and hearing
irr^pa.iirnenis. While a voice intercommunication
system is not required. of a minimum, file
system should prou[de both an audio and
uisuat indication that a rescue t.5 on the u^ay.

A4.11 Platform Lifts {'W'heelcha^r
L^ fts).

A4.11.2 OtSer Requlr^ments, lnclined
statnuay chairttfts, and inclined and uer6Gcal
platform lifts (wheelchair 1i,Jts1 are auailabie
for short-distance, vertical transportation of
people with disabilities. Care should be taken
in selectirsg lifts as some l fls are not equally
suitable for use by both wheelchair users and
semi-ambulatory indtuiduals.

A4.12 Windows.

A4,Y2.x General. Windows intended to be
operated by occupants to accessible spaces
should comply with 4. I2.

A4.I2.2 Window Hardware. Windows
requiring pushing, pulling, or Ding to open ({or
excvr^ple, doubie•hung, stidtrig, or casement and.
awning units without cranks) should require na
more fhan 5 Ibf (22.2111 to open or close. Locks,
cranks, and other window hardware should
comply with 4.27.

A4.13 Daora.

A4,13.8 Thresholds at Doorways. Thresh-
olds and surface height changes In doorways
are particularly inconvenient for wheelchair
users who also have low stamina or restric-
tions in arm movement because complex
maneuvering is required to get aver the level
change while operating the door.

A4.13.9 Door Hardware. Some disabled
persons must push against a door with their
chair ar walker to open it. Applied kickplates
an doors with closers can reduce required
maintenance by withstanding abuse from
wheelchairs and canes. To be effective, they
should cover the door width, less approxi-
mately 2 in (51 mm), up to a height of l6 in
(405 mm) from its bottom edge and be ccn-
tered across the width of the door.

A4.13.10 Door Closers. Closers with de-
layed action features give a person more time
to maneuver through doorways. They are par-
ticularly useful on frequently used interior
doors such as entrances to toilet rooms.

A4.13.11 Door Opeaing Farce. Although
mask people with disabilities can exert at least
51bf (22.2IV), both pushing and pulling from a
stationary position, a few people with severe
disabilities cannot exert 3 lbf (13.13N). Al-
though some people cannot manage the allow-
able forces in this guideline and many others
have dfi'rieulty, door closers must have certain
minimum closing forces to close doors satisfac-
torlly. Forces for pushing or pulling doors open
are measured with apush-pull scale under the
following conditions:

(1) Hinged doors: Force applied perpen-
dicular to the door at the door opener or 30 in
(760 mm) from the hinged side, whichever is
farther from the hinge.

(2) Sliding or folding doors: Force applied
parallel to the door a# the door pull or latch.

(3) Application of force; Apply force gradually
so that the applied force does not exceed the
resistance o[ the door. ]n high-rise buildings,
air-pressure differentials may require a modifi-
cation of this specification >n order to meet the
functional inkent.
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A4.15 Drinking Fountains aad Water Coolexs

A4.13.12 Automatic Doors and Power-
As;<aisted Doors. Sliding automatic doors do
not need guard rails and axe more convenient
tar wheelchair users and visually impaired
people to use. If slowly opening automatic
doors can be reactivated before their closing
cycle is completed, they will be more conve-
nient in busy doorways.

A4.I5 Drinking Fountains and
Water Coolers.

A4,I6.2 Spout Height. T1.UO drink[rtg foun-
taUis, mounted side b^ side or ort a single post,
are usable by people with disabilities and
peapfe whoJirtd it d^utf to bend over.

1	 2	 ;3	 :4

Takes transfer position, wrings	 liernoves armrest, transfers. 	 Moves wheelchair out of the	 Positions on toilet, releases
footrest ont of tha way, sets	 way, changes position {some	 brake.
brakes.	 people fold chair or pivot it

94° to the toilet).

{p^

Diagonal Approach
,	 e^	 ^ as

'fakes transfer position, removes 	 Transfers.	 Positions on toilet
armrest, sets brakes

(b)

8lde Approach

Fig. A6
Wheelchair Transfers
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A4.16 Water Closets

A4.16 Water Closets.

A4.16.3 Height. Height preferences for
toilet seats vary considerably among dLsabled
people. Higher seat heights may be an advan-
tage to some ambulatory disabled people, but
are often a disadvantage for wheelchair users
and others. Toilet seats l8 In (455 mm) high
seem to be a reasonable compromise. Thick
seats and filler rings are available to adapt
standard fixtures to these requirements.

A4.1g.4 Crab Bars. Fig. A6(a) and (b) show
the diagonal and side approaches mast com-
monly used to transfer from a wheelchair to a
water closet. Some wheelchair users can trans-
fer from the front of the toilet while others use
a 90-degree approach. Most people who use the
two additional approaches can also use either
the diagonal approach or the side approach.

A4.16.ti Flush Controls. Flush valves and
related plumbing can tie located behind walls
or to the side of the toilet, or a toilet seat lid
care be provided >f plumbing fittings are directly
behind the toilet seat. Such designs_ reduce the
chance of injury and imbalance caused by
leaning back against the fittings. Flush controls
for tank-type toilets have a standardized
mounting location on the left side of the tank
(facing the tank). Tanks can be obtained by
special order with controls mounted on the
right side. If administrative authorities require
flush controls for flush valves to be located in a
position that conflicts with the location of the
rear grab bar, then that bar may be split or
shifted toward the wide side of the toilet area.

A4.17 Toilet Stalls.

A4.I 7.3 Size and Arrangement. 7'fk4s
section requires use of fhe 6Q to (]528 marl►
standard stall (F^gure 3()(a)) and perrntts the
36 in (9I5 mm1 or 48 irk (1220 mmJ wide alter-
nate stall (FYgw'e 30(b)) only to alterations where
prOUfslOn Of the Standard Stall is technicatiy
tr^f'eastble or where local plumbing codes prohibit
reduction to the number of fixtures. A standard
stall provides a clear spare on one side of the
water closet to enable persons who use wheeI-
chatrs taperform aside ar dtagortai transfer
from ftie wheelchair to the wafer closet. How-
ever, some persons with disabittites whA use
mobtlity aids such as walkers, canes or crutches

are better able to use the two parallel grab bars
to the 36 in (915 mrrlJ wide alternate stall to
achieve a standiiul posttinn.

In large toilet rooms, where six or more toilet
stalls are provided, tf is therefore required that
a 36 Ut (9] 5 mrrl) wide stall w[th parallel grab
bars be prouIded ^, addittorr to fhe standard
stall required 6z new construction. The 36 in
(315 mrrz) width is necessary to achieve proper
use of the grab bars;. wader' stalls would position
the grab bars too far apart to be easily used
and narrower static would pasifton the grab
bars too close to the water clvsef. Since the stall
is prtmar^ilij intended for use by persons using
canes, cnctches and walkers, rather than wheet-
chatrs, the length of the stall could be conven-
tional. The door, however, must sw[rtg outward
to ensure a usable space for people who use
crutches or walkers.

A4.17.b Doors. To make it easier far wheel-
chairusers to close toilet stall doors, doors can
be provided with closers, spring hinges, or a
pull bar mounted on the inside surface of the
door near the hinge side,

A4.19 Lavatories and Mirrors.

A4,19.8 Mirrors, if mirrors are t4 be used by
both ambulatory people and wheelchair users,
then they must be at least 74 in (1880 mm)
high at their topmost edge. A single full length
mirror can accommodate all people, including
children.

A4.21 Shower Stalls.

A4.21.1 General. Shower stalls that are
36 in by 36 ilk (915 mm by 915 mm) wide
provide additional safety to people who have
difficulty maintaining balance because all grab
bars and walls are within easy reach. Seated
people use the walls of 36 ilk by 36 !n (915 mm
by 915 mm^ showers for back support. Shaver
stalls that are 601xk (1525 mm) wide and have
no curb may increase usability of a bathroom
by wheelchair users because the shower area
provides additional maneuvering space.

A4.22 Toilet Rooms.

A4.22.3 Clear Floor Space. In many small
facilities, single-user restrooms may be the only
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A4.22 Tolfet Roomis

fact![ttes provided for at2 butldtrul users. In
addition, the guidelines allow the use of
"unisex" or family" accessible toile[ rooms in
alterations when technical irijeas[btltty can be
demonstmted. Experience has shown That the
prouision of accessible `unisex" or single-user
restrooms is a reasonable wag fo provide access
far wheelchair users and any attendants,
especially when attendants are of the opposite
sex. Since these fact![ttes have proven so useful,
it is often eonsidered advantageous to install a
"unisex" toilet room itt new facilities in addition
tp making the multi-stall restrobms accessible,
especially in shopping malls, large audifortums,
and convention centers.

Figure 28 (section 4.16) provides minimum clear
Moor space dimensions for toilets to accessible
"unisex" toilet rooms. Tice clotted lines designate
the minimum clear-/lour space, depending on
the d[rectton of approach, required for whee!-
chair users to transfer onto the uxtter closet.
The dtrnenslons of 48 in (1220 mrr^ and 6(3 in
{1525 mrN, respecifUely, correspond to the
space required for the two common transfer
approaches utilized by wheelchair users
{see FYg. A6}, tt Ls important to keep to mind that
the placement of The lavatory to the Immediate
side of The water closet wfll preclude the side
approach transfer t2lustrated in Figure A6{b},

To accommodate The stile Transfer, the space
ac^acent to the water closet must remain clear
of obstructinn for 42 in {I065 mm} from The
cenTerline of the toilet {FYgure 28) and the lava-
tory must not be located withtn this clear space.
A turnUul circle or T- tam, the clear floor space
at the lavatory, acid maneuvering space at the
door must be considered when defermtning the
possible uratl locations. A privacy latch or other
accessible means of ensurtrig privacy during use
should be provided ai the door.

RECOMMENDA770NS;

I. In new construction, accessible single-user
restrooms may be desirable [n some situations
because they can accommodate a wide variety
of building users. However, .they cannot be used
in lieu of making the multi-stall toilet morns
accessible as required.

2. Where strict compliance to the guidelines for
accessible toilet facilities fs technicaf2y Infeasible
in the alteration of existing facilities, accessible
"unisex", foQeEs are a reasonable alternative.

3, In designir^q accessible single-user restrooms,
the provisions of adequate space to atiour a side
transfer aril! provide accommodation to the
largest number of wheelchair users.

Fig. A 7
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A4.28 Bathrooms, Bathing Facilities, and Shower Roams

A4.23 Bathrooms, Bathing Facilities,
and Shvwer Rooms.

A4.2S,3 Clear' Floor Space. FYgure A7
shows two passible cor^qurations of a toilef
room with a rot!-tn shower, The specific shower
shown is designed to fit exactty within the
dimenstons of a standard bathtub, S[nce the
shower does not hcu^e a fip, the f loon space can
be user! for required maneuuertng space. This
would permit a toilet room to be smelter than
would be permitfe+d with a bathfub and stiIi
proadde enough f ioor space to be considered
accesstb[e. TtUs design can prouicte accessibility
to factlUtes where space is ai a premium {t.e.,
hotels and medical care faciittiesl: The alternate
roll-in shower (Fig. 57b) also prauides s]{,Q3cient
room for the 'Z=rum" and does not require
plumbing to be on more than one u^atl.

A4,23,9 Medicine Cabinets. Other alter-
natives for storing medical and personal care
items are very useful to disabled people.
Shelves, drawers, and floor-mounted cabinets
can be provided within the reach ranges of
disabled people.

A4,2fi Handrails, Grab Bars, and Tub
and Shvwcr Seats.

A4.26.]. General. Marry disabled people rely
heavily upon grab bars and handrails to main-
tain balance and prevent serious falls. Many
people brace their forearms between supports
and walls to give them more leverage and
stabWty in malntalning balance or for lifting.
The grab bar clearance of 1-T/2 in (36 mm)
required to this guideline Ls a safety clearance
to prevent lnJuries resulting from arms slipping
through the openings. ]t also provides adequate
gripping roam.

A4.2B .2 Si9ce and Spacing of Grab Bars
and Handrails. This specification allows for
alternate shaped of handrails as long as they
allow an opposing grip slrnilar to that provided
by a circular section of 1-1/4 to to t-t/2 in
(32 mm to 38 mm).

A4.27 Controls and Operating
Mechanisms.

A4.27.3 Height. F1Ig. ABjurther tlfustrates

re

4^ 

Prefe^d	 required ^ preferred
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Fonc^ard Reach Possible

	
Side Reach Poss[bie

Fig. A$
Contm! Reach Limitations
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A4,28 Alarms

mandatory and advisory contra! mounting
height provisions for typtca! equipment.

Electrtca! receptacles installed to serve indt-
vtduat appliances and trot intended far regular
orfrequent use by building occupants are not
required #o be mounted within the specified
reach ranges. Examples would be receptacles
installed speei-f lcatlg for urald-rnounGed clocks,
refrigerators, and microwave ovens.

A4.28 Alarms.

A4.28.2 Audible Alarms. Audible emergency
signals must have an intensity and frequency
that can attract the attention of individuals
who have partial, hearing lass. People over 6(?
years of age generally have difIleulty perceiving
frequencies higher than IO,DI)O Hz. An alarm
signal which has a periodic element to its signal,
such as strtyte shake bells (clang-pause-clang-
pause), ht-low (up-down-up-dowel andfast
whoop (on-o-, f oR-ate are best. Avoid continuous
or reverberating tones. Select a signal which has
a sound characterized by tluee or four clear
tones without a great dea! of "noise" u between.

A4.2I3.3 Visual Alarms. The speclftcations in
this section do not preclude the use of zoned or
coded alarm systems,

A4,28.4 Au>dllary Alarms. Locating visual
emergency alarms fn rooms where persons who
are deaf may work or reside alone can ensure
that they will always be warned when an
emergency alarm is activated. To be etfecfive,
such devices must be located and oriented so
that they will spread signals and reflections
throughout a space or raise the overall light
level sharply. However, visual alarms alone are
not necessar[Iy the best means to alert sleepers.
A study rnnducted by Underwriters Laboratory
(CIL) concluded that a flashing Itght more than
seuert times br[ghter was required (I I O candela
v. I5 candela, at the same distance) to awaken
sleepers as was needed fA alert awake subjects
fn a normal dayttrrte illuminated room,

For hotel and other rooms where people are
IUce[y to be asleep, asignal-actuated vibrator
placed between mattress and box spring or
under a pillow was found by tIL to be much
more e,Q'ective in alerting sleepers. Many readily
available devices are saund•aetivated sa that
they could respond to an alarm clack, clock

radio, wake-up telephone cat[ or room smoke
detector. Actuation by a building alarm system
can either be accomplished by a separate circuit
activating an auditory alarm which would, in
turn, trigger the vibrator or by a signal transmit-
led through the ordinary I IQ-volt outlet. 75-ans-
misston of signals through the power line is
relatively simple and is the basis of common,
inexpensive remote tight control systems sold to
many department and electronic stores for home
use. So-called "wireless" intercoms operate on
the same prUtcipaL

A4.29 Detectable Warnings,

A4.28 . 2 Detectable Warlings an Walking
Surfaces, The mater^iat used to provide con-
trastshould contrast by at least 7tx}ii. Contrast
irl percent iS deGermifled I?i-/:

Contrast = ((B, - B^)/B,) x I00

where B, = Iight ref lecfance value t^^'7 of the
lighter area
and B^ = Iiyht reflectance value (IRL^ of the
darker area.

Note that to any appltcattnn both white and
black are never absolute: Thus, B, Heuer equals
In0 and Bz is always greater than 0.

A4.30 Signage.

A4.30, ^. General, 1ri building complexes
where finding locations lndependentiy on a
routine basis may be a necessity (for example,
college campuses}, tactile maps or prerecorded
instructions can be very helpful to visually
impaired people. Several maps and auditory
instructions have been developed and tested
for specific applications, The typo of map or
instructions used must be based on the tnfor-

.mation to be communicated, which depends
highly on the type of buildings or users.

Landmarks that can easily be distinguished
by visually impaired individuals are useful as
orientation cues, Such cues include changes
in illumination level, bright colors, unique
patterns, wall xnurais, location of speeia!
equipment or other architectural features,

Many people with disabilities have limitations
In movement of their heads and reduced
peripheral vision. Thus, signage positioned
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A4.30 Slgnage

perpendlculax to the path of travel is easiest far
them to notice. People can generally distinguish
signage within.an angle of 30 degrees to either
side of the centerlines of their faces without
moving their heads,

A4.3U.2 Che^raeter Proportion. The legibil-
ity of printed characters is a function of the
viewing dLstance, character height, the ratio of
the stroke width to the height of the character,
the contrast of color between character and
background, and print font. The size of charac-
ters must he based upon the intended viewing
distance. A severely nearsighted person may
have to be much closer to recognize a character
of a given size than a person with normal visual
acuity,

A4.30.4 Raised 'and Brailled Characters
and Pictorial Symbol Signs
(Pictograms). The standard dimensions far
literary Braille are as follows.

Dot diameter	 .059 in.

Inter-dvt spar[tig	 .090 tn.

Horizontal separation
between cells	 .241 in,

Verttca! separation
between cells	 .395 in.

Raised borders around signs contatntng raised
characters may make them confusing to read
unless the border is set far away from the
characters. Accessible signage with descrtpttve
materials aboutpub[ic buildings, monuments,
and ob,/ects of cultural interest may not provide
sa^lcientltj detailed and meaningf'u! tnfonnatton.
Interpretive. guides, audio tape devices, or other
methods may be mare ejJecttve in presenting
such informafian.

A4.30.5 FYnish and Contrast. Ara eggshell
finish (1 I to 19 degree gloss on 60 degree
gtosstmeter} is recommended. Research indi-
cates that signs are more legible for persons
wtlh tow Utstort uahen characters contrast-with
their background by at feast 70 percent,
Contrast in percent shaft be determined by:

Contrast = ((B, - B,}/BU J x 100

where B, = tight reflectance value (LRV) of the
lighter area
and B, =light reflectance value f^^ of the
darker area

Note that to arty appltcatton both white and
black are never absolute; thus, B, never equals
IO{l and BT is always greater than 0.

The greatest readability is usually achieved
thrpugh the use of light-colored characters or
symbols on a dark background.

A4,3t).7 Symbols of Accessibility for
D^'erent Types of Listening S^tstems.
Paragraph 4 of this section requires sigrtage
tn,dtcating fhe avatlabi2ity of an asststive listen•
irtg system. An appropr[ate message should be
displayed with the international symbol of
access far hearing loss since flits syntbat con-
veys genera! accessibility for people with hear-
ing lass. Some suggestions are:

INFRARED
ASSISTIVE USTEMNG SYSTEM

AVAILABLE
PLEASE ASK--

AUDIO LOOP IN USE
^URIV T S WITCH F10R

BETTER HEARING
---^-OR ASK F17R HELP

FM
ASSIS77VE LISTENING
SYSTEM AVAILABLE
—PLEASE ASK—

The symbol may be used to notify persons of the
avatlabiitiy of other auxttiary aids and services
such as: real time captioning, captioned note
taking, sign language interpreters, and oral
Interpreters.

A^.9U.81tiumination Levels. Itturntrtation
levels on the sign surface shat! be in the 100 to
300 lux range (I O to 30 footcandles) and shall
be un^orm over the sign surface. Signs shall be
located such that Elie illumination level on the
surface of the sign Ls riot stgn^caratly exceeded
by the ambient light or visible bright lighting
source behind or in front of the sign.
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A4.8i Telephones

A4.3 ^. Telephones.

A4.31.3 Mounting Heiglst. 1n localities
where the dial-tone lust system Is in operation,
calls can be placed at a cote telephone through
the operator without inserting coins. The
operator button is located at a height of'16 In
(1174 mmJ if the coin slot of the telephone is
at 54 In (1370 mm]. A generally available
public telephone with a cote slat mounted .
lower on the equipment would allow universal
installation of telephones at a height of 48 in
(1220 mm) or less to all operable parts,

A4.32.9 Text Telephones. ApubItc text
telephone may be an integrated text telephone
pay phone unit or. a conventional portable, text
telephone that is permanently t^'ixed within, or
acllacenf to, the telephone enclosure. In order to
be usalale with a pay phone, a Text felephone
which is not a single tntegrrited text telephone
pay phone unif wUi require a shej large enough
(10 in 1255mrnI wide by IO in 1255 mrN deep
u,tth a 6 in (15(3 rturlJ vertical clearance mini•
mum) fo accommaotate the device, an electrical
outlet, and a power cord. Mor}able orportabfe
text tetephorees may tae used to pravtde equtua-
lent facilitation. Atext telephone should be
readily available so that a person using tt may
access the text IeIephane easUy and conven-
iently. As currently designed pocket-klpe text
telephones for personal use do not accommodate
a wide range ajusers. Such devices would riot
be considered subsfantiatty equivalent to con-
ventional teat telephones. Hourever, in the future
as technology develops this could change.

A4.32 FiiCed or Built-in Seating
aad Tables.

A4.32.4 Haight of Tables ar Counters.
Different types of work require different table
or counter heights for comfort and optimal
performance. Light detailed work such as
writing requires a table or counter close to
elbow height for a standing person. Heavy
manual work such as rolling dough requires a
counter or table height about 30 in (255 mm}
below elbow height for a standing person. This
principle of high/law table or counter heights
also applies for seated persons; however, the
limiting condition far seated manual work is
clearance under the table or counter.

Table Al shows convenient counter heights for
seated persons. The great variety of he#ghts far
comfort and optimal performance IndEcates a
need for alternatives ar a compromise in height
tf people who stand and people who sit will be
using the same counter area.

Table Ai
Convenient Heights of Tables

and Counters for Seated People'

Short	 Tai]
Women	 Men

Conditions of Use	 in mm	 in mm

Seated In a wheelchair:
Manual work-

Desk or removeable
armrests 26 680 30 7G0
FYaced, full-size armrests'. 329 815 32s 815

Light detailed work;
Desk or removable
armrests 2S 735 34 865

Fixed, full-size armrests' 32' 815 34 865
Seated iri a 18-in. (405-mm]

High chair.
Manual work 26 660 27 885
Light detailed work 28 710 3 t 785

'All dimensions are based on awork-surface
thickness of 1 1/2 in f38 mm} and a clearance
of 1 1/2 it1 (38 mrn] between legs and the
underside of a work surface.

x 'this type of wheelchair arm does not interfere
with the positioning of a wheelchair under a
work surface.

This dimension !s limited by the height of the
armrests: a lower height would be preferable.
Some people in this group prefer lower work
surfaces, which require positioning the ivheel-
chairback from the edge of the counter.

A4.33 Assembly Areas.

A4.33.2 Size of Whaalchair Locations.
Spaces large enough for two wheelchairs allow
people who are coming to a pedormance
together to sit together.

A4,33.3 Placement of Wheelchair
Locations. The location of wheelchair areas
can be planned so that a vartety of positions
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Table A2. Sumaaary of Assistive Listening Devices

within the seating area are provided. This will
allow choice In viewing and price categories.

Building/! fe safety codes set minimum
distances between rows of_f)xed seats with
conslderattort of the nttmher of seats tit a row,
the exit aisle width and arrangement, and the
location of exit doors. "Continental" seatUtg,
with a greater number of seats per rain artd a

commensurate increase in row spac^tng and exit
doors, faciittates emergencg egress for all people
and increases ease of access to mid-rota seats
especta[[t^ for people urho walk with dIQ`Iculty.
Consideratia^t of this posftilse attribute of
"conttnentut" seattrtg should be included along
with alt ofherfa.etors in the design of fixed
seating areas.

Table A2. Summary of Assistive Listen>tng Detr^ces

System

Induction Loop
Transmitter: Transducer
wired to induction loop
around listening area:.
Receiver Self-contained
induction receiver or
personal hearing aid
with telecoil.

FM
Transmitter: Flashlight-
sized worn by speaker.

Receiver; With personal
hearing aid via DAI or
induction neck-loop and
telecoil; or self-contained
with earphonc(s),

Infrared
Transmtter: Emitter in
line-of--sight with
receiver.
Receiver: Sett-contained.
Or ^th personal hearing
aid via DAi ar Induction
neckloop and telecail.

Advan#ages

Cost-Effective
Low Maintenance
Easy to use
Unobtruafve
May 6e posslbie to
integrate into existing
public address system.

Some hearing aids can
function as receivers.

Highly portable
Different channels allow
use by different groups
within the same room.

High user mobWty
variable for large range
of hearing losses.

Easy io use
Insures privacy yr
conlldeniiality

Moderate coat
Can often be Integrated
into existing public
address system.

Disadvantages

Signal spurs over to
adJacent rooms.

Susceptible to electrical
tnterftrence.

Limited portability
Incansistcnt signal
strength.

Head position affects
signal strength.
Lack of standards for
induction coil
performance.

High cost of receivers
Equipment fragile
Equipment obtrusive
High maintenance
Expensive to maintain
Custom fitting to
individual user may 6e
required,

Line-of-sight required
between emitter and
receiver.

Ineffective outdoors
Limited portability
Requires installation

Typical
Applioa#ions-

Meeting areas
'Theaters
Churches and Temples
Conference roams
Classrooms.
TV viewing

Classrooms
Tour groups
Meeting areas
..Outdoor events
One-on-one

Theaters
Churches and Temples
Auditoriums
Meetings requiring
contldentiallty

TV viewing

Source: itchab 13rleF. Natlanai Institute nn Dlsablllty and Rcha6ilitatlon Research, Washington, DC, Vol. Xif, No. i0, (1990}.
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A5.D Reatauxants and Cafeterias

A4,33.8 2'lacement of Listening
Systems. A distance of 50 ft (I5 m) allows
a person to distinguish performers' facial
expressions.

A4.33.7 'Ippes of Listening Systems. An
asstst#ve listening sJstern appropriate for an
assembly area for a group of persons or where
the spect^ic individuals are not known in ad- ,
uance, such as a playhouse, lecture hall or
movie theater, may be d^erent from the system
appropriate for a particular indiutduat provided
as an auxlltary aid or as par[ of a reasonable
accommodation. The appropriate device for an
trtcltvtdua! is the type that individual ran use,
whereas the appropriate system for an assem-
bly area wilt necess[xr#!y be geared toward the
ctuerage" or aggregate needs of various irtd#-
utduals. A listening system that can be used
from any seat In a seating area is the most
Ilexible way to meet this specification. Ear-
phoneJacks with variable volume controls can
benefit only people who have slight hearing loss
and da not.help people who use hearing aids.
At the present time, magnetic induction loops
are the most feasible type of listening system
for people who use hearing aids equipped with
'T coils," but people without hearing aids or
those with hearing aids not equipped with
inductive pick-ups cannot use them without
special receivers. Radio frequency systems can
be extremely effective and inexpensive, People
without hearing aids can use them, but people
with hearing aids need a special receiver to
use thew as they are presently designed. if
hearing aids had a Jack to allow a by-pass of
microphones, then radio frequency systems
would be suitable for people with and without
hearing aids. Same listening systems may be
subject to interference from other equipment
and feedback from hearing aids of people who
are using the systems. Such interference can
be controlled by careful engineering design
that anticipates feedback sources in the
surrounding area.

Table A2, reprinted from a National Institute of
Dtsab#litl and Rehabilitation Research. "Rehab
Brief "shows some of the advantages and
disadvaintages of d^erent #ypes of asststtve
listening systems. In addition, the Architectural
and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board
(Access Board) has published a pamphlet on
Assist#ue Listening Systems which lists deman-
strattort centers across the country where
teclutica! assistance can be obtained in selecting
and irtstalting appropriate systems. The state of

New York has also adopted a detailed technical
specification which mky be useful.

A5.0 Restaurants and Cc^'eterias.

AS.I General. Darting counters (where there
is no service) are typically faunci to small
caul-out restaurants, bakeries, or coffee shop's
and may only be a narrow eating surface
attached to a wall. This section requires
that where such a din[ng counter is provided,
a parfion of the counter shall be of the required
accessible height.

A7.0 Business and Mercantile.

A7.2(3) Assistive Listening Deaices. At all
sates and service counters, feller windows, box
o-^fices, and information kiosks where a phgstcal
barrier separates seruire persanne! and custom-
ers, it is recommended that at feast one perma-
nently tnstal[ed asstst#ue listening device cam-
piying with 4.33 be provided at each location or
series. Where assistiue listening devices are
installed, s#gnage should be provided fclen-
t^ling those stations which are so equ#peed.

A7.3 Check-out Aisles. Section 7.2 refers to
counters without aisles; section 7.3 cancems
check-out aisles. A counter without an ats[e (7.2)
can be approached from more titan one direction
such as in a convenience store. In order to use
a check-out aisle 17.3), customers must enter a
defined area (an aisle) of a particular point, pay
for goods, and exit at a parttcu[ar point.

A10.3 FYxed Facilities and Stations.

AI0.3.3(7) Route Signs. One means of
makertg control buttons on fare vending ma-
chines usable bl persons with vLston impair-
ments is to raise them above the surrounding
surface. Those activated bl a mechanical
motion are likely to be more detectable. If
farecard vending, collection, and adjustment
devices are designed to accommodate farecctrds
having one tactually disttnetiue corner, then a
person who has a vision impairment will insert
the card with greater ease. Token callect#on

^utces that are designed to accommodate
tokens which are perforated can allow a person
to distinguish more readily between tokens
and common coins. Thoughtful placement of
accessible grtes and fare vending machines
in relation to inaccessible devices will make
their use and detection easier for al! persons
with disabiltttes,
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